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ABSTRACT 
The present study investigated the English language learning journeys of four 
adult EFL learners in Hong Kong. These adults had been out of formal schooling for 
more than twenty years before continuing with their learning of English in a night 
school. This study shed light on a population that has largely been ignored in second 
language acquisition research. 
Multiple case studies were employed to trace the language learning 
experiences of the participants from childhood to adulthood, with a focus on how 
these experiences were influenced by their families, schools, and community. Their 
individual perspectives and motivations were also considered. The data consisted of 
two surveys, two focus group interviews, two in-depth individual interviews with 
each participant, participant observation, and ethnographic conversations over an 
eight-month period. 
The findings revealed that a variety of factors prompted the participants to stop 
their formal education as children: a lack of practical and emotional support from 
family and school, the invisibility of English in the community where the participants 
grew up and their inability to understand the pragmatic value of the language, their 
failure to set clear and realistic academic goals, the "language anxiety" or "social 
i 
anxiety" (Oxford, 1999) that developed in the classroom due to teaching styles/ 
discipline, and the "low situational" or "global self-esteem" (Brown, 2000) of the 
participants as children. 
Among the four participants, three were initially driven by instrumental 
motivation to learn English in adulthood, believing that better English would bring 
them more opportunities or advancement in their jobs. Their language learning 
motivation eventually changed, however. Instead of being driven almost completely 
by instrumental motivation, they began to develop an integrative motivation as time 
progressed. Their English skills improved in the part-time English course, and they 
also experienced different degrees of transformation. Their global self-esteem or 
situational self-esteem in using English was enhanced. Changes were also observed 
in their relationships with their families and friends. With their enhanced English and 
self-esteem, they found themselves playing new roles at work, in their families and 
social networks. 
The influence of family, school, and community on foreign language learning 
in both childhood and adulthood are explored and addressed in the thesis. Based on 
the findings, suggestions for adult EFL learners, adult educators, and formal school 
English teachers are put forward. 
This study contributed to our understanding of the potentially transformative 
ii 
dimension of adult education by conducting focused case studies of a largely 
overlooked population. The use of this approach, instead of relying on surveys, 
helped to capture the learning experiences and transformation of the participants over 
time 如d space. The factors hindering their learning of English in childhood also 
provided insight into the importance of cultivating a supportive EFL classroom 
environment in formal schools. 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Background to this Study 
Adult education involves a learning process through which adults can equip 
themselves with better knowledge, broaden their horizons, and change their 
behaviours, attitudes, views or opinions (Bergevin, 1967). The most essential goal of 
it is to "positively affect a person's self-estimation" (Wlodkowski, 1999，p. 148)，and 
to help learners develop "a sense of self-empowerment" (Mezirow, 2000). 
With the restructuring of the economy of Hong Kong, more and more adults 
have been actively participating in a variety of adult education programmes in recent 
years. With the Workplace English Campaign launched by the Hong Kong 
government in 2000, many adults in Hong Kong became more aware of the 
importance of English in meeting their job needs and maintaining their 
competitiveness in the workplace. As a consequence, part-time English courses for 
adults at various levels are also flourishing. 
Unlike children, adults carry with them their past experiences to the classroom, 
which may in turn act as a "screen" between them and their learning process (Belzer, 
2004, p. 56). Therefore, it is helpful for adult educators to acknowledge adult 
learners as different from children, and to better understand their characteristics, 
needs, and histories. 
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However, while many studies on adult EFL learners in Hong Kong have 
focused on university students who have reached a certain level of English 
proficiency, little research has been done on adults enrolling in part-time elementary 
English courses. 
In addition, most of the studies employed quantitative methods, which cannot 
capture fully the impact of contextual factors and personal qualities on the 
motivation and investment of foreign language learners. 
1.2. Purpose of this Study 
Therefore, this study was intended to fill this significant gap in the literature. 
Making use of multiple case studies, it investigated the relationship between 
motivation, investment, and foreign language learning in four adult EFL learners in 
an elementary part-time English course in a night school in Hong Kong. It is hoped 
that a better understanding of this largely neglected population would suggest ways 
to improve the pedagogy of both EFL adult education and formal schooling in this 
region. 
The following questions guided the present study: 
1. What were the difficulties the participants had faced in English learning as 
children? How were their adult language learning experiences influenced by 
their childhood experiences? 
2. What motivated the participants to learn English as adults, after having left the 
English classroom for a long time? What were their investments in learning the 
2 
language? 
3. How did the participants' learning of English as adults impact on them? 
1.3. Significance of this Study 
With continuing education being stressed by the Hong Kong government these 
days, research of this kind is needed to provide a better understanding of the growing 
number of adult students who enroll in EFL classes in adult education centres. This 
study provides a voice to a largely ignored group in second language acquisition 
research and in society in general. 
Moreover, the use of case studies provides the opportunity to delve more 
deeply into their learning processes. As a consequence, it facilitates our 
understanding of factors hindering or supporting their language learning as children 
or adults. It helps shed light on the potentially transformative dimension of EFL adult 
education. 
1.4. Organization of this Thesis 
This thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter Two reviews the theoretical 
concepts in the literature which are related to second language learning motivation 
and adult education. 
Chapter Three focuses on the methodology adopted in the present study. 
Details about the research design, the participants, instrumentation, data collection 
and analysis methods are presented. 
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Chapter Four and Five trace the English learning stories of the four 
participants from childhood to adulthood. Two cases are presented in each chapter. 
The grouping of these cases is based on the nature and degree of impact that the 
learning experience had on the participants as adults. 
In Chapter Six, the concluding chapter, the findings and analysis are 
summarized, and the three guiding questions that were stated in this chapter are 
addressed. Implications of the present study for adult EFL students, adult EFL 
instructors and EFL teachers in formal schools are presented. The limitations of the 
study are identified and suggestions for future studies are also made. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
In the field of second language acquisition, motivation is one of the most 
important areas of research. Different theoretical models and approaches have been 
developed to understand second/ foreign language learning motivation. 
This chapter presents the theories relevant to this study. The first section 
examines the relationship between motivation, investment, and language learning. 
The second section discusses the shift in perspective in adult education from the 
transmission of knowledge to transformative and lifelong learning. This review 
serves as a theoretical basis for this study, informing its design and procedures. 
2.2 Motivation, Investment and Language Learning 
2.2.1 Sodo-psychological Approach to Motivation 
Motivation is defined as "the extent to which the individual works or strives to 
learn the language because of a desire to do so and the satisfaction experienced in 
this activity" (Gardner: 1985, p. 10). Recognized as an important factor which can 
help determine success in second/ foreign language acquisition (Gardner, 1985; 
Scarcella & Oxford, 1992; Oxford & Shearin, 1996)，it is a dimension of individual 
differences in second language learning which has been widely researched. 
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Research on the relationship between motivation and language learning was 
first published by Gardner and Lambert in 1959. Their study of a group of 
English-speaking high school students learning French in Montreal, where French is 
predominant, showed that there were two independent factors for the "maximum 
prediction of success" in the participants' achievement in learning the target language 
(Gardner & Lambert，1959, p. 191)，and one of them was motivation. It was found 
that students who were more integratively oriented, i.e. having the "willingness to be 
like valued members of the language community" (Gardner & Lambert, 1959，p.271), 
outperformed those who were instrumentally oriented in the study. A follow-up study 
was conducted by Gardner in 1960 with a larger sample of Anglophone high school 
student learners of French in the same setting, and included additional measures of 
French achievement, as well as the parents' attitudes towards the French community. 
The results of this study were in line with the previous one, showing that integrative 
motivation and L2 achievement were correlated, though a favourable attitude might 
not be necessarily present. Gardner and Lambert (1959) suggested that such a 
difference might be related to differences in cultural or situational factors. Since their 
study was conducted in Montreal, a French-speaking milieu, it was reasonable that 
students were more ready to develop an integrative orientation or motivation towards 
learning French as a second language. 
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In a bilingual setting, the participants were exposed to lots of opportunities to 
use the target language in their daily lives, and to interact with native speakers. They 
may have developed a desire to communicate or become part of the target language 
community by learning the language well. Gardner (1960) also found that the 
children whose parents were more sympathetic to the French community tended to 
be more integratively oriented in their acquisition of the target language. He 
suggested, however, that the findings may differ in other situational or cultural 
contexts. 
This adoption of a socio-psychological perspective in viewing second/ foreign 
language learning inspired other researchers to investigate the relationship between 
learners' language learning motivation and the social context and other affective 
variables (e.g., Gardner & Lambert 1959, 1972; Tremblay & Gardner 1995; Clement 
and Gardner 2001 ； Gardner 2001). 
2.2.1.1 Motivation as a Socio-educational Model 
Built upon Lambert's social psychological model and Carroll's educational 
model, Gardner (1985) developed a socio-educational model of L2 learning, which 
shared many common constructs with Lambert's social psychological one. The major 
difference between the two models was that attitudes, orientations and second 
language proficiency are predicted to be directly linked with each other in the social 
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psychological model, while motivation is included as a mediator in such an 
association in the socio-educational one (Gardner, 1985). 
Gardner (1985) quoted three studies (Gardner et al., 1983; Gardner, 1983; 
Lalonde & Gardner，1984) to show that the role of motivation as a mediator was 
empirically proven. In the socio-educational model, language learning is viewed as 
"a particular causal interplay" of four types of variables: the social milieu, individual 
differences, language acquisition contexts and outcomes (Gardner, 1985，p. 146). 
Motivation was conceptualized as "the combination of effort plus desire to achieve 
the goal of learning the language plus favourable attitudes towards learning the 
language" in this model (Gardner, 1985, p. 10). Learners must possess these three 
qualities in order to be considered as motivated ones. It is also considered as a 
"highly dynamic" one, which concerns with how an individual behaves in a language 
learning environment is influenced by the initial cognitive and affective variables, 
and how these variables interact with the context to produce "non-linguistic 
outcomes," which in turn influences subsequent affective variables in an "ever 
continuing" way (Gardner, 1985, p. 150). 
2.2.J.2 Instrumental and Integrative Motivation 
Gardner and Maclntyre (1991) defined orientation as the language learner's 
reasons for learning a second language, while motivation involved "directed, 
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reinforcing effort to learn the language" (p. 58). Orientation is seen as having an 
indirect relationship with L2 achievement, and motivation is directly related to L2 
achievement. 
There are two dimensions under the concept orientation - the instrumental 
orientation and integrative orientation. Instrumental orientation refers to the learning 
of a foreign language as driven by "a desire to gain social recognition or economic 
advantages" (Gardner & Lambert, 1972, p. 14). A learner may want to leam an L2 for 
pragmatic advantages, for example, to advance in one's career or study, or to earn 
more money. On the other hand, integrative orientation refers to the "willingness or 
desire to be like representative members of the 'other' language community, and to 
become associated, at least vicariously, with that other community" (Gardner & 
Lambert, 1972, p. 14). It is concerned with the positive or favourable attitudes that 
the leaner has towards the target language community; by learning the target 
language, s/he could communicate and interact with that native speakers of that 
community, or become part of them. 
Gardner and Lambert (1972) considered this type of orientation, which focuses 
more on the affective aspect of language learning, to be more powerful in predicting 
L2 achievement in formal L2 learning situations than the instrumental one. 
Motivation tends to show a high correlation with L2 achievement (Gardner, 1985). It 
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is considered to play a primary role in L2 learning while the learner's attitudes 
towards language learning and the desire to be integrated in the target culture play a 
supportive role (Gardner, Tremblay, & Masgoret, 1997). 
Studies have shown that in foreign language settings where the exposure to the 
target language in daily lives is less common (e.g., Au, 1988; Crookes & Schmidt, 
1991), integrative motivation is less important. Au's (1988) review of a few 
empirical studies on second language learning and motivation showed that positive, 
nil, and negative relationships could be found between integrative motivation and L2 
achievement, in different studies in different contexts. In other words, though 
integrative motivation is one of the contributory factors of persistence in second 
language learning, it is not the only one (Ellis, 1994)，i.e. a high integrative 
motivation may not necessarily be present in foreign language learners. 
Gardner and Lambert also investigated the relationships between motivational 
variables, language aptitude, and English proficiency in a group of 103 secondary 
students in the Philippines in 1972. These participants had been learning English as 
an academic subject for six years, but they did not have much chance to use the 
language in their daily lives，or to interact with native speakers of the target language 
due to the foreign language learning context. It was found that instrumental 
motivation played an important role in the language learning of this population. In 
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the study, students with a higher English proficiency were instrumentally motivated 
and also had parental support in learning the language for an integrative purpose. In 
Gardner's (1985) work, the importance of integrative orientation was confirmed 
again, while the fact that instrumental orientation can also lead to success in L2 
learning was asserted, especially in foreign language learning situations. 
In 1990, Domyei conducted a study with 134 learners of English in Hungary, 
where English is a foreign language, and the EFL learners rarely have a chance to use 
the language in their daily lives, or to communicate with native speakers of the target 
language. In addition to instrumental and integrative motivation, Domyei (1990) 
identified two other motivational constructs: the need for achievement, and 
attributions about past failures. The findings of the study indicated that the need for 
achievement and instrumental motivation played an important role in helping 
learners achieve intermediate proficiency in the target language; while integrative 
motivation was essential for them to have higher proficiency in the language. 
Attributions about past failures were also considered to be one of the factors 
influencing language learning in an EFL context like Hungary. 
There have been only a few local studies which have adopted a qualitative 
approach to investigate the motivational construct of Hong Kong students in learning 
English as a second language. Lai (2000) carried out a qualitative study with the use 
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of case histories of six local pre-service teacher trainees who were 19 to 26 years old. 
Her findings suggested that there was an "initial absence of intrinsic motivation" (p. 
48) among the participants in her study. The results also indicated that motivation, 
effort, and achievement are "closely inter-related in a cyclical way" (p. 43), and 
motivation will also change in relation to situation, need, and achievement (Lai, 
2000). 
Chan (2005) also adopted the case study approach in her study of the second 
language learning motivation of five Year One English majors in a Hong Kong 
university. The results of her study revealed that in an EFL context like Hong Kong, 
instrumental motivation played an important role in her participants' learning of the 
language throughout their primary, secondary, and university education. 
Though the distinction between integrative and instrumental orientations as a 
more affective or pragmatic category may appear simple, such a classification is 
quite subjective, relying on the researchers' interpretations, which are influenced by 
the setting of their research (Gardner, 1985). There is no fixed definition of 
integrative and instrumental orientations, rather it depends on the particular setting of 
the research. 
Clement, Domyei, and Noels (1994) also addressed the context-based nature 
of orientations, and placed the orientations of foreign language learners in five 
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categories: to make friends or to travel; to identify with the target language group; to 
get involved in the target culture; to gain more knowledge; and for practical use. 
Therefore, it is important to have a clear idea about how these two dimensions are 
defined in each study. Besides, there was often a positive correlation between these 
two types of orientations, contributing to the same dimension in studies with factor 
analysis; as learners could also recognize the instrumental value of learning a second 
language, even if they leam it with an integrative orientation, and vice versa 
(Gardner & Maclntyre, 1991). Thus, it was possible for learners to possess both 
types of motivation although one may be more dominant. 
Despite the conceptual difficulties in giving a clear definition for these two 
types of orientation, Gardner (1985) pointed out that recognizing that these two types 
of orientations represent the "ultimate goals for achieving the more immediate goal 
of learning the second language" is more important (p. 11). 
2.2.2 Motivation in Self-determination Theory 
2.2.2.1 Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation 
Intrinsic and extrinsic motivations are two types of motivation that 
psychologists have been interested in for the past three decades (Vallerand & Ratelle’ 
2002). Intrinsic motivation refers to the situation in which the L2 learner is 
"self-determined" to do something for "no apparent reward except the activity itself 
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(Deci, 1975，p. 23), or for the pleasure and satisfaction derived from the L2 learning 
experience. By contrast, extrinsic motivation refers to the situation in which the L2 
learner is driven to do so by some external forces (e.g., rewards or punishment) (Deci, 
Vallerand, Pelletier & Ryan，1991). In addition to these two types of motivations, 
Deci and Ryan (1985) proposed a third type, amotivation, which refers to the 
situation when the learner seems to have no motivation. Amotivation is believed to 
be the result of the learner's feeling of incompetence or lack of control of the 
situation, so that an outcome is not expected (Vallerand & Ratelle, 2002). 
Gardner (1985) criticized Jakobovitz (1970) for equating an integrative 
orientation with the intrinsic one, and the instrumental with the extrinsic, 
commenting that the distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic motivations is much 
more complex (p. 11- 12). Indeed, these two constructs are different from each other. 
Instrumental and integrative orientations are concerned with whether or not the L2 
learner has the willingness to identify oneself with the target language group which 
matters; while for extrinsic and intrinsic motivations, the distinction relies on 
whether or not the L2 learner is self-determined to learn the language. 
Before the perception of extrinsic and intrinsic motivations as a continuum was 
proposed, these two constructs were once regarded as opposite to each other, as the 
former one was not considered to be self-determined (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier & 
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Ryan, 1991). Instead, extrinsic motivation, intrinsic motivation, and amotivation 
could be seen as a hierarchal model as proposed by Vallerand and Ratelle (2002). 
Intrinsic motivation could be divided into three subgroups: "to know," which means 
that a learner participate in the learning activity for the pleasure and satisfaction one 
could gain from the learning process; "to accomplish," which refers to the learner's 
desire to accomplish certain goals by learning; and "to experience stimulation," 
which means that the learner participate in the learning process just for the activity 
itself (Vallerand & Ratelle，2002, p. 42). 
Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, and Ryan (1991) perceived extrinsic motivation as a 
continuum. Similar with intrinsic motivation, it could also be divided into four types 
(external regulation, introjected regulation, identified regulation, and integrated 
regulation), depending on the degree of self-determination present in the motivation 
along the continuum. 
External regulation was the least self-determined one along the continuum, in 
which the learners participate in the activity due to the external forces or factors like 
getting rewards or avoiding punishment from teachers or parents, and the reason has 
no relationship with the learning activity itself (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier & Ryan， 
1991). 
Introjected regulation is considered as "the first stage of the internalization 
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process" (Vallerand & Ratelle，2002, p. 42), meaning that the learner has internalized 
the demands which were once externally imposed on them (e.g., punishment for poor 
results in examinations). These demands were no longer perceived as the demands 
from other people but norms by the learner. S/he participates in the learning activity 
as an obligation, or to avoid the guilty feeling. 
Identified regulation occurs when the person engaged in an activity grasps the 
intended goals of it, and acknowledges the value of the activity itself (Vallerand & 
Ratelle, 2002). S/he chooses to perform a certain act due to the identified reason for 
engaging in that act. It is relatively self-determined (Vallerand & Ratelle, 2002). 
Integrated regulation is the most self-determined form of extrinsic motivation 
along the continuum (Domyei, 1994). Engaging in the learning activity is the 
learner's own choice, and this act is integrated into his/her values, needs, and 
identities (Vallerand & Ratelle, 2002). Yet, it is different from intrinsic motivation, 
which is concerned with the interest in the learning task itself. Though extrinsic 
motivation has often been regarded as opposite to intrinsic motivation and can 
undermine it, if extrinsic motivation is internalized enough, the learner will become 
more and more self-determined in the process, and it is possible that intrinsic 
motivation could be achieved eventually (Domyei, 1994). 
Vallerand and Ratelle (2002) stated that though these four types of extrinsic 
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motivation could be viewed as a continuum with increasing level of 
self-determination in the behaviour and increasing degree of internationalization of 
the regulations, learners do not necessarily go through each successive stage before 
they arrive at the integrated regulation stage. 
2.2.3 Individual Differences and Language Learning 
Individual differences and L2 learning has become "one of the most 
thoroughly studied psychological aspect of SLA" since it first started in the 1960s 
(Domyei, 2005, p. 6). In particular, researchers have been interested in investigating 
individual differences, regarding them as "consistent predictors" of success in second 
language acquisition (Domyei, 2005, p. 6). Individual differences in second language 
learning cover a broad area, containing many different variables. As cited in Oxford 
and Ehrman (1993), twenty-two individual differences variables were identified be 
influencing L2 learning success in Gradman and Hanania's (1991) study. 
Oxford and Ehrman (1993) identified nine relatively more important factors: 
aptitude, motivation, anxiety, self-esteem, tolerance of ambiguity, risk-taking, 
language learning styles, age, and gender. In addition, they suggested that the major 
factors in individual differences could be reflected from and grouped under three 
categories: learning styles (e.g.，personality and cognitive styles), learning strategies 
(e.g.，cognitive strategies, metacognitive strategies, memory-related strategies, 
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compensatory strategies, affective strategies, and social strategies), and affective 
variables (e.g., motivation, self-efficacy，tolerance of ambiguity, and anxiety) 
(Erhman, Leaver, & Oxford, 2003). In line with the scope of the present study, 
personality and self-esteem will be focused on in this section. 
2.2.3.1 Personality 
Personality has been found to influence both the L2 learner's learning styles 
and strategies. As cited in Gardner (1985), Naiman, Frohlich and Stem (1975) listed 
the personality traits perceived by language teachers as typical of successful L2 
learners, including: "meticulous (perfectionist), mature, responsible, self-confident, 
extrovert (bubbly, outgoing), independent, passive, shy and introverted"; while those 
for unsuccessful L2 learners "were most frequently described as demonstrating a lack 
of self-confidence and as being timid, shy, careless, afraid to express themselves and 
nervous" (p. 25). Gardner (1985) also identified other personality variables which are 
related to 12 achievement, which included: "anxiety, status seeking, need for 
approval, social conformity" (p. 25). 
Extroversion and introversion traits are grouped under the personality aspect of 
which received a lot of attention. Dewaele and Fumham's (1999) review of thirty 
studies on personality and language learning showed that extroverts were found to be 
more fluent than introverts in their LI and L2, although the accuracy in their L2 may 
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not be guaranteed. However, introverts have also been found to be able to benefit 
from their introversion in the way that they spend more time on reading. Therefore, 
instead of having either extroverts or introverts outperform their counterpart in L2 
learning, it is considered that their personalities are beneficial to certain tasks or 
certain teaching styles (Gass, & Selinker，2001). 
With a better understanding of the relationship between L2 learner's 
personality traits and L2 achievement, teachers and educators could help learners by 
designing courses or adopting different teaching styles that suit the learner's learning 
styles and strategies. 
2.•？Self-esteem 
White (1959) defined self-esteem as "a judgment of self-worth or value based 
on feelings of efficacy" (as cited in Oxford, & Ehrman, 1995, p. 346), which is 
considered as "the most pervasive aspect" of human behaviour (Brown, 2000，p. 145). 
It is derived from the experiences accumulated through interacting with others and 
by assessing the external world which individuals are in (Brown, 2000). 
According to Brown (2000)，self-esteem could be divided into three types -
general, or global self-esteem; situational, or specific self-esteem; and task 
self-esteeem. Global self-esteem refers to the individual's general assessment of his/ 
her own worth as a learner or a person in different situations in general (Oxford, & 
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Ehrman, 1995; Brown, 2000). Situational self-esteem refers to the person's degree of 
self-efficacy in certain situations or in certain skills, which may vary depending on 
the situation (Oxford, & Ehrman，1995; Brown, 2000). Task self-esteem is related to 
an individual's "self-appraisal" in "particular tasks within specific situations" (Brown, 
2000，p. 146). 
Self-esteem is important in language learning as it can help determine how 
much effort the language learner is going to devote to the learning process and how 
much risk s/he is willing to take (Oxford, & Ehrman，1995). According to Lawrence 
(2000)，low self-esteem in literacy skills could lead to a low general self-esteem. 
Having a low self-esteem is regarded as the source of almost all problems, which 
would inhibit learners from “reaching their learning potential" (De Andres, 1999, p. 
87). 
Studies (e.g., Watkins, Biggs, & Regmi，1991; Gardner, & Lambert, 1972; 
Maclntyre, Domyei, Clement, & Noels，1998) have been done to investigate the 
relationship between the self-esteem and language learning. It was found that 
self-esteem was positively correlated with students' performances in language 
learning. Learners with higher self-esteem were found to be more willing to 
communicate in the target language, which may not be necessarily related to their 
communicative abilities in that language (Maclntyre, Domyei, Clement, and Noels， 
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1998). 
Self-esteem plays an important role in adult education. According to Cross 
(1981)，it is common for adult learners with poor educational backgrounds to find 
themselves lacking interest or confidence in learning, as they do not want to take 
risks and have no expectations for success in learning due to past experiences. 
Boshier (1973) observed that self-esteem impacted on the choice of adults to 
participate in adult education program. Poor self-esteem led to high dropout rates. He 
stated that such a phenomenon is "a function of the magnitude of the discrepancy 
between the participant's self-esteem and key aspects of the education" (p. 260). 
Non-participation or dropping out could be perceived as a result of incongruencies 
between self and ideal self, self and other students, self and teacher, self and 
institutional environment. These factors can cumulate with each other, the greater 
degree of incongruency shown, the more likely the adult learners are discouraged to 
participate in the learning activity (Boshier, 1973). It was also suggested that for 
adult learners who do not have a high self-esteem, they tend to project their 
dissatisfaction with the incongruency between their self-concept and ideal self onto 
the external environment, and to dropout (Boshier, 1973). 
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2.2.4 Motivation and Investment of Adult Language Learners 
2,2.4.1 Differences between Child-Adult Learners 
Before looking at motivation in adult language learners, it would be helpful to 
have an understanding of the differences between child and adult language learners. 
In the literature, there are different views regarding the differences between the 
learner characteristics of adult and child learners. The learning is considered to be the 
same by some researchers, while it is viewed as "qualitatively and quantitatively 
different" by others (MacKeracher，2004, p. 26). MacKeracher (2004) stated in her 
work that the learning process in adults and children may be cognitively and 
physiologically similar, while the influences that society, emotion, development, and 
situations have on these two types of learners are different. These factors could be 
put in three categories - namely, biological and environmental factors (e.g., 
"age-related" change or experiences, socialization and education, etc); historical 
factors; and life events, which are "cumulative" and have a influence on individual's 
learning throughout the life span (MacKeracher, 2004, p. 26). 
Houle (1961) categorized adult learners into three types (goal-oriented learners, 
activity-oriented learners, and learning-oriented learners), according to their purposes 
to receive continue education, and their views towards it. Goal-oriented learners refer 
to those who want to achieve a certain goal through learning; activity-oriented 
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learners refer to those who participate primarily for the learning activity itself, 
instead of having any specific goals, or a desire to acquire knowledge in a certain 
area; and learning-oriented learners refer to those who have a desire to learn and 
participate for the pursuit of knowledge (Houle, 1961). 
Unlike children who do not have much past experience due to their age, past 
experiences play an important role in determining the success in second language 
learning among adult learners. Adults learners are often seen as “more self-directed, 
self-reflective, and able to change perspectives" than children or adolescents (Leone, 
& Irwin，1998，p. 36). For effective adult learners who demonstrate their 
self-directness and independence in the learning process, it is common for them to 
draw connection between the new knowledge with their past experiences (Knowles, 
1980; Kennedy, 2002a). Past experience is regarded as a "screen" between adult 
learners and their learning process (Belzer，2004, p. 56). MacKeracher (2004) 
acknowledged the importance of past experiences on adult learning, which is almost 
"unavoidable" (p. 35). She regarded the focus of adult learning as the modification, 
transformation, and reintegration of knowledge, which is very different from the 
formation and accumulation of knowledge in childhood. Past experience is seen as 
both an enhancement and obstacle in adult learning (Brundage & MacKeracher，1980; 
MacKeracher, 2004), as it could influence the way how the learners perceive the new 
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experiences and information, as well as determining their own learning skills and 
strategies (MacKeracher, 2004). When the new knowledge could be related to 
existing knowledge, experience can assist the learning process; however, when they 
are different from or challenging each other, past experience could also be a 
hindrance (Knowles, Holton, & Swanson，1998). This is because the learning 
strategies, the learning styles, and the investment in the language of the adult learners 
are often related to their past experiences. 
Adults are considered to be internally motivated to leam in order to have 
increased job satisfaction, have a better self-image and a better quality of life, instead 
of being just concerned about making money (Knowles, 1990). Beder and Valentine 
(1990) in their study of the motivation of 323 adult basic education students in Iowa 
have also found that the motivation dimensions of this group of students was more 
than "literacy development" and "education advancement," but also related to the 
participants' "social roles," as well as the students' desire to have self-improvement, 
to participate in the social activity of attending classes, or was urged by others (p. 
93). 
According to Oxford and Ehrman (1995), language learning motivation in 
adult learners is positively correlated with their "expectancy of success" and the 
"value of success" (p. 363). And very often, these two factors are associated with the 
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adult learners' past experiences. Besides, the setting of "clear, challenging, and 
reachable" goals, and the "feedback on goal achievement" are essential in achieving 
“optimal motivation" (Oxford & Ehrman，1995, p. 363) 
2.2.4.2 Investment of Adult Language Learners 
Apart from motivation, the reason why second language learners participate 
and make an effort in their language learning could also be understood in terms of 
investments. 
In her study in Canada in 1991’ which lasted for about a year, Bonny Norton 
investigated the second language learning experiences of five immigrant women in 
an English course, to see "how and under what conditions the immigrant women in 
her study created, responded to, and sometimes resisted opportunities to speak 
English" (Peirce, 1995, p. 17). Data was collected through diaries, questionnaires, 
individual and group interviews, and home visits. She found that the concept of 
motivation failed to "capture the complex relationship between relations of power, 
identity, and language learning" among the participants in her study (Peirce, 1995, p. 
9). She drew on social theory and adopted Bourdieu's (1977) notion of cultural 
capital to analyze her findings (Peirce, 1995). In Norton's (2000) words, cultural 
capital refers to "the knowledge and modes of thought that characterize different 
classes and groups in relation to specific sets of social forms," among which some 
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forms have "a higher exchange valued than others in a given social context" (p. 10). 
She used the concept investment to interpret the findings in her study of the five 
immigrant women, noting that: "if learners invest in a second language, they do so 
with the understanding that they will acquire a wider range of symbolic and material 
resources, which will in turn increase the value of their cultural capital" (Peirce, 1995, 
17). These resources would be "unattainable" without the learner's investment in the 
language (Peirce, 1995, 17). 
Norton (2000) viewed investment as different from instrumental motivation. 
Instrumental motivation is concerned with "a unitary, fixed, and a historical" 
language learner's desire to get access to "material resources that are the privilege of 
target language speakers" (Norton, 2000，p. 11). She suggested that motivation 
should not be perceived as a "fixed personality trait," but be "understood with 
reference to social relations of power that create the possibilities for language 
learners to speak" (Peirce，1995，p. 24). In contrast, investment refers to "a complex 
social history and multiple desires" that the language learner has when s/he is 
learning the language (Norton, 2000, p. 11). Investment in a second language implies 
that a learner carries out the language learning activity with the expectation or hope 
that there would be "a good return on that investment," so that "a wider range of 
symbolic and material resources which will in turn increase the value of their cultural 
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capital" could be acquired (Norton, 2000, p. 10). Even for those learners with a "high 
affective filter, it is their investment in the target language that will lead them to 
speak" (Peirce, 1995，24). 
According to Norton (2000), through interacting with the target language 
speakers, the language learners "constantly organizing and reorganizing a sense of 
who they are and how they relate to the social world" (p. 11). Therefore, their 
investment in the target language could also be perceived as an investment in their 
own identities, which are constantly "changing across time and space" (Norton, 1997, 
p. 411). It was found that the motivation that second language learners had, the 
efforts they made in their learning, and their investment in learning the language are 
related to their social identities (Norton, 2000). 
2.2.5 Language Learning and Socio-cultural Theory 
According to Mitchell and Myles (2004), the adoption of sociocultural theory 
in understanding second language acquisition is a relatively new theoretical 
perspective, in which "the conventional separation between social and psychological 
aspects of cognition and development is rejected" (p. 200). The adoption of 
sociocultural theory in second language research provides another view in 
understanding second language learning motivation. Some factors which are 
considered to be essential to language learning motivation but not covered in the 
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social psychological perspective are addressed in the framework of sociocultural 
theory (Oxford, & Shearin，1996). 
Unlike the cognitive-acquisition perspective in which the learner is viewed as 
"the sole channel through which knowledge is gained"; in the sociocultural 
framework, "the social and the individual planes of human psychological activity are 
interwoven" (Donate, 2000, p. 45). Language learning is deemed "a social and 
inter-mental activity" (Mitchell & Myles，2004); "a semiotic process" which results 
from participating in "socially-mediated activities," and eventually becomes the 
"means for mediating the individual's own mental functioning" (Donate, 2000, p. 
45). 
In the mid-1990s，Vygotskyan ideas were appied to the understanding of 
second language learning by Lantolf and others (Mitchell & Myles，2004). 
Vygotskyan theory viewed cognitive system of individuals as "a direct result of 
interaction in social groups" (Oxford & Shearin，1996), which is a "social and 
cultural" phenomena, instead of an individual one (Kozulin, Gindis, Ageyev, & 
Miller，2003，p. 1). In this perspective, learning cannot be separated from the social 
life or the interaction with others in the environment. 
Social factors could influence second language learning by determining the 
language learning opportunities and experiences that individuals could have (Ellis, 
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1994). Studies (e.g., Toohey, 2001; Pierce，1995; Norton, 2000; Toohey and Norton, 
2001) have shown that success in second language learning is only partly related to 
an individual's own effort. Instead, the success in gaining access to the social and 
verbal activities of the target language "community of practice" (Lave, & Wenger， 
1991’ p. 98) and to become the "legitimate peripheral participants" (Lave, & Wenger, 
1991, p. 35) in it is of central importance. 
2.3 Shift in Perspective in Adult Education from Transmission of Knowledge to 
Transformative Learning 
2.3.1 Different Perspectives on Adult Education 
Adult education has often been considered as merely the transmission of 
knowledge, with adults being the target group. According to Loughlin (1993)，adult 
educators like Aronwitz, Giroux and Dewey described adult education as "the 
transmission of cultural values and knowledge and the new knowledge produced by 
the creative acts of the people themselves," which is a form of "cultural transmission 
and cultural renewal" (pp. 2-3). Courtney (1992) expressed similar views on adult 
education, describing it as a "culture" of transmission of both knowledge and skills 
(p. 146). 
However, the view of seeing adult learners as empty vessels may not reflect 
the complexity of the way that they are perceived in the field. Instead, adult learners 
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are regarded as active participants in the learning process. Their meaning schemes or 
frames of references could be transformed through the transformative learning 
experiences (Mezirow, 1991，1995). Bergevin (1967) offered a comprehensive view 
of adult education. According to him，education for adults could be defined as "any 
kind of learning that adds to their fund of knowledge, changes their attitudes or views 
or opinions, broadens their perspectives, or alters their behaviour." This definition 
could also serve as a description of the different possible functions of adult education. 
Therefore, the learning of a foreign language could also be seen as an act which may 
bring about changes to the adult learners, in addition to equipping with the target 
language skills. 
Apart from the different views of adult learners, there are also diverse 
perspectives on the objective of adult education. Knowles (1980) suggested that adult 
education should focus more on practical aspects，and real-life situations. Brookfield 
(1991) held a different point of view, saying that education for adults should be more 
conceptual, encouraging critical and reflective thinking. Verbitskaia (2004) shared 
the same view with UNESCO on the objectives of adult education, suggesting that in 
addition to the "enrichment of knowledge and abilities," it should also help shape or 
create the individual (p. 73). While from the perspective of the transformative 
dimension of adult education, Mezirow and associates (2000) regarded the 
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development of "a sense of self-empowerment" as its most important goal (p. 26). 
Despite the different views that these scholars have, there is "a shared 
commitment between their theories and practice of adult education... [which aims at] 
facilitating the ongoing development of reflection and self-direction in an adult's 
lifelong process of learning (Loughlin, 1993, p. 81). 
2.3.2 Mezirow，s Transformative Learning Theory 
Clark (1993) stated that under transformative learning, there are three streams 
of theory: Jack Mezirow's theory (which is mainly about personal development), 
Paulo Freire's theory (which is concerned with the social changes brought about by 
transformative learning), and Laurent Daloz's theory (which is about the 
"transformation within the particular setting of formal education") (p. 49). In line 
with the nature and scope of the present study, this review will focus on Mezirow's 
theories about transformative learning. 
2.3.2.J Definition and the Emergence of Mezirow 's Transformative Theory 
The notion of transformation, as Brooks (2000) defined, is "a metamorphosis 
into an entirely new form, as opposed to a simple adaptation of the existing form" 
(p. 140). Transformative or transformational learning theory (which can be used 
"interchangeably") (Merriam & Caffarella，1991, p. 318), is a “new dimension to 
adult learning theories" in the field (Clark, 1993, p. 53). 
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Based on his study of re-entry women in programmes offered by community 
colleges, Mezirow proposed the transformative learning theory in 1978 (Mezirow & 
Ass. 1990，Mezirow 1991). He noticed the "personal development" of these women 
and their liberation “from social dependency roles in an educational setting" 
(Wilhelmson, 2002，180), and stated that adult learning is not just about adding new 
knowledge, but integrating and transforming the perspectives of the learner (Mezirow, 
1981). There are "numerous" articles and books in the literature which have adopted 
this theory (Merriam & Caffarella, 1991’ p. 319). Taylor (1997) has also found that 
there were thirty-nine unpublished dissertations which have adopted this theory, 
though only a few empirical studies were published. 
Compared with other streams of adult learning theories, transformative 
learning focuses more on "the cognitive process of learning," which is about the 
"mental construction of experience, inner meaning, and reflection" (Merriam, and 
Caffarella, 1991，p. 318). Merriam (1993) regarded transformative learning as 
“unique to adults," since "a certain level of cognitive, and perhaps psychological, 
development" is required (p. 109). 
Mezirow (1990) indicated there are three types of distortion: epistemic 
distortion (which is about the nature and use of knowledge), sociocultural distortion 
(which involves "taking for granted belief systems that pertains to power and social 
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relationships") (p. 14), and psychic distortion (which is about the "unwarranted 
anxiety" generated from presuppositions) (p. 15). The process of transformative 
learning begins when there is a "distortion" (Mezirow, 1990，p. 14), when people fail 
to use their existing meaning schemes to understand the situation, experiencing a 
"growing sense of inadequacy" in their old ways of understanding or perceiving 
something(MacKeracher, 2004，p. 221). Transformative learning involves both 
examining oneself and assessing the assumptions about oneself and the others until 
the meaning scheme has been transformed (Mezirow, 1990). 
2.3.2.2 Transformation in Meaning Perspectives and Meaning Schemes 
According to Mezirow (1996)，learning is "the process of using a prior 
interpretation to construe a new or a revised interpretation of the meaning of one's 
experience in order to guide future action"(p. 162); meaning schemes are the 
"specific set of beliefs, knowledge, judgement, attitude, and feeling which shape a 
particular interpretation" (Mezirow, 1995, p. 43); and meaning perspectives are 
“broad，generalized, orienting predispositions" (p. 163) which can "influence and 
delimit the horizons of our expectations" significantly (Mezirow, 1995, p. 43). 
Transformative learning involves both the changes in meaning schemes and 
perspectives or frames of reference (Cranton, 1994; Mezirow, 1991, 1995). It 
involves a "dramatic, fundamental change in the way we see ourselves and the world 
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in which we live" (Clark, 1993，p. 47). Through transformative learning, people 
become "alienated" from "formative roles and understandings," refraining "new 
perspectives, and achieving a greater degree of self-determination" (Moore, 2005, 
401). Perspective transformation is considered as one of the characteristics which 
define adult learning (Mezirow, 1996)，which can also demonstrate the "active 
dynamic of learning" (Wilhelmson, 2002，p. 18). 
2.3.2.3 Indication of Transformative Learning 
Mezirow and associates (2000) identified ten phases of transformation of 
learners. Patteson (2002) put them in three categories: the "disorienting dilemma" 
stage (when the learner examines and alters his/her previous ways of perceiving 
oneself and the world); the "experimentation" stage (when the learner tries to take on 
new roles and tests new learning); and the last stage which is marked by "paradoxical 
feelings" like feeling insecure or doubting about his/her own ability, while being 
excited and having a sense of achievement (Patteson, 2002, p. 272). S/he may also 
feel socially isolated, while at the same time have "a feeling of community with 
like-minded learners" (Patteson, 2002, p. 272). 
The phases of transformation are not often linear, but "recursive, evolving, and 
spiral," "more individualistic and fluid" (Wilhelmson, 2002, p. 190). In addition, 
they may occur "sudden and dramatic" (Wilhelmson, 2002, p. 187)，or "cumulative," 
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i.e., the meaning schemes will change over time and cumulate during the process of 
transformation (Wilhelmson, 2002，p. 190). The "clearest indication" of the taking 
place of a transformation is a new way of acting (Wilhelmson, 2002, p. 190). 
Wilhelmson (2002) criticized the way in which Mezirow described different 
phases of perspective transformation as being "too narrow and rationally based" (p. 
189). Instead, he proposed a list of phenomena which signals the perspective 
transformation, based on the findings of empirical studies. These include: "new 
concepts of knowledge; mystical experience; personal power increase; redefined 
perspective; sustained change over time; spirituality; transpersonal realm of 
development; compassion for others; creativity; shift in discourse; courage; sense of 
liberation; new contactedness with others" (Wilhelmson, 2002, pp. 189 -190). 
Taylor (1997) also added that the importance of relationships should be 
included in Mezirow's model. According to Wilhelmson (2002), "relational ways of 
knowing" is an important and most common and finding in all the studies, which 
facilitates "critical reflection." Relational ways of knowing include: "trust, friendship, 
support, modeling, interpersonal support, social support, family connections, 
networking, leaming-in-relationships, intuition, empathy, faith (Wilhelmson, 2002, 
pp. 191-192). 
Moore (2005) saw the goals of transformative learning as achieving 
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"self-emancipation through self-knowledge," to "overcome" the distortions, and to 
"strengthen one's autonomy through rational discourse" (Moore, 2005, p. 401). As 
Clark (1993) concluded, "Transformational learning produces more far-reaching 
changes in the learners than does learning in general, and these changes have a 
significant importance on the learners' subsequent experiences...the transformational 
learning shapes people, they are different afterwards, in ways that both they and 
others can recognize" (p. 47). 
2.3.3 Recognition of the Value of Lifelong Learning in Hong Kong 
According to Cribbin (2002), lifelong learning started to gain acceptance and 
grow in popularity around the world in the 1990s. It became more and more 
important in Hong Kong after the Chief Executive's policy address in 1998 (Young, 
2002; Cribbin, 2002). Its rapid increase in popularity is, in large part, due to the 
restructuring of the Hong Kong economy in recent years. Many Hong Kong adult 
students have found that there is a need for them to acquire new skills (e.g., linguistic) 
to better adapt to the changes in their workplace, and to maintain their 
competitiveness (Kennedy, 2004). In fact, the recognition of the importance of 
lifelong learning is not restricted to Hong Kong; in economically advanced countries, 
which are experiencing a "transition from the industrial age to the 
knowledge-intensive economy" this is also the norm (Tuijnman, 2002, p. 13). As a 
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consequence, throughout Asia a significant number of "school leavers" are enrolling 
in adult education programmes, including English language courses. 
2.4 Summary 
In this chapter, the socio-psychological, self-determination theory, and the 
socio-cultural approach in the understanding of motivation in second language 
learning were presented. The differences between child and adult second language 
learners, and the motivation of adult second language learners, as well as the 
transformative learning theory and the significance of lifelong learning were also 
discussed. Among all these concepts and theories presented, Bonny Norton's (Peirce， 
1995; Norton, 1997; Norton, 2000; Toohey & Norton，2001) notion of investment in 
second language learning was the most relevant to the present study. Based on her 
study of five immigrant women learning a second language in Canada, she provided 
a new way of understanding the reasons for second language learners to participate in 
learning activities in the target language. The perception of learners as having a 
complex history and multiple desires was found to be of central importance. As the 
present study aimed at exploring the impact that language learning experiences have 
on participants, Mezirow's transformative learning theory was found to be helpful in 
understanding the change that they experienced. 
Although the number of adults EFL learners in Hong Kong has grown 
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significantly in recent years, this population has largely been ignored by SLA 
researchers. Local studies on foreign language learning motivation have usually 
focused on formal school or university students and most have involved large scale 
surveys. Adult EFL learners participating in part-time elementary or intermediate 
English courses in night schools now merit closer scrutiny. It is also important to 
select a methodology that will capture the processes involved in their language 
learning within a particular social context. The mixed methods approach adopted in 
Lai (2000) and Chan's (2005) case studies provided direction for the methodology 
used in the present study. This will be explained in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the research design, participants, data collection instruments, 
procedures, modes of data analysis, the researcher's role, research ethics, and issues 
related to validity and reliability are discussed. 
3.2 Research Design 
The present study adopted a largely descriptive qualitative multiple case study 
design to explore the relationship between motivation, investment, culture, and 
language learning in a group of adult EFL learners who attended a night school in 
Hong Kong. The data collected over an eight-month period included: semi-structured 
interviews, surveys, field notes, and participant observation filed notes. Qualitative 
research methodology was adopted to provide in-depth and detailed qualitative data 
(Patton, 1990)，as well as more details about the subtle and complex aspects of the 
case (Bassey, 1999). Qualitative techniques were considered to be suitable for the 
present study as it examined what "people's lives，experiences, and interactions mean 
to them in their own terms and in their natural settings" (Patton, 1990, p. 22). 
Multiple-case studies were used to gain a better understanding of the 
phenomenon under study. This is a common strategy used for the strengthening of 
the precision, validity, and stability of the findings; increasing their external validity 
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or generalizability (Merriam, 1998). Retrospective data collection was used. 
Participants were asked to recall their English learning experiences from their 
childhood to adulthood. Since the present study explored the English learning 
experiences of adult EFL learners overtime, descriptive qualitative multiple case 
study design was considered to be appropriate. 
Both qualitative and quantitative forms of data collection methods were used in 
the present study to provide "multiple sources of evidence... converging on the same 
set of issues," which is important for data collection in case studies (Yin, 2003，p. 
32). 
3.3 Participants 
3.3.1 Selection Criteria for the Focused Cases 
In February 2004，the researcher taught a group of thirty-two students in an 
adult EFL course in a night school in Hong Kong. After the course ended in July 
2004, the researcher continued to keep in contact with nine of these students, and 
was invited to their informal gatherings from time to time. In May 2005, all nine of 
these students were invited to participate in the first phase of this study. All agreed. 
Two focus group interviews were conducted in mid-August 2005 and in late 
September 2005; however, three of the students were too busy to participate. 
Therefore, they did not take part in the present study, as there were concerns about 
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their availability for subsequent individual in-depth interviews. Their willingness to 
disclose was also taken into consideration. 
Age, education background, and the number of years away from formal school 
were the major criteria for the selection of participants for the present study. Since 
similarities in the demographic and language backgrounds of the participants could 
help provide a better understanding of the English learning experiences of this 
particular population, four were chosen among the six participants for the focused 
case studies for the similarities they shared. All participants were in their mid-thirties 
to mid-forties; they had received formal schooling up to junior secondary school 
level; and had been out of school for at least twenty years before enrolling in an adult 
education course. 
3.3.2 Demographic and Language Background 
To better understand and contextualize the English learning experiences of these 
adult EFL learners, information about the demographic and language background 
like the age, the mother tongue, the language spoke at home, the birthplace, the 
number of years of leaving formal school, as well as the education level of the 
participants and their parents were considered. The following section provides a brief 
profile of the participants. 
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3.3.3 Profile of Participants 
All the participants in the present study were in their mid-thirties to mid-forties, 
and were bom in Hong Kong or started to live in Hong Kong at the age of two. They 
had Cantonese as their mother tongue; this was the language they used at home. The 
participants received all their education in Hong Kong, and had completed primary to 
junior secondary education. None of their parents had any formal education, except 
the father of one participant who had received some informal education in a village 
school in Mainland China. Details about the four participants are shown in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1 Profiles of Participants 
Pseudonym Sun Kristy Eva Pam 
Age ^ 44 40 41 
Sex M F F 1" 




Occupation Toys Senior Housewife Clerk 
Engineer Factory 
Worker 
Marital Status Married, with Married, with Married, with Single 
1 daughter 1 son (aged 2 sons (aged 
(aged 6) 16) 13, 16) 
Education F. 3 (studied F. 4 (studied F. 1 (studied F. 2 (studied 
Background in F.3 for one in F. 4 for 3 in F.l for a in F.2 for 
semester) months) few months) about two 
months) 
Mother Tongue Cantonese Cantonese Cantonese Cantonese 
Languages that Cantonese; a Cantonese Cantonese Cantonese; 
parents know Chinese Chiu Chow 
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dialect dialect 
Place where Mainland Macau Hong Kong Mainland 
parents came from China China 
Mother's education No formal No formal No formal No formal 
level education education education education 
Father's education Some No formal No formal No formal 




Medium of Chinese Chinese Chinese Chinese 
Instruction at 
primary school 
Medium of Chinese Chinese Chinese Chinese 
Instruction at 
secondary school 
Number of Years 20 28 25 27 
of Leaving Formal 
School 
Number of Years 1.5 years 3 years 3 years 2 years 
of Learning 
English in the 
night school 
Sun 
Sun was a thirty-six-year-old toys engineer who worked in Mainland China. He 
had left formal school twenty years ago, after he finished F.3. 
According to him, he never enjoyed learning in school. He went to school just 
"for the sake of going there," without even knowing the reason why he had to be 
there. Therefore, after finishing his first semester in F. 3 and seeing that there would 
be little chance that he could do well in the HKCEE, he decided that he should leave 
formal school and find a job instead. 
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During the past twenty years, he has taken a few short-term (e.g., 
two-week-long) part-time English courses which had lessons weekly. Around two 
years ago, he enrolled a ninety-nine-hour part-time F. 1 English course in the WeCare 
Night School (pseudonym), which lasted about six months. Then, he continued to 
take English courses in the night school up to the F. 3 level. After taking these 
courses for a year and a half, he was forced to stop going to the night school due to 
his busy and unstable working schedule. 
Kristy 
Kristy was a forty-four-year-old senior factory worker. She had left formal 
school twenty-eight years ago. As she did not believe she would do well in the 
HKCEE exam and feeling a bit bored with school life, she decided that she should 
quit in the first semester of F. 4. 
In the past twenty-eight years, she had enrolled in two part-time English courses, 
which lasted for not more than a year. She did want to take more courses to learn 
English; however, she cited her busy housework and the responsibility of taking care 
of her son as the reasons why she did not do so. It was not until three years ago when 
her son had become a secondary school student that she went to the WeCare Night 
School and took a ninety-nine-hour part-time P. 3 to P. 4 intensive English course, 
which lasted about six months. After that course finished, she continued to learn 
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English in the night school. At the time of the study, she was taking the F. 4 part-time 
English course. 
Eva 
Eva, aged forty, had been working as a housewife and mother for the past 
seventeen years. 
She was told by her mother early in her R 1 that she had to go out to work after 
she had finished primary school. She did not have a happy experience learning 
English - she was often scolded and punished by the English teachers. Even so, she 
met an inspiring English teacher when she was in P. 4, and she still treated that 
teacher as her role model now. 
Eva stopped receiving education in the formal school twenty-five years ago, a 
few months after she had been promoted to F.l. She quit formal school because she 
was wrongly accused by her F. 1 English teacher of cheating. Moreover, her mother 
had always encouraged her to stop schooling and go out to work instead. 
In the past twenty-five years after leaving the formal school, she has always 
been looking for opportunities to improve her English. Yet, she was too occupied 
with her housework and the taking care of her two sons. About three years ago when 
her sons became teenagers, she enrolled in the WeCare Night School 
ninrty-nine-hour part-time P.3 to P.4 intensive English course which lasted for about 
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six months. She then continued to be promoted to higher levels; and at the time of the 
present study, she was in her R4 English class. 
Pam 
Pam was a forty-one-year-old clerk working in a garment factory. 
Like Eva, she was told by her mum that education was useless for girls when 
she was young - that it was a waste of money and time for girls to receive an 
education. Pam's mother always urged her to find a job after she finished her primary 
school. Even though her mother discouraged her from receiving education, Pam still 
worked hard in school. She wanted to do well academically so that she could 
continue to go to school. She managed to finish F.l. After studying in F.2 for about 
two months, she quit school for two reasons - to follow her mother's will and to 
share the family's financial burden. 
Pam did not take any courses after leaving formal school until twenty-seven 
years later. Two years ago, she took a ninety-nine-hour part-time F. 1 English course 
which lasted for about six months in the WeCare Night School. She continued to be 
promoted to different levels of the course; and at the time of study she she was taking 
the F. 4 part-time English course in the WeCare Night School. 
3.4 Instrumentation 
Two focus group interviews were conducted in the first phase of the study. 
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There were also two individual semi-structured interviews and two questionnaires for 
each participant. Besides, participant observation and informal conversations, as well 
as the documents like emails sent between the researcher and the participants were 
also included in the data collected. 
3.4.1 Focus Group Interviews 
Focus group interviews were used to allow participants to interact and share 
their views and experiences on specific issues and topics so that more ideas could be 
generated in the focus group interview than the individual one. 
In addition, through a focus group interview, the observation of the interaction 
among participants is made possible, providing a lot more details on attitudes, 
opinions, and experiences, and to allow insights to be obtained "without disrupting 
normative group assumptions" (Berg, 2004, p. 127). 
Two open-ended focus group interviews were conducted in the first stage of the 
study in order to provide more direction for the research, to identify the main issues 
and concerns of the participants, and to gather information about their views on their 
English learning experiences and what these experiences meant to them. 
These two focus group interviews were open-ended ones and had no structured 
questions. In this way, participants could express themselves freely, allowing other 
possible research questions and unexpected findings to emerge. The researcher took 
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the role of a facilitator, providing some topics for the discussion, when the 
participants had no idea of what they were going to talk about next. 
To develop more deeply into the ideas and thoughts of the participants, both 
individual interviews and survey questionnaires were conducted after the focus group 
interview. 
3.4.2 Participant Observation and Informal Conversation 
Participant observation is considered to be able to capture "the sociological 
datum" in its "most complete form," providing more information about the case than 
that could be gathered by other sociological methods (Patton, 1990，p. 30). 
Participant observation was carried out when the researcher joined in the 
informal gatherings held by the group of participants. Field notes from participant 
observation and informal conversations were made after the gatherings, to avoid 
possible psychological pressure from the researcher's jotting of notes during the 
gathering. 
3.4.3 Semi-structured Individual Interviews 
A semi-structured interview, or "semistandardized interview" involves "the 
implementation of a number of predetermined questions and special topics," which 
are "typically asked of each interview in a systematic and consistent order," while the 
interviewer is given freedom to ask follow-up questions in response to the ideas 
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shared by the interviewees (Berg, 2004, p. 81). Therefore, some important content 
information about each participant could be gathered in an organized and systematic 
way, while details about a certain interesting area or event could also be obtained by 
the use of follow-up questions. 
Two semi-structured interviews were conducted with each participant. These 
two interviews were designed to help participants recall their English learning 
experiences. The first interview was largely retrospective, focusing on the English 
learning experience of the participants when they were in their childhood and formal 
schools (primary school or junior secondary school, if applicable), while the second 
one mainly focused on the English learning experience in their adulthood. The 
largely retrospective nature of the first interview was intended to encourage 
participants to recall and reflect on their journeys of English learning. The division of 
the two interviews according to a chronological time frame was designed to help 
participants to focus on English learning experiences at particular stages of their life. 
Both interview protocols were developed after reviewing the ones used in 
Chan's (2005) study of the motivation of successful English language learners in 
Hong Kong. The interview protocols were prepared in English, and then orally 
translated into Cantonese by the researcher during the interview. 
In the first interview protocol which focused on the English learning 
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experiences of the participants in their childhood and formal schools, questions were 
set to gather demographic information, details about their personality traits, hobbies, 
and language profile of the participant; as well as to explore the language learning 
experiences in their formal schools, their homes and community; and to look at their 
attitudes towards English and the motivation to learn the language at that stage. 
In the second interview protocol, which focused on the English learning 
experience in the adulthood, questions were designed to elicit information about their 
English learning experiences in the workplace, adulthood, and the night school; the 
current motivation and attitudes towards English learning; as well as the impact of 
English learning experiences in the night school. Participants were also encouraged 
to share any childhood English learning experiences they could recall during the 
second interview. In order to increase the accuracy of data collection, to provide a 
record of the event, and to allow the interviewer to be more attentive to the 
interviewee; all the interviews were audio-taped. 
Full transcription is considered to be "the most desirable data to obtain" and is 
"enormously useful in data analysis and later in replications or independent analyses 
of the data" (Patton，1990, p. 248). Therefore, the tape recorded interviews in the 
present study were fully transcribed and translated from Cantonese into English. 
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3.4.4 Survey 
To gain a better idea about the use of English and the activities they carried out 
in English before and after the participants took the EFL course in the night school, 
two questionnaires were given to each participant. By using questionnaires, details 
about their use of English in their daily lives could be gathered in a convenient and 
systematic way. 
The two sets of questionnaires were modified from the questionnaires used in 
the research studies done by Hyland (2004), Freed, Dewoy, Segalowitz, & Halter 
(2004), and Lamb (2004) who investigated the use of the target language outside 
class, the language contact profile, and the integrative motivation of English learning. 
Questions like the frequencies of different activities the participants carried out in the 
workplace and family, and their attitudes and motivation towards English learning 
were also asked. 
The questionnaires were first designed in English and then translated into 
Chinese to ensure that the questions were comprehensible to the participants (See 
Appendix B and D). Both the English and Chinese versions of the questionnaires 
were pilot-tested by three local Cantonese-speaking university graduates to ensure 
the accuracy and clarity in the translated Chinese version of the questionnaires. The 
Chinese versions of the questionnaires were distributed to the participants after 
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pilot-testing. The participants were invited to look at the questions to see if they 
could understand completely what were asked, and were invited to contact the 
researcher if they had any doubts about the questions asked. 
A stamped enveloped was given together with the questionnaires to the 
participants so that they could have enough time to think about the questions without 
any pressure. 
The statistical data gathered was intended to help identify the possible patterns 
and similarities among the participants, and to present a more complete picture of the 
participants' daily use of English, contact with it, and views towards it. 
3.4.5 Triangulation of Data 
Triangulation is used for the confirmation of emerging findings, by using 
multiple investigators, methods, and sources of data to enhance the reliability and 
internal validity of the study (Merriam, 1998). According to Yin (2003), multiple 
sources should be used in a converging way, so that the facts of a case could emerge 
by triangulating the data. Different interpretations and meanings could also be 
substantiated or clarified through triangulation (Stake，1995). 
Berg (2004) further emphasized the importance of triangulation in his work: 
Each method, thus, reveals slightly different facets of the same 
symbolic reality. Every method is a different line of sight 
directed toward the same point, observing social and symbolic 
reality. By combining several lines of sight, researchers obtain a 
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better, more substantive picture of reality; a richer, more 
complete array of symbols and theoretical concepts; and a 
means of verifying many of these elements. The use of multiple 
lines of sight is frequently called triangulation. (p. 5) 
The data gathered by different research methods may not necessarily agree with 
each other during the process of triangulation. According to Patton (1990), this may 
not mean that "neither or both kinds of data are invalid" (p. 331). Instead, the 
differences among the different types of data collected are seen to be capturing 
different things; however, if there is consistency shown in the data collected from 
different sources, this consistency could contribute "significantly to the overall 
credibility of the findings presented" (p. 331). 
Therefore, in the present study, the data collected from different sources and 
research methods were triangulated to see if there was any difference or consistency 
shown, and to help improve the validity and reliability of the study. 
3.5 Data Collection and Processing 
Data collection began in August 2005 and was completed by the end of 
November 2005. Details of the data collection procedures are presented below. 
3.5.1 Open-ended Focus Group Interviews 
Two open-ended focus group interviews were conducted in mid-August 2005 
and in late September 2005 in the home of Sun (an adult male participant). This place 
was considered to be quiet, private, and comfortable by the participants. 
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Before each session, the participants were assured that the data collected would 
be properly stored, and complete anonymity would be guaranteed. All the interviews 
were conducted in Cantonese to make it easier for the participants to express 
themselves freely and effectively. 
The two open-ended focused group interviews were audio-taped; and each 
lasted for about 1 hour 17 minutes and 57 minutes respectively. 
3.5.2 Semi-structured Individual Interview 
The two semi-structured individual interviews took place from mid-October 
2005 to late November 2005. The first series of interviews was held around 
mid-October, with the second ones in November. 
The researcher was invited by the participants to conduct the interviews at their 
homes. The environments for these interviews were relaxing, private, and 
comfortable ones. 
At the beginning of each interview, the participants were assured of complete 
anonymity and the proper handling of the data collected. 
Cantonese was used for all the interviews so that the participants could share 
their feelings and experiences comfortably in their mother tongue. The first 
interviews lasted an average time of 1.12 hours, and 1.96 hours for the second one. 
All the interviews were audio-taped. Details about the length of interview for each 
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participant is shown in Table 3.2: 
Table 3.2 Length of Interviews (in minutes) 
Pseudonym § 旨 g .曾 Average 
C/3 PH w ^ 
Interview 1 - Childhood and Formal School 79 69 62 59 67.3 
Interview 2 - Adulthood 109 104 135 121 117.3 
Total: 92.3 
3.6 Data Analysis 
After the transcription of all the interviews was finished, the interview 
transcripts of each participant were carefully examined to develop codes for data 
analysis. The codes were generated from the data, instead of using preconceived ones. 
This could allow patterns and topics to emerge from the data, as well as facilitating 
the "comparison between things in the same category and between categories" 
(Maxwell, 1998，p. 89). 
Then，the interview transcripts of each participant were analyzed carefully again, 
with important lines and ideas highlighted. Notes were also made during the analysis 
of the interview transcripts. Individual case profiles were compared and contrasted. 
Descriptive statistics collected by the questionnaires were also compared within 
each individual case and among all the participants, to allow patterns to emerge. 
3.7 Validity and Reliability 
Validity is about whether or not the measurements actually measure what they 
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are supposed to" (Babbie, 2004，p. 307). Case studies are considered to be capable of 
achieving "excellent internal validity by providing a profound understanding of a 
case，’ (De Vaus, 2001，p. 237), as "being there" is a very useful technique which 
could help provide a better understanding about "the nature of human affairs in all 
their rich complexity" (Babbie, 2004，p. 307). 
According to Yin (2003), internal validity could be achieved by specifying the 
"units of analysis," developing on "priori rival theories," and testing these "rivals" by 
collecting and analyzing the data (p. 40). Neuman (2003) also listed several ways to 
increase the validity of qualitative research: having a "plausible" empirical claim 
which is about "powerful, persuasive descriptions that reveal a researcher's genuine 
experiences with the empirical data"; using "numerous pieces of diverse empirical 
data，, to support the researcher's claim; and the researcher's recognizing "a dense 
connectivity in disparate details" (p. 185). 
Despite its potential of achieving high internal validity, case studies are often 
criticized for lacking external validity (Babbie, 2004; De Vaus, 2001), as the findings 
may not be able to be generalized to represent a large population. De Vaus (2001) 
stated that "statistical generalization" is not what case studies strive for in terms of 
external validity, but "theoretical generalization" instead (p. 237). Yin (2003) also 
stated that external validity could be achieved through specifying "theoretical 
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relationships," so that generalization could be made (p. 40). 
Reliability is about "dependability" or "consistency" (Babbie, 2004; Neuman, 
2003)，which could be achieved through the use of various techniques (e.g., 
interviews, participation, photographs, document studies, etc.) (Neuman, 2003). The 
reliability of the study could also be achieved by using "formal case study protocols" 
and developing a "case study database" (Yin, 2003，p. 40). 
In order to enhance the credibility of the findings in the research, different 
research methods were employed, and the data gathered by different sources were 
triangulated. This was intended to help achieve internal validity of the findings. 
According to Yin (2003), the use of protocols is important for multiple case studies, 
so that "the same procedures are followed" for each case (Yin, 2003, p. 40). 
Therefore, questionnaires and interview protocols were developed in the present 
study, to ensure that similar procedures were taken when collecting data from each 
participant. 
3.8 Ethics 
When the participants were invited to participate in the research, they were 
given a brief introduction about the design of the study, and the need for their input. 
It was emphasized that the nature of their participation would be voluntary, and they 
could withdraw from the study anytime they liked. A written consent form in Chinese 
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was given to each participant (See Appendix H), and the details on it were explained 
to the participants in their mother tongue before they signed it. The participants were 
also invited to ask any questions regarding the study anytime they liked. 
The approval by The Chinese University of Hong Kong Survey and Behavioural 
Research Ethics Committee and written consent from the participants were sought 
before data gathering began. 
In order to protect the privacy of the participants, complete anonymity was 
guaranteed. Pseudonyms were used; the data collected were also stored and prepared 
properly. 
Whenever potential ethical dilemmas appeared (for instance, deciding whether 
or not some of the emails exchanged between the researcher and the participants 
should be included in the research), the rights of the participants were of major 
concern. 
3.9 Limitations 
There are some limitations in the present study. The first one was related to its 
retrospective nature. Since participants were asked to recall things that happened in 
their English learning in childhood (which took place decades ago), they may not 
have been able to provide a thorough and reliable description of their childhood 
English learning experiences. 
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The second limitation was the inability to get access to the participants' parents 
and siblings. Childhood experience and language learning are related to one's 
socialization. The study would have been strengthened if data had been gathered 
from their parents and siblings as well. It would have facilitated further triangulation 
of the data. 
The third limitation was the short time-span for the study. Since one of the aims 
was to explore the relationship between identity and language learning, a 
longitudinal study with a longer time-span might have enabled a more in-depth 
understanding of how these two aspects influence each other. 
The last limitation was the lack of verification of interview data. The interviews 
were conducted in Cantonese and then translated into English. It would be best if the 
interview transcripts had be shown to individual participant after transcription and 
translation, to ensure the accuracy of the transcripts. However, due to the limited 
English proficiency of the participants, this was not possible. Instead, the participants 
were contacted for clarification when questions arose during the process of 
transcription. 
3.10 Summary 
This chapter provided details about the methodology employed in the present 
study. Multiple case studies were adopted for the present study to explore the 
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relationship between motivation, culture, and language learning of a group of adult 
EFL learners in a night school in Hong Kong. 
To develop a detailed picture of the participants' learning situations, it was 
important to gather qualitative data (e.g., interviews). Their views would have been 
different and are difficult to measure through quantitative research methods. These 
constructs cannot be represented fully by numbers and statistics. Thus, mixed 
methods were used for data collection. The research methods used were largely 
qualitative - including focus group interviews, individual interviews, participant 
observation, and informal conversations. Quantitative data collection methods like 
surveys were also used to provide a fuller picture of the participants' actual use of 
English in their daily lives, and they facilitated a comparison of each case participant. 
This chapter also explained the criteria for the selection of research participants, 
the process of data collection, data processing, and data analysis. Issues related to 
research ethics, validity, and reliability were also discussed. 
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CHAPTER 4 FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS -
SUN AND KRISTY'S STORIES 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter focuses on the stories of Sun and Kristy, tracing their English 
learning experiences from childhood to adulthood. Influences of family, school and 
community on their attitudes towards English and their learning experiences are 
examined. The impact that the English learning in adulthood had on them are also 
discussed. 
The stories of Sun and Kristy are presented together in this chapter as 
similarities were found in their negative attitudes towards their English teachers, the 
amount of formal education they had received, the type of motivation which drew 
them back to the English classroom as adults, and the degree and nature of the 
impact brought about by their language learning experiences in adulthood. Unlike the 
other two women whose stories will be told in Chapter Five, Sun and Kristy stopped 
receiving formal education due to their own choice. Instead of being forced to go out 
to work and share the financial burden of their family, they were allowed to receive 
education for as long as they wished. They were also the two participants who 
received the most formal education. Sun finished his first semester in F.3 before he 
quit formal school, and Kristy the first semester of F.4. The degree and nature of the 
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impact brought of their English learning experiences in adulthood were also different. 
For them，though they lacked self-confidence as children, they grew up to be 
confident adults, and the English learning experience in adulthood boosted their 
confidence in both themselves and their use of English. For the two participants in 
Chapter Five, it was more a process of self-realization and self-recognition of their 
own abilities, identities and positions in society. 
4.2 Sun's Story 
It's [my life as a student in the primary school is] a blank page 
to me, a real blank page. All I remember is my being beaten by 
my teacher with a ruler. A very miserable experience. 
4.2.1 English Learning and Use in Childhood 
In this section, the influences of family, school, and community on Sun's 
learning of English in primary and secondary school as well as his attitudes towards 
English at this stage will be discussed. 
4.2.1.1 Influence of Family and Community 
4.2.1.1.1 Parental Influence 
A middle child with one elder sister and one younger brother, Sun grew up in a 
not well-off family in 1960s Hong Kong. His parents were immigrants from 
Mainland China, who had not received much education. His mother was illiterate, 
and his father had received only a few years of informal education in a village school 
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in Mainland China. Having blue-collared parents who had to work days and nights 
for a living, he and his siblings were taken care of by their grandmother for most of 
their childhood. In an ethnographic conversation, Sun said his grandmother did not 
pay much attention to their growth and education, but was just responsible for 
preparing meals for him and his siblings and doing the household chores. 
According to him, his parents did not care much about his studies and had no 
expectation for his future: "No one cared about my education or future when I was 
small." They showed little concern about their children's academic performances, 
and Sun was never encouraged to work hard in his studies. The most important thing 
to them was that their children "didn't misbehave in school, and did not bring them 
trouble." As he explained in an interview: "My parents didn't want to be asked to go 
to the school and talk with my teachers." 
Due to the limited amount of education that his parents had received, they 
could not offer assistance in his studies or learning of English, nor could they 
understand the difficulties and challenges he faced in school. When he did poorly and 
the teacher requested to meet with his parents, he was then nagged, blamed and 
scolded for not doing well and bringing troubles to the family. In his words, this was 
the only moment when he received his parents' attention about his school work: 
They had done nothing to help me with my learning of English. 
They were just paying lip service to tell me to work hard and do 
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my revision.... And that's all about it. They never planned 
anything about my education for me，and they never told me the 
possible negative consequences that I might have when I grew 
up, if I didn't work hard when I was a student. [Interview] 
According to Sun, the busy working lives of his parents, and the limited 
amount of education they had received meant that he and his siblings were neglected 
in their childhood. He did not receive the amount of attention and help that he had 
wanted: 
He also said when he and siblings were in their childhood, they had to take 
care of and make all the decisions for themselves, including those important ones 
like which school to attend, when to stop schooling, and which job to choose: “No 
one had ever given any advice for me. I made all the decisions myself. They didn't 
care about me. I remembered the last time that my mother appeared in my school 
was for my registration when I got promoted to F. 1 .，’ 
Even though his family was not well off, he was allowed to continue his 
education for as long as his wished, without being forced to go out and work to share 
the financial burdens of the family, unlike the participants whose stories are 
presented in Chapter Five. 
For some grass-root families with immigrant parents from Mainland China, the 
parents might stress the importance of education for their children, viewing it as a 
social ladder through which the family could achieve upward mobility in society. 
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However, this was not the case for Sun's family. They did not seem to understand the 
importance and benefits of education and English learning for their children's future, 
nor were they able to offer any spiritual or practical support in their children's 
learning. Their ignorance of English also made them fail to understand the 
difficulties that their son faced. 
4.2.1.1.2 Influence of Siblings 
Due to the limitation of the present study, it was not possible to interview 
Sun's parents and siblings about his English learning experiences in childhood; 
however, he did provide some insight into his siblings' experiences, which is useful 
to explore. Unlike Sun, they were eager to learn and to improve their English. In an 
interview, he recalled details about their practicing the language at home: 
My younger brother wanted to improve his English, so he 
sometimes talked with my sister in English. Sometimes, when 
we were in the middle of our conversation, they suddenly 
code-switched to English to talk with each other. Then, I just 
stopped talking and did other things else. 
When asked why he did not join his siblings when they practiced English, he 
said he was not interested in learning the language at that stage: "I had no interest in 
English, nor was I interested in knowing what they were talking about." He also 
suggested the reason for the differences in their attitudes towards education and 
English learning was just "a matter of personality": "My sister was always a smart 
student in class. No one forced her to study hard, but she just did it herself. This was 
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the same case for my brother." Instead of following their example, he perceived 
English as having "nothing to do with" him, and a subject which was "very tough 
and miserable experience to learn.” 
In fact, this withdrawal and self-exclusion from his siblings' practice of 
English at home might have been related to his identity as the middle child and the 
elder son in the family. 
Having an elder sister and a younger brother who both did well in school, he 
might have faced the pressure brought about by his identity as a middle child, and the 
elder son at home. According to Adler (1927), second-boms were usually more 
competitive than their siblings in their personalities. Though his parents had 
neglected them all and he might not be able to gain attention from his parents no 
matter whether or not he did better than his siblings, he might want to compare and 
compete with his siblings because of this sibling order effect. 
The male ego might have also played a part in his tendency to compare himself 
with his siblings. It was common for males to be socialized to be the dominant and 
stronger ones in society and to do better than their female counterparts since they 
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were small. Parents usually had higher expectations for the elder son so that he could 
take care of the family when he grew up. However, Sun failed to outperform his 
elder sister and younger brother in school. This could be seen a loss of face to him, as 
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he was unable to live up to the social expectations for him as the elder son at home, 
and did much worse than a female or younger male. 
Therefore, it might be possible that he chose to isolate himself from his 
siblings when they practiced English at home because he wanted to escape from the 
embarrassment or the feeling of losing face. Due to his English proficiency, he was 
not able to get an idea of what his siblings were talking about when they were using 
English. If he did not join in their conversations, there was no way that his language 
skills would be compared with that of his siblings. His withdrawal from their English 
conversation could then be interpreted as springing out of his jealousy or an attempt 
to save face, since his siblings were able to speak much better English than him. As 
long as he did not use the language with his siblings, he would not be seen as a loser, 
but someone who could do as well as, or even better than them in games or sports 
activities. 
4.2.1.1.3 Influence of Community 
Sun saw the absence of the use of English in the community where he grew up 
as the reason for his ignorance about its importance. Like Kristy and the two women 
in Chapter Five, English was something that only existed in the classroom to him. 
After class, he could not see it used in real life contexts. Not being told about the 
importance of English to his future, nor seeing its use in daily life, it was difficult for 
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him to develop an integrative or instrumental motivation to leam the language. 
4.2.1.2 Formal Schooling (Kindergarten to Secondary Three) 
According to Sun, he did not enjoy his school life, and had no idea about why 
he had to go to school. As a schoolboy, he considered himself a "failure." This 
section will examine how his English learning experiences in formal schools 
influenced his attitudes towards the language. 
4.2.1.2.1 Learning Experiences in Formal Schools 
Sun attended a CMI (Chinese as the medium of instruction) primary school, 
and was later assigned to a place in an EMI (English as the medium of instruction) 
secondary school. Due to his limited English proficiency, he had difficulty following 
the English discourse during lessons in his secondary school. He tried to understand 
his teachers, but failed, so he gave up making an effort to understand and pay 
attention to them during class. 
The primary and secondary schools he attended adopted a traditional way of 
English teaching. The teacher stood in front of the whole class to explain contents in 
the textbook, and the students read aloud the passages after the teacher. The 
curriculum focused on reading and writing skills and did not have much drilling in 
the oral and listening skills. 
The homework that he had for his English class was mainly grammar exercises 
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in the coursework book. He and his classmates would have dictations once a week, 
as well as tests and exams from time to time. Since his parents could not help him 
with his English and he did not want to seek his siblings' help, he found the English 
learning process extremely difficult and did poorly in it. His English learning 
experiences in primary and secondary schools were largely negative. In fact, he said 
that he did not do well in any academic subject, nor was he interested in any of them. 
He was not "self-determined" but "externally regulated" (Deci, 1975) in the learning 
activity. He went to school "just for the sake of going to school." He described 
himself as "a passive student" who did not join in any extracurricular activities, be 
they academic or interest clubs. He just enjoyed playing sports activities like 
swimming and roller blades, as he liked "some speedy things." 
In his eyes, the learning environment in his primary and secondary school was 
not good, and could not provide enough support and encouragement for the students. 
When asked about the medium of instruction in his primary school, he responded 
that "the medium of instruction was violence." Like Kristy in this chapter and the 
two women in Chapter Five, physical punishment was common and acceptable in the 
days when Sun was a primary student. The teachers had large classes (e.g., over 
thirty students in a class) and were concerned about classroom discipline. They 
wanted to keep their students working hard and physically punished those who did 
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poorly in their studies. However, contrary to what the teachers intended, the physical 
punishment scared Sun away, making him do even worse in his studies. 
He did not do well in school, and "didn't have any goals" for his studies. He 
even claimed that he had no intention to succeed in anything when he was in school: 
“I even didn't do well when I was playing." Since "expectancy of success" would 
influence the motivation and the amount of effort the learner is going to make in the 
learning process (Oxford & Ehrman，1995), Sun's negative attitude towards his 
learning did influence his performance in school. In fact, the way he perceived 
education and English learning as a child had a strong relation with the teachers he 
met in formal schools. 
4.2.1.2.2 English Teachers 
As Sun recalled in an interview, Mr Wong (pseudonym), who was Sun's 
English teacher from P. 4 to R 6，used quite a lot of physical punishment in his 
teaching: "Mr Wong was really a nasty guy. I seldom listened to him during my 
English lessons. He always beat me... he always had that 'thong' with him whenever 
he was in school." 
In an ethnographic conversation, he said he could not remember the things that 
happened in his primary school in detail. Yet, he could clearly recall the appearance 
of Mr Wong because of his fear of him, and the teacher's "radical behaviour": "I still 
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remember his appearance now. He’ s a very tall and fat man, like a military officer.“ 
He described his school life in these two years as "living at the edge of life," 
and having English lessons was "really a kind of suffering." He and his classmates 
would become "very afraid" whenever they had dictations in English lessons. He 
even "shivered" after handing in his dictation, for he "knew that the execution would 
take place the day after the dictation." Since he had dictations weekly, the 
"execution" also took place every week. In an interview, he became quite emotional 
as he recounted his experiences with Mr Wong: 
We lined up in front of the class to get ready for the punishment. 
Sometimes, the thick plastic ruler got broken because of this 
[beating action]. Yes, it was a very miserable experience at that 
time. But I didn't work harder because of this punishment. He 
[Mr Wong] beat us with the plastic ruler, it seemed as if he had 
used all his energy to beat us with the ruler... the sound that it 
made when he beat us with the ruler was very loud, and there 
were many times that the ruler got broken. But that time, we 
were too scared to tell our parents. In fact, physical punishment 
was bad, but then, none cared about this at that time. 
Even though this punishment took place twenty years earlier, Sun was still 
very agitated when he recalled the scenes in which the "execution" took place. He 
could still remember every detail about the punishment: 
The most unforgettable or unhappy experience in my primary 
school was.... having dictations during English lessons. If I spelt 
a word wrongly, then five marks would be deducted from the 
total mark. I would also be beaten on my palm with a ruler once 
for each wrongly spelt word... the ruler was made of the very 
thick kind of plastic. It was really thick, just a bit thinner than 
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this piece of wood [Sun pointed at a piece of wood near him]. 
And it's a very long ruler. My hand was held tightly by the 
teacher, and he bent my hand in the way that my palm would be 
completely shown in the air，so that it'd be more painful when 
he beat on my palm with that ruler. [Sun demonstrated the way 
that he was beaten by his teacher]. You know, it was really 
painful [Sun raised his voice].... I remember that I always failed 
in many of my English dictations during that time. Sometimes, I 
got zero or eight marks... if you spelt eight words wrongly, then 
you would be failed. 
His detailed description about the physical punishment suggested the "test 
anxiety" (Oxford, 1999) that Sun and the three women in the present study might 
have had. Such an anxiety could result in students' feeling very nervous or "alarmed" 
about their performances in test, affecting their cognitive abilities, making them have 
difficulties in focusing on the task (Oxford, 1999, p. 63). Though his poor 
performance in dictations and examinations might not have been solely brought 
about by his test anxiety, his fear for dictations and his English teacher had certainly 
had a negative impact on his language learning. 
When asked about the other English teachers he had met in formal schools, he 
made a general comment, saying that he had no idea why the English teachers he met 
were always so "harsh and, sometimes, hateful." He did not like his English teachers 
in his formal schools and had very bad memories of their lessons. 
The poor relationship that he had had with his English teachers and his fear of 
them also prevented him from seeking help from them. It had also acted as an 
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"affective filter" (Krashen, 1982) in the learning process. Sun talked at length about 
his English teachers failing to understand the difficulties he faced in his learning of 
English, and considered them "neither supportive nor helpful." Due to the physical 
punishment from his English teachers, he even regarded English as "a source of 
fear," and "an object which may possibly lead to my being beaten, should I had any 
contact with it." This is in line with Wlodkowski's (1999) view that a learner's 
"pessimistic emotions" will be heightened, if mistakes that s/he made are 
emphasized at "a critical moment," leading to his/ her "self-defeat" (p. 150). 
4.2.1.2.3 Attitudes Towards Education and English Learning in Formal Schools 
"You know, failures sometimes matter. The sense of failure may make one give 
up learning the thing at all." This was the comment that Sun made when he was 
reflecting on his English learning experiences in the interview. He had a negative 
attitude towards education and English learning when he was in school, and this was 
largely related to the sense of failure he experienced during the learning process. 
In an interview, he mentioned that his parents did not care about his education, 
and so did he. However, it was not difficult to notice the several comments he made 
in the interview that revealed he had tried to work hard on his English: "At the very 
beginning, I did try to work hard, and to do revision [for the dictations] beforehand; 
but I still didn't do well in my English. So, I gave up at last.... It's meaningless to do 
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something which just can't help. If I had to be beaten anyway, I preferred to have fun 
first, and then receive the execution later." 
With his poor performance in English, he had a low self-esteem as a student 
and described himself as "a useless, extremely useless person": "It seemed that I was 
destined never to be able to do well in my English... or to escape from the 
execution." 
Such a frustrating experience might also have been face-threatening to Sun. It 
might be possible that he gave up making any effort to leam English, in order to link 
his poor performance to laziness, instead of his lack of ability to do well in the 
subject, which could be an ego-defence mechanism: "I knew that I hadn't made any 
effort in English; so, it's natural that I didn't have any harvest." 
Having low self-esteem and believing that he could not do well even when he 
tried, he appeared to have given up his education because of this "sense of failure." 
According to him, he did not receive the encouragement, support and 
understanding he had needed from his parents and teachers. Though claiming that he 
had never envied those students who were praised by the teachers because he was 
"quite confident and proud of himself as a child, the data from the interview seems 
to be suggesting that this may not necessarily be the case. He was always punished 
by the teachers because of his poor academic performance, and he also said that he 
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did not excel in anything in school. Therefore, this claim of not needing the praise 
from his teachers might have been a face-saving act. Instead, his desire for 
recognition was evident when he talked excitedly about one of his happiest moments 
in school: 
I: So, what made you proud of yourself at that time? 
S: Playing my roller blades... I didn't envy those who did 
well academically... when I was in Primary Six, I got the 
third place in a swimming gala. I got the bronze medal. 
That was the first and the only time in my six years of 
primary school that I went up to the stage and received 
the prize. I was really very very very happy that time. You 
know, it's usually those who came in the first three places 
in class who could be on the stage and receive prizes... I 
was really very happy that time that I could also be on the 
stage and receive my medal. I was really surprised, and I 
had no idea why I could come the third in that swimming 
gala. 
Unlike what he claimed, it seemed that he cared about how his parents and 
teachers saw him. In spite of his being passive and not participating in any academic 
or interest clubs, he did want to get his abilities recognized. So, he chose to excel and 
be recognized in areas that he was more confident in - e.g., roller blading and 
swimming. Through winning in the swimming gala, he could also be on the stage, to 
be in the spotlight like those who came in the first three places of the class were. This 
is an example of compensation, which is an unconscious way that students may 
adopt to deal with threats to the self (Lawrence, 2000). According to Lawrence 
(2000), people with a low self-esteem are more likely to "overcompensate for the 
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deficiency" (p. 23). This is also applicable for Sun's case. 
In fact，Sun also mentioned that he could not do too badly in his studies, due to 
his teachers and family. He did not want to be "looked upon by the teachers," and he 
"studied just for the sake of showing" his teachers and family that he "had done 
something." 
While claiming that he did not care much about the marks in exams, and had 
never envied those students who were praised by English teachers for good academic 
results, he also expressed his wish to do well in exams, or at least be able to make 
correct guesses in the multiple choice questions. No one wants to be looked down 
upon, including Sun: 
I wanted to make the wise guess [in the MC questions of the 
English exam], so that... I won't be looked down upon by 
others. After all, I did have a little bit of self-respect. But, when 
others looked down upon me because of my poor English, I had 
to face it... [and to] get used to it [Interview]. 
Therefore, his decision to give up learning English could be seen as a result of 
his frustration to see the effort he made in preparing for the dictation in vain, and 
lack of recognition for his effort made. 
4.2.2 English Language Learning and Use in the Workplace 
Sun's use and perceptions of English at the workplace could be divided into 
two phases - before and after he joined the US-based company. The process of how 
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he gradually gained his confidence at the workplace and how his perceptions of 
English changed will be traced in the following sections. 
4.2.2.1 Recognition and Confidence Gained from the Workplace 
Considering himself a "useless" student in school with little confidence that he 
could succeed academically, Sun quit formal school and started to work at the age of 
sixteen. In F.2, he worked as a part-time mould-making technician in a factory. His 
former employer helped him obtain a job as a full-time mould-making technician in a 
plastic factory. His duties were to design and make some moulds for the factory, and 
look after the maintenance of the machines. 
He excelled in his work. As he recalled, his boss was impressed by his 
performance; he could always come up with new ideas and better ways to improve 
the manufacturing procedures in the factory. By the age of twenty, he was promoted 
to be a supervisor in the factory. The duties of the new post were different from that 
of a technician. Instead of working with machines most of the time, he started to 
meet with customers and had to give suggestions about different proposals. It was 
only after he got promoted as a supervisor in the factory that he started to see the 
actual use of English in the real world. 
In an interview, he recalled an unforgettable experience, after his first 
promotion to the post of supervisor: 
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One day, I had to attend a meeting with some customers. It seemed as 
if I were the boss of them. They asked me if a certain design was 
feasible or not. If I said "yes," then those designs would appear in our 
production line. Otherwise, we just wouldn't produce those things... 
actually, I was the one at the lowest rank among them. However, since 
they knew nothing about the technical aspects of toys production, I 
had the final say for everything. 
He took much pride in having the "final say" on the proposals put forward in 
the meetings, and enjoyed having his opinion and advice heard and valued. He talked 
at length about the satisfaction he got from his work: 
Actually, I felt very happy that I could interact with customers 
and no longer need to work only with machines... I had power 
and the final say for everything. If I said that plan A couldn't 
work, then other people would just leave it aside. It seemed to 
me that I was the most powerful one, except that I couldn't 
speak or understand English [Interview]. 
In an ethnographic conversation, he mentioned that he began to develop into a 
more confident person who had goals for life after he went out to work. He knew 
what he was doing in his work, and the reasons why he had to do so. Therefore, he 
was willing to make an effort in his work. A few years after his promotion, his boss 
left Hong Kong. He then bought the factory from his boss and became the owner of 
the factory in his early twenties. 
It seemed that he had developed into a more confident person due to the 
success and satisfaction he gained from his work. Unlike what he had been in school, 
he was able to set clear goals for himself, to plan ahead, and eventually succeed in 
his job. Seeing that there were limited chances for further development in the plastic 
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industry in early 1990s Hong Kong, he decided to shut down his factory, and joined 
some other stronger factories to work as a supervisor instead. 
Therefore, it seemed that he was transformed into a very different person after 
he joined the workforce. Such a change could also be found in his attitudes towards 
English after he started to work in a US-based firm. 
4.2.2.2 Use of Engl ish in the Workplace 
Sun's contact with English at work was very different before and after he got 
promoted as a supervisor. When he was still working as a technician in the plastic 
factory, there was no English at all in his working environment, as he just needed to 
"work with the machines，，，"to follow the boss's instructions," and "didn't have any 
chance to interact with 'gwai lo, [native English speakers]." He said he was very 
happy at that time for he did not have to use any English. 
After his promotion, he started to have the chance to interact with local and 
overseas customers during meetings. As he could not communicate directly with the 
overseas customers, he had to rely on a translator. Then he started to realize the 
actual use of English in the real world. However, this did not necessarily mean that 
he was motivated to leam English again after leaving the formal school. Instead, he 
saw his inability to communicate in English and his reliance on the translator as "a 
division of labour." He thought it was "okay" for him to have poor English: 
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"Actually, I thought it was ok at that time. I was around nineteen or twenty then. I 
had never thought of the possible benefits that better English might bring me. As 
long as there was a translator and I could understand what the clients' requirements 
were, it would be ok." 
Despite the fact that many of his colleagues were taking part-time English 
courses, he had no intention to further his studies or to learn the language when he 
was working as a supervisor in the factory. It was because he "did not have to face 
any competition at work," and he also believed that "experience and technical skills 
were much more important" for his job. He even recalled in the interview that he 
once thought it was useless for one to master English well, when one had to interact 
with customers who might speak a foreign language other than English. 
I had quite an interesting experience. We had a meeting with 
three German "gwais" [German customers] one day. English 
was used almost throughout the whole meeting. Some of my 
colleagues who knew English well could directly communicate 
with the customers, while I had to rely on the translator. 
However, when the German "gwais" [German customers] 
deliberately code-switched to German to avoid letting us know 
what they were talking about, even those colleagues who spoke 
English well couldn't understand what they were talking about. 
”Thus, I couldn't see any differences between me and my 
colleagues when we were facing some private talks among the 
Germans. I felt a bit disadvantaged when the Germans spoke 
English, because my colleagues could understand it immediately 
but I could not. But, you know, when the Germans spoke 
English again, I had the translator's help. So, there was not 
much problem for me at that time. 
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It was not until after he left the plastic factory and went to work for a 
US-based firm about three years ago from the present study that he started to change 
his ideas about the use and learning of English at the workplace. 
4.2.2.3 Attitudes Towards English and English Learning in the Workplace 
Even though Sun had more chances to interact with customers after his 
promotion and began to realize the importance of English in the real world, there was 
little change in his attitudes towards English learning. He was content with his 
working performance, and did not have much interest in learning the language, for he 
could get help from the translator. Not until he joined a US-based firm later did he 
started to think about improving his English. 
4.2.3 Returning to the English Classroom 
After finishing his first semester in F. 3 and believed that there would be little 
chance for him to do well in the HKCEE, he decided to leave formal school and find 
a job instead. In his eyes, technical skills would be more helpful to earn a living than 
a HKCEE certificate with poor grades. When he was in school, he did not realize 
how important education and English could be for his future and career. He did not 
have any intention to leam English when he left the formal school twenty years ago. 
In an interview he explained: "It was not until when we [Sun and the researcher] met 
in that F. 1 English course in the night school that I developed my interested in 
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learning English. It seemed that I had learned no English at all before that." 
4.2.3.1 Motivation 
Approximately three years before the present study got underway, Sun was 
offered an appointment as a toys engineer in the Research and Development 
Department of a US-based company. Seeing it as a milestone in his career, he was 
very excited about taking up this position, in which he had to design and invent some 
new toys, and meet with customers. In spite of his boss's assurance that he could do 
well in that position without good English, Sun thought that it would be better for 
him to possess some basic English conversational skills before he started to work in 
that company. 
Therefore, he took two two-week part-time English courses together within a 
month before he started his new job in that company. He explained why he enrolled 
in the two courses in the interview: "It's because I wanted to chase back the things I 
lost. And even if I could get nothing from those courses, I could still overcome my 
fear for English by doing so. I wanted to get myself used to the English 
environment." 
To his disappointment, he later found out that those two courses were not as 
useful as he had wished, and the things he learned could not help much when he 
started to work in his new position. He was dissatisfied because of the 
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"discrepancies" between the classroom environment in his expectation of and his 
experience in it in reality (Darkenwald & Gavin, 1987). 
4.2.3.2 Attitudes Towards English and English Learning 
As he had expected, many of his colleagues in the US-based company knew 
English very well. He felt he was not as competent as his counterparts: "Sometimes, 
I feel disadvantaged because I couldn't express myself well before my gwai lo 
[expatriate] boss. I don't want to make myself disadvantaged, so I'm determined to 
start learning English again." 
Therefore, he started to look for part-time English courses, and he enrolled in a 
F.l part-time English course in the WeCare Night School (pseudonym) one year after 
joining the US-based company. He continued to take English courses there up to the 
F.3 level. After that F.3 part-time English course, he stopped going to the night 
school because he had changed his job and began to work in Mainland China. 
When the present study started, he was the head of all the toy engineers in the 
factory where he was working. Most of his colleagues were from Mainland China 
and some of them did not know English at all. According to him, he did not have to 
face any competition from his colleagues. Yet, he still thought he was disadvantaged 
because of his English proficiency. 
I: So, do you still think that you're disadvantaged now 
because your English proficiency? 
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S: Yes, I'm disadvantaged in the way that I'm now helping 
those who know English well to earn money from the 
commission. I couldn't contact the overseas customers 
directly, so, I'm earning much less than I should have.... I 
have to rely on these people who know English well and to 
be taken advantage by them. You know, it's just English 
which makes the difference. 
He mentioned several times in the interview that better English would bring 
him better job opportunities and much more money. 
I'd have much more job opportunities in my career, especially in 
my field, if I have better English.... I've wasted quite a lot of 
time. Should I have started learning English again five years 
earlier，may be I'm living in one of those very expensive 
residential areas now. You know, better English will bring you 
much more job opportunities and more customers, as many of 
my customers are "gwai los" [foreigners]. (Interview) 
He then began to have a different attitude towards English, and could see its 
pragmatic value in the real world. In an interview, he talked about his new views of 
seeing English as a "Swiss military knife" and "a visa": 
English is a very useful thing in daily life. It's a very useful tool 
in life which could help me to adapt to different environments, 
and I could also use this tool in many situations. It's like a Swiss 
military knife. You know, now I think it's a tool which is even 
much more useful than my technical skills and knowledge 
which I used to earn a living. In the past, I only think that my 
technical knowledge and skills are the most important things for 
me to earn a living. But after learning English, I think that when 
the two things combined, they could give me more than a 
double or triple in the yield. English is like a visa for me. I could 
go anywhere I like with it.... So, should I be able to 
communicate well with them [the overseas customers], there'll 
really be a lot more chances open for me. (Interview) 
Believing that better English would bring him a better future and better career 
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prospects, he put a lot of effort into learning it in the past two to three years. He 
wanted to achieve his goal and master the language well: "I want to communicate 
efficiently and effectively with a native English speaker. I want to be able to 
understand them and be understood. I want to gain their confidence and trust, so that 
I could have more job opportunities." 
4.2.3.3 Investment in Learning English 
After realizing the possible benefits that better English would bring, he was 
determined to invest his time and money in learning English well to "get back" what 
he had missed in the past years. 
As indicated in the field notes, he said that he did not care much about the 
tuition fee of the English courses. As long as the courses were "useful and 
affordable” to him, he would take them. In fact, he also mentioned he could apply for 
subsidy in the tuition fee from his company if he wished. However, he did not do so: 
“It's because I thought that I was learning something for myself. It was me who 
wanted to learn English, so I wanted to pay for the course myself." 
Apart from the money he paid for the tuition fee, he also spent a lot of time 
going to the English class and practicing the language on his own after class. After 
taking the admission test in the WeCare Night School, he was advised to take a 
part-time English course at the F.l level. Though disappointed by the results, he was 
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determined to persevere: "The level [of the course] might be a bit lower than I 
expected. But then, I told myself that I was not learning English in a rush, so I took 
the F. 1 English course. I wanted to leam English well, I wanted to have a better 
foundation. This was something I always longed for. I wanted to improve my writing 
skills at that time." 
Describing himself as having “200% eagerness and enthusiasm to leam 
English," he said he was attentive in every English lesson, and "could remember 
around 80% to 90% of the things taught in class." He was "very motivated to leam 
English," and "could remember the things taught in class two weeks before�” 
including "every word the instructor said." This was very different from his learning 
experience in childhood, when he went to school just for the sake of being there. 
Before leaving the US-based firm and worked for a factory in Mainland China, 
he never skipped any of the English lessons in the night school. In the interview, he 
mentioned that it was his interest and determination in learning English which drove 
him to continue to go to the night school after work. 
I: Actually, how did you feel when you went to class after 
working for the whole day? 
S: In fact, I was very tired after a whole day's work. I was so 
tired that I didn't want to walk from the MTR station to the 
night school. So, I usually took a bus, it's just a 
one-bus-stop ride. But I could still fall asleep during my 
very short ride on the bus. I was really very tired. But I 
have never fallen asleep during all my English lessons. 
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I: So, what made you so attentive and concentrated during 
your lessons? 
S: It's because English is something that I am motivated to 
leam and to leam more. If I have no interest in learning 
English, then I probably couldn't even wake up from that 
very short one-stop bus ride. 
Later, he changed his job and began to work in Mainland China. Being eager 
to improve his English, he deliberately came back to Hong Kong from the Mainland 
twice a week to attend English class in the night school, and continued to do so for 
about half a year. He expressed his regret that he could not continue to leam English 
in the night school: 
Sometimes, the workload's really too heavy that I couldn't 
afford any time to deliberately go back to Hong Kong and attend 
the class. I felt that my English's dropping. It's a pity that I have 
to stop learning English in the night school at the moment, and 
wait for another chance to come [Interview]. 
Though he had stopped learning English in the night school, he described 
himself as "very motivated to leam English"; he was still trying to "grasp every 
opportunity" in his daily life to leam and to practice the language: "I tried to use as 
much English I learned from the night school at the workplace as possible. I applied 
those things I learned from the night school in my work." He would read the English 
version of the business emails he received at his work, before reading the translated 
Chinese version. He also tried to improve his English writing skills by looking at the 
emails he received from his colleagues back in those days when he was working in 
the US-based firm. In the survey, he indicated that he frequently carried out activities 
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in English in order to practice it (more details could be found in Table 4.1). In fact, 
he also began to use English in the emails he wrote to the friends he met in the night 
school. He was eager to improve his English and invited the researcher to proofread 
and give comments about his writing from time to time. Recently, he had even 
bought a new mobile phone as it had a built-in electronic Chinese-English dictionary, 
so that he could check up the meaning of new words whenever he encountered them. 
At the time of the present study, he came into contact with a native English 
speaker who was the Vice-President of a US-based company. He was invited to join 
the company as an engineering director, and asked to help set up a branch of that 
company in Mainland China. In an ethnographic conversation, he revealed that he 
communicated with the Vice-President mainly through emails in English. They also 
had one meeting before, in which the Vice-President sometimes used foreigner talk 
and gestures to help making his message more comprehensible to Sun. Though still 
being undecided about or not he should join that company, Sun was very excited that 
he could have such a job opportunity and be able to communicate with the "gwai lo" 
[native English speaker] Vice-President directly himself, without having to seek help 
from any translator. 
4.2.3.4 Influence of Family and Community 
In the previous section, it was found that Sun's English learning experience 
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and attitudes towards English in childhood were closely related to his family and the 
community in which he lived. Now as a grown-up and a father of a six-year-old 
daughter, his current family and environment also influenced his perceptions of 
English and English learning, but in a different way. 
When looking back to the past, he thought that "things would have been very 
different," if he had been told about the importance of English when he was in 
primary school. In fact, he mentioned several times in the interview that he had no 
idea of the importance or the reasons why he should do well or work hard in his 
study when he was in school: "It was until when I went out to work, I started to 
realize the importance of doing well in my academic study." He wished he could 
have been brought up in a different way when he was in primary school. Having 
experienced "self-defeat" (Wlodkowski, 1999) and had an unhappy learning 
experience in school because of the poor grades he had in school, he adopted a very 
different parenting style with his own child and demonstrated genuine interest in his 
young daughter's learning. 
Instead of focusing just on test results like his parents did, he thought it was 
"more important [for his daughter] to have a good learning process, rather than a 
good grade in the exam." Having gone through the process of learning English, he 
focused more on helping his daughter develop her interest in learning it, rather than 
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"forcing her to do this and that," which he believed may make her lose her interest to 
leam the language. Unlike his parents, he also tried to understand the difficulties his 
daughter faced in her learning of English. In an interview, he stated: 
I support my daughter to leam English a lot. But, I won't force 
her to leam English. I want to help her to develop her interest to 
leam English.... Very often, children would lose their interest to 
leam when they're forced to do so. I'll try to help my daughter 
in her learning of English as much as possible. I'll try to put 
myself into my daughter's shoes, to try to figure out how to 
express myself in a better way, so that I could be easily 
understood by my daughter.... It's a pity that I don't have much 
time to spend with my daughter in her learning of English, as 
I'm always working in the Mainland. So, my wife does most of 
the work. I'll let my daughter join some online English learning 
programmes, and to do those exercises together with her. 
[Interview] 
He and his wife considered themselves as having a very important role to play 
in their daughter's learning of English. They tried to grasp every chance to show 
their daughter the actual use of English in the real world, and to encourage her to 
leam as much English as possible. As recorded in the field notes, he tried to teach his 
daughter the English names of the dishes on menus during group gatherings in a 
restaurant, and he also encouraged her to look up the meaning of difficult words in 
the electronic dictionary in his mobile phone. 
In a survey (refer to Appendix C and D), he indicated "Strongly Agree" with 
the statements "I could motivate my children to leam English by setting a good 
example for them," and "Good English is very important for my children's future"; 
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and "Agree" with the statements like "I could help my children with their homework 
or study with better English," and "By sharing or discussing what I have learned in 
the classroom (e.g., grammar, vocabulary, expressions) with my children, my 
relationship with them has improved." 
According to him, his family, colleagues, and friends were supportive of his 
learning of English. He recalled the days when he was still working in the US-based 
company: "Sometimes when I had to send emails to other colleagues in English, I 
had to ask my colleagues to proofread for me. They were very nice and were very 
willing to help me. They taught me how to write in a better way, without making me 
feel uneasy or lose face. My boss also encouraged me to learn English. Sometimes, I 
made mistakes in my emails, and then he would tell about it and helped me correct 
my mistakes." 
With the support from his family and friends, together with a strong desire to 
set a good example for his daughter and help her to leam the language, he made a lot 
of effort to improve his English. 
This increased confidence in his English was also reflected in a survey that he 
completed which focused on the amount of English he used before and after learning 
the language in the night school, as shown in the following table. 
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Table 4.1 Frequencies of Activities Sun carried out in English Before and After 
Taking Adult English Language Course 
taO 
^ I ^ 
-a S (D 
；^  3 ^ S 
§ < I I ^ I 
CQ < m O £ M 
a. Watch TV programmes 3 3 
b. Listen to the radio 5 4 
c. Listen to songs 3 3 
d. Read newspapers and magazines 5 1 
e. Read academic books N/A 3 
f. Read novels 5 4 
g. Read library books in English 5 5 
h. Do grammar exercise/ write short essays 5 2 
i. Speak with classmates N/A **N/A 
j. Speak with friends 5 3 
k. Surf the Internet 5 1 
1. Watch videos/ DVDs/ VCDs 4 3 
m. Talk to people in shops 5 3 
n. Talk on the phone 5 3 
o. Write emails to friends 5 1 
p. Read emails from friends 5 1 
q. Write personal notes or letters 5 1 
Total 10 41 
Average 4.67 2.56 
* (1= very often, 2 = often, 3 = sometimes, 4 = rarely, 5 = never) 
** Sun has stopped learning in the night school by the time when this questionnaire 
was filled in. 
From the above table, it could be observed that there was a significant increase 
(from 4.67 to 2.56) in Sun's use of English in his daily life before and after taking the 
adult English language course. In particular, he had become more motivated to 
practice and to do well in English. This increase in his use of English to 
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communicate with his friends and acquaintances also reflected an increased 
confidence in his English proficiency. 
4.2.3.5 English Learning Experiences in Adulthood 
Comparing the language learning experiences in the two courses he took 
shortly before he joined in the US-based company with that in the WeCare Night 
School, Sun found the two experiences totally different and was happy that he had 
gained a lot from the later one: an enjoyable English learning experience, the 
improved English language skills, and the friendship built with his classmates. 
Therefore, the following discussion will focus mainly on his English learning 
experiences in the WeCare Night School. 
When asked about the differences and similarities between his English learning 
experiences in formal schools and the night school, he responded that a typical 
English lesson in the night school was more or less the same as that in the formal 
ones: "It's similar to those in my primary or secondary school. The instructor would 
teach first, and then answer questions from students." He thought the difference 
between the two might be the "attitudes of the students and the instructors": 
The students，, or the classmates I met in those part-time English 
courses, were eager to leam. And it also seemed that some of the 
instructors were quite enthusiastic about teaching. It's quite 
different from those I met in the secondary school. Even for 
those classmates who went to those courses to kill time, they 
still wouldn't do anything that might disturb others from 
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learning. And for most of the classmates, they were willing and 
eager to leam. After all, we chose to take the English course and 
leam English ourselves. [Interview] 
He was happy to have met the instructors and the classmates in the night 
school. In an ethnographic conversation, he mentioned that such an enjoyable 
language learning experience had a lot to do with the people he met there. 
4.2 3.6 Course Instructors 
In his childhood English learning experiences, the English teachers that he had 
were always "harsh" and "sometimes hateful." This made him too scared to ask them 
questions and English was perceived as a source of fear. In an interview, he 
compared the course instructors he met in the night school with those in the formal 
ones: 
I: Did you like your English teachers in those institutions? 
Why or why not? 
S: Yes. It's because some of them were really enthusiastic 
about teaching.... They were quite different from the 
teachers I had in my primary or secondary school. My 
primary or secondary teachers taught for the sake of 
earning a living. But, for some of the instructors I met in 
those courses, they were quite knowledgeable, and they 
had lots of working experiences. They knew what's 
happening in society. They were able to teach us what's 
happening at the workplace. It's very different from the 
primary or secondary school teachers, who knew nothing 
but the things happening in school. 
No longer afraid of his English instructors in the night school, he was willing 
to seek help and ask questions whenever he was in doubt. This difference in the 
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teacher-student relationship and the attitudes of the instructors might have also 
impacted on his performance in class. 
As he described, he was a very passive and quiet student in his childhood, who 
never answered or raised any questions in class. Even when he started to leam 
English again in his adulthood, he was reluctant to speak in class. However, he 
started to be more active in class a few weeks after he took the R1 English course in 
the night school. 
This change might be related to the openness and positive attitudes shown by 
the course instructors in the night school and his growing confidence as an adult. He 
thought that his involvement in lessons was welcomed. As indicated in the field notes 
and several ethnographic conversations，he took pride in getting his voice heard 
during the English lessons in the night school. He enjoyed exchanging ideas with the 
course instructors, and to help clarifying some of the points which the majority found 
confusing. According to him, some of the course instructors were "afraid o f him 
when they saw him raise questions in class, as those questions were usually 
challenging ones. But he found that very often, the instructors would appreciate his 
involvement in class, which helped make the lessons more interactive rather than just 
having the monologue of the instructors. 
Of course, this change might have also been brought about by several factors. 
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For example, the self-confidence he gained from his work and his exposure to the 
world, his improved English, his increased self-confidence in using English, and the 
support he got from his classmates, which will be discussed in the following section. 
4.2.3.7 Classmates 
According to him, the classmates he met in the night school played an 
important role in his English learning experience in adulthood. They helped create a 
good and supportive English learning environment for him. 
When recalling the days he had spent in the two-week part-time English course, 
he said he had "very strange and complicated feelings" at that time. On one hand, he 
felt excited and wanted to "have a taste of learning in a classroom again after having 
left for such a long time." On the other hand, he was “very nervous" and "worried 
about his English proficiency": "I did not want to be the one with the worst English 
in class." 
Being "very afraid of making mistakes," and worried that he would be called 
upon to answer questions or simply introduce himself in front of the class, he tried to 
avoid having any eye contact with the instructor when questions were asked. If he 
was really that "unlucky" to be invited to speak in class, the only response he always 
gave was “I don't know." This was an example of "language anxiety, with which 
students would avoid participating in class to prevent being negatively evaluated 
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(Oxford, 1999，p. 64). 
He had similar feelings on the first day of the six-month F.l part-time English 
course in the WeCare Night School. As he mentioned, the only difference between 
his learning in this night school and other institution was that he remained "quiet and 
passive" throughout the whole course in other institutions while he became more and 
more active and talkative in the English classroom in the night school. 
When asked about whether not there was any connection between the duration 
of the course and the degree of his involvement in class, he saw his change as the 
result of his night school classmates' influence instead. He compared the differences 
between the classmates he met in the WeCare Night School and other institutions in 
an interview and commented that the classmates he met in the night school were 
"very nice" and "willing to help each other after class." Unlike other institutions he 
attended in the past, where "no one wanted to establish any kind of relationship with 
others during the course," the classmates he had in the night school were "very 
friendly" and helped create a "very comfortable" learning environment, making him 
"feel like at home" when he was having lessons. He also talked about his relationship 
with his classmates: 
When I'm with my classmates in the night school, I feel so 
comfortable as if I were at home. I think we build up the relationship 
together. My classmates at the night school and I have also talked and 
shared about this before. Some of them have been taking courses at 
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the night school for some time already. But they said that they also 
didn't have such a close relationship with other classmates as we do 
now. So, I think that it's fate which draws us together. I'm really 
happy to have met them. 
In fact, the presence of these classmates not only made his English learning 
experience in the night school more enjoyable, but also helped him develop his 
confidence in using and speaking English in class or in the public. 
Although his success at work had turned him into a much more confident man, 
he was still a bit worried about his ability to use English. Therefore, he chose to 
remain quiet and passive during the short-term English courses he attended before. 
However, in the night school, he had become more active and was willing to share 
his ideas with others in class. He related his increased confidence in using English 
with the support from his classmates. 
Doing well in the English course, he acted as a representative for his 
classmates whenever necessary and was willing to help and share what he learned 
with them. 
Whenever he had time to organize the notes he jotted down during lessons, he 
made photocopies for his friends as well. In the interview, he said was confident 
about his ability to create new things and come up with new ideas. So, he did not 
worry about being disadvantaged or lagging behind, but shared his knowledge with 
others. He also considered himself a direct, simple, kind-hearted person who was not 
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aggressive. This easy-going and helpful disposition won him quite a number of 
friends in class. He was seen as the leader and given the nickname "Class monitor" 
one or two months after the course started. While claming that he had no idea about 
the reason why he was named and seen as the "Class monitor," he later suggested 
that this may be related to his outstanding performance in class: "People usually 
think that to be a class monitor, one has to come first in class. The case is always like 
that. I am really the first one in class. I didn't make them disappointed." 
He was happy about the support he got from his classmates, and sometimes he 
even referred to them as his "fans" in the interviews or ethnographic conversations. 
Indeed，the presence of his "fans" and their support helped him learn English better 
and become more confident in using it in front of others: 
I： Do you think that they [the classmates Sun met in the night 
school] had any kind of impact on your learning of English 
when you were in the night school? 
S: Yes, they helped me to have lots of improvement. It's 
because by sharing what I've learned with them, or 
answering their questions, I could revise what I've learned 
again, and try to organize my ideas in a more 
understandable way.... After answering their questions... 
I'll be much more confident about myself and my English. 
So, I think that we're actually learning and improving our 
English together. I won't think that I'd lose anything by 
teaching them or sharing with them what I've learned. I 
don't care about things like competition within group. 
His "fans" had also given him the courage to make mistakes in class, 
something which he would never do when he was in formal schools or other 
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part-time English courses he attended. In the interview, he felt he was obligated to 
speak up in class: 
I： Were you worried about making mistakes when you were 
asked to answer questions, or to speak in class [when you 
were in the night school]? Why or why not? How did you 
deal with it? 
S: I won't be worried now. Even when the instructor didn't ask 
me questions, I'll still ask or answer questions during class. 
You know, I've got a lot of so-called "fans" in class. So, I 
think I have the obligation to ask the instructor some 
questions which other classmates may want to ask but do not 
dare to. You know, sometimes, my fans will just ask me 
questions instead of seeking for the instructor's help. 
I: Actually, would you feel stressed or worried about making 
mistakes when you have so many fans in class? 
S: Um... not really. If they were asked with such questions, 
they would also have no ideas about the answers. My 
English's already much better than theirs. But, it's a pity that 
the instructors that we had in F. 2 and F. 3 didn't ask me 
many questions during class. May be it's because they 
thought that I knew the answers to all questions. 
He was confident about his English proficiency and perceived his instructors' 
not asking him many questions in class as their recognition of his competence in the 
language. This confidence could best be shown in an incident recalled by Sun, Pam, 
and Eva (two of the female participants in the present study whose stories will be 
told in Chapter Five) in ethnographic conversations: One day, the whole class was 
told by their F.2 English instructor that there would be no class in the following week, 
as the instructor would be unavailable. Since the test date was approaching, the class 
was a bit worried. After some discussion, Sun was invited by a group of nearly ten 
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(out of the total number of thirty) classmates to give a make-up lesson on the day 
when the instructor would be absent. He agreed. That day, around eight classmates 
showed up in the night school on time as usual, with Sun as the instructor, for a 
one-hour revision lesson. 
Sun, Pam, and Eva were very excited when they recalled the details about the 
make-up class in which Sun tutored when they were in the F.2 English class. This 
example not only demonstrated his popularity and the amount of trust and respect he 
received from his "fans," but also the confidence in his English he had developed in 
the night school. 
4.2.4 Impact of English Learning at Adulthood 
4.2.4.1 Increased Confidence in Using English 
This confidence to use English and the courage to make mistakes in the night 
school extended to his use of the language at the workplace and in his daily life. In 
an interview, he compared his success in improving his English with China's success 
in launching the first manned rocket in 2005: 
I think I've lots of improvement in my English. It's like China's 
success in launching the Shenzhou VI manned rocket... I think 
my English level is skyrocketing. There's indeed a very great 
improvement in my English before and after I have taken the 
English courses at the night school. 
He wished to see more improvement in his English in the near future and said 
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he would "use as much English as possible." This increase in his use of English was 
also noticed by his colleagues from the emails or SMS he sent to them in English 
now, something he would have done differently in the past - by giving them phone 
calls instead. 
He was no longer afraid to use English or worried about making mistakes, but 
had gained confidence in his communication skills in the language and believed that 
his English would continue to improve in the future: "Sometimes, even if I don't 
know how to express myself when I'm using English, I think it's just a matter of time, 
I'll be better in it with more practice." 
4.2.4.2 Better Job Opportunities 
Sun mentioned in the interviews that he believed better English would bring 
him more job opportunities, improved living quality and a better future, as most of 
his overseas customers were native English speakers. He was confident that more 
opportunities would be open for him with better English. In fact, his being invited by 
the Vice-President of a US-based company to be the engineering director for their 
branch in Mainland China was a good example. While this job opportunity could 
have a lot to do with his technical skills and professional experiences in the field, he 
also considered his improved English to be one of the factors which led to this offer. 
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4.2.4.3 Better Self-perception 
Despite the low self-esteem that Sun had as a child, the success and 
recognition he gained from his work had turned him into a more confident person, 
who believed he could succeed in everything he made effort in. His improved 
English had made him even more confident about himself and his future, as he was 
no longer "bound by this language barrier" when he wanted to interact with other 
English-speaking people from other parts of the world. He believed that his future 
would be a much brighter one after he learned better English: "The roads ahead also 
seem to be much smoother, and there's also a wider path there for me." 
In the interview, he mentioned about his view of seeing English as a means of 
opening up different life opportunities for him: 
It's because language is part of life. I'm living in a 
Cantonese-speaking Hong Kong society now, so I don't have 
many problems in my communication with others. But, God 
knows, may be some day I'll live in another society where 
Cantonese is not spoken, or I may live in an English-speaking 
country some day. If I know better English now, then I could 
have a lot more choices. If I don't know English, then I could 
have no choice. 
In fact, before he started to leam English again in the night school, he only 
chose to travel to placets where he did not have to use the language. For example, on 
a trip to Malaysia he had before learning English in the night school, he only spoke 
Mandarin with the locals and was reluctant to communicate with those who spoke 
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any language other than Cantonese or Mandarin. After taking English courses, his 
attitude had changed. In the interview, he was happy to share his recent experience of 
talking in English with a Filipino woman in Mainland China: 
After going for an exhibition in a hotel in Mainland China, my 
friends and I met a Filipino female singer. Then, during the 
break of her performance, we approached the girl and started 
talking with her in English for around fifteen minutes. We could 
communicate quite effectively with her. I'm really happy that I 
could talk with her in English for around fifteen minutes. You 
know, I asked her a few questions, and we could understand 
each other. I'm really happy that I can make friends with people 
speaking different languages other than Cantonese. 
The above example showed that his improved English not only opened up a lot 
of job opportunities for him, but also enabled him to interact socially with "people 
speaking different languages other than Cantonese." 
4.2.4.4 Psychological Well-being 
Through learning English in the night school, Sun had made a lot of new 
friends. He treasured the friendship he had with them, and was happy that there were 
gatherings from time to time, so that he could relax a bit from his busy work. In the 
interview, he also described this group of friends he met in the night school as a 
support group, helping each other to leam and practice English. 
Apart from the friendship he gained, he also received respect and recognition 
from his "fans." He felt that he was important to and needed by them in their learning 
of English. He enjoyed his role as a leader of the group and was proud of his identity 
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as the "Class Monitor" among his friends, which likely satisfied his male ego. 
In addition, he also found himself "more open and adaptable to changes and 
differences" because he had been exposed to a variety of teaching styles in the night 
school. According to him, he was "a bit reluctant" about having a different instructor 
when promoted from the F.l to R2 English class in the night school，but gradually, he 
began to develop openness in his attitudes towards changes, and had learned to 
appreciate the merits of the different teaching styles of the instructors. In fact, his 
being more open to different teaching styles could also be perceived as an indication 
of his enhanced self-esteem. According to MacKeracher (2004), people with "a more 
positive self-concept" tend to adapt to changes more easily, as self-esteem and 
"flexibility as a personal characteristic" are found to be positively correlated (p. 42). 
4.3 Kristy，s Story 
My F.l English teacher always said that we were rubbish, the 
worst kind of rubbish which cannot be recycled. 
4.3.1 English Learning and Use in Childhood 
This section will explore how Kristy's childhood English learning experiences 
and her attitudes towards English were influenced by her family, school, and 
community. 
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4.3.1.1 Influence of Family and Community 
4.3.1.1.1 Influence of Parents 
Kristy was bom into a well-off family in Macau in the 1960s. As the youngest 
daughter in the family with two brothers and one sister, she was lavished with love. 
At the age of two, she moved to Hong Kong with her family and received all her 
education in Hong Kong. 
Her parents were immigrants from Mainland China. Neither of them had 
received any formal education. Her family ran a grocery store when they were in 
Macau. When they moved to Hong Kong, her father worked as a security officer and 
a hawker, and her mother a worker in a garment factory. Her brothers were more than 
ten years older than her, and her sister a few years. They did not receive much 
education, but managed to finish primary school before they became blue-collar 
workers. When Kristy was still in school, her siblings had already gone out to work. 
Therefore, she was never urged by the family to go out to work and earn a living, but 
encouraged to receive as much education as possible. The family's economic 
situation provided her with a relatively high living standard in her childhood and 
teenage years. She was sent to private primary and secondary schools, provided with 
dictionaries and new textbooks, and had the money to go for movies with her friends 
in her leisure time. Compared with most teenagers in 1970s Hong Kong, like the 
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ones whose stories are told in Chapter Five, she was a lucky girl. 
In contrast to Sun's parents, Kristy's parents highly valued education for their 
daughter. Though being illiterate themselves, they acknowledged the importance of 
education and English. In an interview, Kristy mentioned that she was told to leam 
English well since she was young: "When I was small, my mother and relatives 
always told me to work hard in my studies and to leam English well. They said that I 
could get a better job with better English." Her parents always encouraged her to 
make effort in the language, so that she could "understand the English documents 
from the government" when she grew up. 
However, she saw her parents' encouragement as "just paying lip service," 
since she thought that they failed to provide any help or support with her learning of 
the language: 
They didn't do anything to help or encourage me to leam 
English, but just kept on telling me to make more effort in my 
English. They didn't hire any private English tutors for me. 
After I quit formal school and wanted to leam English in the 
night school, they didn't support me, saying that there were lots 
of bad guys in the night school. [Interview] 
She even doubted about whether or not her parents had been supportive, as she 
wasn't "allowed to leam English in the night school" after she stopped her formal 
schooling. However, she also recalled in the interview that her parents sometimes 
showed her the English letters they received from the government and watched 
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English TV programmes with her, though knowing no English themselves. 
Her parents' efforts made in motivating her to leam the language had not been 
welcomed, as they seemed to have failed to show their understanding of the 
difficulties that she had been facing, but to tease and blame her for not doing well in 
English instead: 
Sometimes when my parents and I watched some English TV 
programmes, they asked me whether or not I could understand 
the English. When I told them that I couldn't understand, they 
teased me and said that I was useless and stupid. They expected 
me to be able to understand those English TV programmes.... 
they really couldn't understand my situation, and the difficulties 
that I faced [Interview]. 
According to Kristy, her parents were more flexible and patient to her than to 
her siblings. She was allowed to negotiate and dispute with her parents, something 
which her siblings dared not to when they were small. Therefore, when her parents 
nagged her for being silly and lazy that she could not understand the English TV 
programmes, she dared to "fight back" and asked them to try to leam English 
themselves. 
Despite the fact that she had been told about the importance of English since 
she was a child, Kristy found it hard to agree with her parents and relatives. She said 
she would not have learned English, if there had been a choice, as she "did not think 
that English would be relevant" to her life. 
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4.3.1.1.2 Influence of Siblings 
Having siblings much older than her, they had never quarreled with each other 
over trifles. She could do almost anything she liked and get almost everything she 
wanted. 
Being the youngest at home, Kristy said she had never experienced any 
pressure regarding her academic performance brought about by the comparison with 
her siblings or relatives. Her elder brothers received their education in Mainland 
China, and her elder sister received some education in Macau and some in Hong 
Kong. As they knew no English, she could not receive any help with the language 
from them. 
According to her, the only influence that they had on her English learning was 
that as a blue-collar worker, her brother had shown her that "one could still earn a 
living without knowing any English"; and her sister, who also found it very difficult 
to leam English, could share the helpless feeling with her. 
From the above description, it is possible that Kristy's relatively low 
ego-strength, or lack of perseverance in her studies, may be related to her position as 
the youngest daughter in a well-off family, or the parenting styles adopted by her 
parents. According to Lawrence (2000)，ego-strength is defined as the "tolerance of 
frustration," which is related to the tendency that individuals give up at the 
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confrontation with a difficult task (p. 21). It is believed that if parents always prepare 
everything for their children, the children may then be habituated to let their parents 
handle all things, without having to make any effort to achieve them (Lawrence, 
2000). This could have a negative impact on the development of the children's 
confidence in facing challenges, so that they tend to avoid or escape from situations 
which may have some threatening potentials (Lawrence, 2000). 
‘ Despite that her parents treasured education for her a lot and were willing to 
invest in it, they seemed to have not shown much expectation for Kristy's studies, 
that is, they did not help her set any academic goals. In the ethnographic 
conversation, she mentioned that she enjoyed going to school just because she got a 
lot of friends there to talk and play with her, while she could only talk and play with 
her elder sister at home. Like that she mentioned in the interview, "I was too young 
to treasure the chance that I could continue to receive education at that time." 
4.3.1.1.3 Influence of Community 
Despite being told about the importance of English since she was small, Kristy 
considered the lack of chance to see the actual use of English in the real world as 
why she saw it as irrelevant to her life: "I didn't enjoy my English lessons because I 
couldn't use what I've learned in class in my daily life. And I couldn't seek help 
from people around me after class." In her childhood, she had never seen anyone 
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using English to communicate in her community. The only time that she came into 
contact with it outside the classroom was when she saw English cartoons on TV, 
which were the only cartoons broadcasted: 
When I promoted to senior primary, there were times when I tried to 
leam English better, so that I could understand the lyrics of the 
English songs of those cartoons, and the cartoons shown on TVB 
Jade... those were the only cartoons broadcasted on TV. Thus, if I 
wanted to watch cartoon, I had to watch them.... I couldn't 
understand what the characters were talking about. At that time, I 
really hoped that I could understand what's being said by the cartoon 
characters on TV... but I found it very difficult, so I failed. 
The English cartoons motivated Kristy to make an effort in her English, 
however, as she could not receive any help from others when she encountered 
difficulties, she gave up trying to pick up the language in this way. 
4.3.1.2 Formal Schooling (Kindergarten to Secondary Four) 
4.3.1.2.1 Learning Experiences in Formal Schools 
When recalling her learning experiences in formal schools, Kristy wore a smile 
on her face from time to time. She had had a good relationship with her classmates, 
and, overall, did not have much problem with her studies until after she was 
promoted to secondary school. Not being the most outstanding or the worst one in 
class, she said she had never experienced any pressure from her studies, except 
English. 
As her family was able to afford the tuition fees, she received all her education 
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in private schools from kindergarten to secondary. The medium of instruction for her 
primary school was Cantonese, and English for her secondary school. These schools 
adopted an approach of reward instead of punishment to encourage students to work 
hard in their studies, which was very different from that of the schools attended by 
Sun and the two participants in Chapter Five. In her school, little gifts would be 
given to those who did well in dictations, tests, and exams. Physical punishment for 
those who did poorly in school still existed, but it was not used very often. Even so, 
the reward system did not help improve Kristy's English. She said in the interview 
that she failed to get good grades and the little gifts by working hard in English, so, 
she preferred to focus on other subjects to get rewarded. She also noted that 
punishment for those who did not do well in English was more severe than in her 
other subjects. 
I： How did this reward system affect your attitude toward 
English or your motivation to leam the language? 
K: It didn't affect my attitude towards English learning. I didn't 
put more effort in English. I just thought that might be I 
should work harder in other subjects in order to get those 
gifts. English was really too difficult to leam. I knew that I 
could never do well in my English tests and exams, so I just 
focused on other subjects.... It's quite disappointing to see 
your friends getting rewards for their performances in 
English tests or exams, while you didn't. 
As required by her secondary school, Kristy got her English name from a 
dictionary when promoted to F.l. According to her，the way in which English was 
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taught in her secondary school was similar with that at the primary level. It was not 
until she was in F.3 when a native English speaker became the new principal of the 
school that extracurricular activities in English were organized for students. The new 
principal "stressed the learning of English" and was eager to create an English 
learning environment in school, so English drama club and reading scheme were 
introduced. Though "happy and excited about the changes that the new principal 
brought to the school," Kristy was afraid of him: "He's a foreigner and everyone, 
including the teachers, was afraid of him. We didn't know how to communicate with 
native English speakers." While feeling excited about the introduction of the English 
extracurricular activities in school, she had not participated in any of them, as she 
preferred to have "something more fiin" like sports activities. 
School days had been a happy time for her, except when it came to English 
lessons, which she found "torturous": "When I was having English lessons, I really 
hoped that time could fly. The best news to us would be that the English teacher was 
sick. But for the lessons of other subjects, I didn't have such kind of feelings." She 
enjoyed having some more "interesting lessons" like those Chinese history, or 
“subjects which were 'related to daily life, like integrated sciences." The only thing 
that she disliked about her school was to have English lessons and sometimes being 
punished by the English teachers. 
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She found the language very difficult to leam; nevertheless, she was able to 
handle her English homework until she was promoted to senior primary. Despite the 
difficulties that she faced in the learning of English, there were times when she was 
motivated to improve her English, to be better prepared for her studies in secondary 
school: 
I was not motivated to leam English until I was promoted to 
senior primary. By that time, I started to have a thought of 
improving my English... when I was in P.5 or P.6 because I 
knew that I had to use more English when I got promoted to 
secondary school... one of my neighbours who was my primary 
schoolmate found it very hard to adapt to the learning in 
secondary school because of the much more difficult English. I 
was really scared when I heard about her situation. Thus, I 
wanted to improve my English.... I had also decided that I 
should not choose those famous EMI schools like the one my 
neighbour was attending, when I had to promote to F. 1. 
[Interview] 
She wanted to do well in her studies, and had made an effort to leam English 
when she was first promoted to F.l. However, as the secondary school English was 
too difficult for her and she did not have any help from people around her, she gave 
up at last: 
It was too difficult to learn English. At the beginning of my F. 1， 
I was really excited and I wanted to do well in my studies. So, 
after I bought those new books for my F.l, I tried to read them 
and to look up for the meanings of the new words from the 
dictionary. But you know, the whole page was written with new 
and difficult words for me. This happened to every textbook of 
all the subjects. So, I gave up at last. [Interview] 
She also mentioned the importance of encouragement from the teachers in the 
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interview: 
When I was in my secondary school, some of the teachers of 
other subjects also encouraged us to leam more English. I think 
whether or not I felt interested in that subject depended very 
much on the teacher of that subject. If the teacher was good, 
then I would be interested to leam more about that subject. So, I 
think the teacher really matters, at least for my learning 
experience in secondary school. 
How was Kristy's learning of English and attitudes towards it influenced by 
her English teachers? The following section explores this further. 
4.3.1.2.2 English Teachers 
Similar with the schools Sun and the two women in Chapter Five attended, the 
primary and secondary schools Kristy went to adopted a traditional teaching style for 
English. The teacher read aloud the passage from the textbook, and the whole class 
followed after the teacher. The class was a large one with around thirty students, and 
“the teacher didn't have enough time to see whether or not all the students could 
understand what's being taught." In an interview, she mentioned that since primary 
school, her least favourite subject was English: “I disliked English most because I 
couldn't understand my English teacher... my family didn't know English, and I also 
had no private tutor. So, there wasn't anyone to help me whenever I had questions 
about English.... I hated English because it's too difficult and there's no one who 
could help me." It was also the subject that she did the worst in: “I forgot which 
subject that I was best in, but I remember that I did the worst in my English." 
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Like Sun, she disliked most of the English teachers she met in primary and 
secondary school, for they always scolded and punished the students, who were very 
different from the teachers of other academic subjects. As she recalled in an interview, 
her English learning experiences in school were "always negative ones": "I found it 
very difficult whenever I had to use English. And when I made any mistakes, I would 
be scolded by my teacher. So, my experiences of using English were always 
negative." She also found that she "could never communicate with my English 
teachers" and "couldn't understand what the teacher was talking about during 
English lessons." In fact, Sun and the participants in Chapter Five also faced the 
same problem as school kids. Tsui (1996) indicated that the "incomprehensible 
input" from the teacher could also be a source of anxiety to the students (p. 159), 
which may discourage them from participating in class, in order to protect their face. 
Kristy recounted in the interview how her primary English teacher scolded the 
class and failed to understand the problems that the students faced in their learning of 
the language: 
Everyone in the class was very afraid to have English lessons.... 
The English teacher taught us some English new words. We 
tried to write some Chinese next to the English words to help us 
remember the English pronunciation of those words. But the 
teacher would scold us when she saw this. She said that we 
shouldn't write Chinese words to help us to remember the 
pronunciation. But, you know, she just couldn't understand our 
problems. There's no one at home who could help us. 
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According to her, she and her classmates were so often scolded that they "have 
no special feelings" when they were reprimanded, as they "were too used to being 
embarrassed." All they would do was "to lower our heads, and avoid looking at" the 
teacher. She still clearly remembered the details of her being embarrassed by the 
English teacher: 
My English teacher was very bad... one day when I asked her a 
question during the English class, she just blamed me of having 
asked such a silly question, and then asked other classmates if 
they knew the answer to my question... it's really not good to 
embarrass a child in such a way. If you were always scolded or 
embarrassed when you asked a question, then you wouldn't 
want to ask any more questions for the next time. [Interview] 
Sometimes, physical punishment was also used by the English teacher: "If you 
talked with your neighbours during class, then the teacher would cover your mouth 
with a plastic tape.... Sometimes, the teacher would also force you to hold your 
earlobes with your two hands, or to beat on your palm with a plastic ruler." Though 
she remarked that the use of plastic tapes for punishment "was quite funny" during 
the interview, she said she felt "very sad and lost face" by the time when she was 
being punished. 
Like Sun, Kristy also had had an English teacher whom he disliked a lot and 
could still remember the details about him after so many years. Though being "used 
to being embarrassed" and scolded in her primary school, she felt hurt when she was 
severely scolded by her F.l English teacher. In an interview, she became agitated 
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when she recounted how her teacher treated her and her classmates: 
I remember that my F.l English teacher was very serious and 
strict. I remember this clearly, because he looked like Shek Kin 
[a famous actor who always played the villain's role in the old 
Cantonese movies]. Indeed, he was very similar with Shek Kin, 
he was very cruel and harsh. Whenever we couldn't answer his 
questions during class, or didn't do well in exams, he would 
scold us very seriously. None of us would dare to look at him, 
but to lower our heads down whenever he was talking.... 
everyone was very scared and panic, and his attitudes were just 
so scary and unfriendly. ...He always said that we were rubbish, 
the worst kind of rubbish which cannot be recycled. No one 
liked him in class, but we could do nothing about this. We just 
let him scold and insult us as much as he wanted. 
She described the details in length in the interview: 
I: How did you feel when you and your classmates were 
being scolded by Shek Kin [the F.l English teacher]? 
K: I was hurt, and actually we felt very afraid to have his 
lessons at the beginning. But later, we got more and more 
used to being scolded and insulted by him. He always 
compared us with others, saying that... we were so bad that 
we were even not qualified to compare ourselves with 
others. However, he didn't try to teach better... and didn't 
care about whether or not we could understand what's 
being taught. This made us dislike English even more.... 
The best time that I had in English lessons was when he's 
reading the passages aloud, because when he's reading, he 
wouldn't have the time to scold us. 
This F.l English teacher's attitudes not only scared her, but also made her give 
up the goal of learning English well: 
I: Did you have any goals for your learning of English at that 
time? 
K: No, I didn't have any goals at that time. If I could finish my 
homework, then I would be very happy already.... 
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Um...actually, I did have some goals to do well in my 
English at the beginning. But you know, it's very frustrating 
that we always got scolded by Shek Kin. So, I gave up. The 
whole class didn't do well in English, and we couldn't help 
each other. We just encouraged each other to play truant 
together when it's time for English lesson. 
Wlodkowski (1999) stated that the negative attitudes that students have 
towards the teacher could act as a barrier in their learning process. This is also true 
for the case of Krsity. According to her, the English teacher is a very important factor 
which influenced her attitudes towards English learning. If the teachers were strict 
and inconsiderate, she lost her interest in learning the language, and vice versa. When 
she was in F.3，she met a good English teacher who was "really enthusiastic about 
teaching" and "always encouraged us to leam English and to seek for his help when 
we had questions." She was inspired by this teacher to work hard on her English 
again. However, since her "foundation of English was really too bad," and she was 
"too scared of English at that time," she "could not do well in her English at last," 
"no matter how hard" she had tried. 
4.3.1.2.3 Attitudes Towards Education and English Language Learning 
As a school girl, English was seen as having "no connection" with her daily 
life by Kristy. It was considered as an academic subject which she could not get good 
grades in, and would have had dropped if she had a choice. She did English 
homework just for the sake of completing it. 
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According to her, she was a “not very hardworking, but not very lazy" student 
in school. She did not do well particularly in any subject, but was interested in going 
to school in general. She enjoyed her classes for other subjects, except the English 
ones. Though being told about the importance of education and English since she 
was small, she was too young to understand these advices, but to judge from her 
observation and experiences, concluding that English had no relevance to the daily 
life or the real world. 
In fact, from time to time, she had set short-term goals to improve her English. 
Yet, she gave up after she failed for several times, as it was "meaningless to make 
any more effort" in the language, "when you could foresee that all you've done 
would be in vain." And for most of the time, she did not have any academic goals 
when she was in school. Like Sun, this low expectancy of success had influenced her 
learning in the way that she was reluctant to devote a lot of time and effort in it，for 
the fear of having all her effort made in vain. 
Due to this frustration with the efforts she made to improve her English, 
together with the feeling that she was lagging behind and could never catch up with 
her studies, Kristy quit the formal EMI school after she finished the first semester in 
F.4, in order not to waste her family's money for the tuition fee. 
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4.3.2 English Language Learning and Use at the Workplace 
After leaving formal school, Kristy got a job as a clerk in a garment factory 
and was responsible for dealing with the payroll and preparing invoices for the 
factory. There, she had very little chance to use English or to come into contact 
with native English speakers. She chose this job out of her interest in needlework, 
and thought it was "more stable" and "sounded better to work in the office.” 
Though having promised her mother that she would continue to leam English 
after going out to work，she did not have any thought about taking a part-time course 
until one or two years later, when she "started to feel quite bored" with her job and 
wanted to quit to continue with her education in night school. Her boss persuaded her 
to take part-time courses instead, and was very supportive to allow her to use some 
of her working hours to do the revision for her study. Therefore, she went to night 
school four days a week with her friends to continue with her education in F.4 
Chinese, English and Mathematics. After taking these courses for a few months, she 
decided to quit because "it was really very tiring to go there four times a week," and 
she also preferred to "have fun with her friends after work." 
Four years later, Kristy left her first job and became responsible for making 
clothes samples or jeans in some garment factories. Later, she found a job in a 
garment factory as a quality checker and started to realize the importance of English 
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in the workplace: "After I started to work as the quality checker, I realized that my 
English wasn't good enough....when I wanted to be promoted to higher positions, I 
knew that the requirements were also higher. So, I wanted to leam better English for 
a better career." Therefore, she decided that she should improve her English, though 
she did not have much chance to use it in her workplace. However, at that time, she 
did not take any English courses due to her busy working schedule. 
After a few years, she got married and gave birth to her son. She became a 
full-time housewife and stayed home to take care of him until the baby was old 
enough to go to kindergarten. Then, she went to work as a clerk again in a factory. 
For about a year, she tried to leam English in a small group with a private tutor on 
Sundays, and stopped going there at last because she found the sessions unsuitable. 
After that, she did not take any other English courses until three years ago. 
4,3.2.1 Use of English in the Workplace 
Kristy mentioned that all the jobs she had had did not require much English, 
and she seldom had the chance to use it in the workplace, as she just needed to work 
with the clothes or machines. When she was working as a clerk, she sometimes 
needed to answer phone calls form overseas customers which required some basic 
English communication skills. Until recently when computers and computerized 
sewing machines were introduced to the factory, it was all the contact she could have 
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with English. In order to use more English in her daily life, she would "deliberately 
choose to work with the English menu of the machine." 
4.3.2.2 Attitudes Towards English and English Learning at the Workplace 
There were quite a lot of changes in Kristy's attitudes towards English after 
she went out to work. As a school girl, she thought that English was not relevant to 
her daily life and of no practical use, but just an academic subject which was very 
difficult to leam. Though she did not have much chance to use it in her jobs, she 
realized the importance of it for better job opportunities. In the interview, she 
recalled that she had met two good bosses who had inspired and encouraged her to 
leam English: 
I: Was there any person/ event that had a strong impact on the 
way that you perceived English after you left formal school 
and started to work? 
K: Yes, I had a boss whom I met in my first job had very good 
English and could communicate well with foreigners. I 
really admired him a lot at that time, and I wished that my 
English could be as good as that of my boss, or even 50% of 
his, then I would already be very much contented. In the 
other job which I worked as a quality checker, my boss also 
always encouraged us to continue to leam English. But I 
was really too busy.. • so I didn't take any English courses. 
Despite her realization of the importance of English for better job opportunities, 
many years lapsed before she continued to leam the language due to her busy 
working schedule. 
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4.3.3 Returning to the English Classroom as an Adult 
4.3.3.1 Motivation 
About three years ago, when Kristy's son was promoted to F.l and old enough 
to take care of himself, she took an intensive part-time English course at the WeCare 
Night School (pseudonym): 
In fact，I always wanted to improve my English, but my son was 
too young and needed me to take care of him and helped him 
with his homework. So, when he grew older and was able to 
take care of himself, I wanted to leam English again. Then, I 
received a leaflet about the part-time courses offered by the 
WeCare Night School, so I took a course there. [Interview] 
Even though she had received a formal education up to F.4 level, she chose to 
enroll in a P.3 part-time English course. In an interview, she explained her decision: 
"I wanted to build a better foundation for myself. I wanted to leam English well. So, 
I took the English course starting from P.3 in order to build a better foundation for 
myself." 
Her determination to learn English well could be partly shown in this decision. 
When asked why she was so eager to leam English well, she replied that she wanted 
to get promoted to higher positions with better skills in the language. Therefore, her 
motivation to leam English was intrinsic and largely instrumental when she first 
enrolled in the part-time English course. 
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4.3.3.2 Attitude Towards English and English Learning 
Contrary to what she had thought when she was young, Kristy now perceived 
English as "a useful language through which you can communicate with others" and 
she also considered it her most favourite language, which was a dramatic shift. In an 
interview, she expressed her views that using English would give others a better 
impression of her: "When using English, I feel that I'm giving a much better 
impression to others, it seems that I'm clever and people may be impressed and 
amazed that I could speak English." 
After taking part-time English courses in the night school, she became more 
exposed to the English language and culture, and had a growing affinity for them. It 
seemed that it was instrumental motivation which drew her to take the part-time 
English course, and integrative motivation was gradually developed during the 
language learning process. 
4.3.3.3 Investment in Learning English 
Determined to leam English, Kristy invested a lot of her leisure time in recent 
years to practice it. She wanted to "improve in all the four skills in English" and had 
a more clear goal as an adult: "I want to be able to communicate effectively with 
others, and to express myself freely in English. I hope that my English writings could 
be understood by others." 
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Being "not satisfied" with her current English proficiency, she made a lot of 
efforts to improve it. In an interview, she described the details about the way she 
practiced her English: 
I: How often do you practise your English? What do you do 
to practise? Do you practise it alone, or with others? 
K: I practise it every day. Sometimes, I'll read some 
storybooks. I practise my English for at least thirty minutes 
every day. I'll do some revision or my homework when I 
have time. When the test or exam is coming, then I'll do 
revision with my small study group, or with my classmates, 
to share what we've learned with others. Eva [a participant 
in the present study] and I will usually do some revision for 
the test before we go to Lynn's [pseudonym of Kristy's 
classmate in the night school] home and ask each other the 
questions that we have. We three have formed a study 
group. 
To grasp every opportunity to practise English with friends or classmates, she 
also code-mixed in her daily life: "When I'm talking with my classmates, I will 
practise my English and use more English words when I talk with them.... We've 
learned ‘in time' and 'on time' some time earlier in class, and we often use these 
words in our daily conversation now." Like Sun, sometimes she would also practise 
English with her son. They would share and discuss problems they had with the 
language. 
Kristy was willing to invest time and money to improve her English. In an 
ethnographic conversation, she expressed her view that she did not care much about 
tuition fees for the courses, as long as they were reasonable and affordable and the 
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courses were useful to her. As indicated in the field notes, she had asked the 
researcher to introduce some English courses or grammar exercises to her for several 
times. 
4,3.3.4 Influence of Family and Community 
As a grownup, Kristy's family, particularly her son, played a significant role in 
her English learning. The following section focused on how she was motivated to 
leam the language because of her son. 
In her eyes, English was important for a better future for both herself and her 
child. In a survey, she expressed her views on different statements related to the 
English learning of her son. She responded "Strongly Agree" for the statement 
"Good English is very important for my children's future"; and "Agree" for the 
statements "By sharing or discussing what I have learned in the classroom (e.g., 
grammar, vocabulary, expressions) with my children, my relationship with them has 
improved," “I could motivate my children to leam English by setting a good example 
for them," and “I could help my children with their homework or study with better 
English.’， 
When the present study was conducted, she was taking the English part-time 
course at the R4 level, and was happy that she could share her English learning 
materials with her son who was also a F.4 student in a formal school. In an interview, 
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she described the details about her practicing English with her son: 
Sometimes, my son is willing to leam English together with me, 
and we will discuss some questions and leam it together. But 
sometimes, he's a bit lazy and prefers to spend his time on other 
things. When I have some grammar exercise sheets from the 
English class, I'll make photocopies for my son. I want to share 
with him the grammar exercise sheets I got from the night 
school. I'll also make photocopies of the test and exam papers I 
have from the night class for him. When I tell him that the 
papers are important and good ones, he'll be willing to complete 
them. He's going to sit for the HKCEE English exam next year, 
so when I said I have something related to the exam, he'll be 
willing to do it. 
She cared a lot about her son's education and always encouraged him to work 
hard in his English and studies. She talked about the way that she encouraged her son 
to leam English in the interview: 
I think that my son could do better in his English. It's ok for him 
to not do that well at the beginning, but he really needs to work 
hard and to seek help from others if he couldn't do well. I 
always tell him that if he doesn't do well now, it'll difficult for 
him to chase back what he's missed later.... I didn't want to see 
him going to the night school to leam English again later in his 
mid-forties.... I do support him a lot in his learning of English, 
and I've also hired a private tutor for him. I try to understand his 
problems and the difficulties he faced in his learning. I want to 
send him to Boston to study in the coming one or two years, but 
he's quite worried about his standard of English. I understand 
his worries. Thus, I have to counsel and encourage him. 
Having experienced the process of learning English herself, similar to Sun, she 
adopted a different parenting style than that of her parents. She would try to put 
herself into her son's shoes: "My parenting style is very different from that of my 
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parents, because my parents don't know English. I've experienced learning English 
myself, so, I understand my son better, and I could also help him more with this. I 
always remind my son of the importance of learning English." Having understood 
the importance and pragmatic value of English in her adulthood, she hoped that her 
son could do well in the language: "The competition is very keen in society now. I 
really want my son to leam English better, so that he would be more competitive. 
That's why I want to send him to the US to study. This will make him more 
competitive and have a brighter future." 
Not only did she care about her son's learning of English, she was also 
concerned about her son's school life in general. In several ethnographic 
conversations, she talked about how her son was mistreated by the school teachers 
and how she tried to communicate with them to improve his school life. To provide a 
better learning environment for his son, she even helped him to change to a new 
school which she considered to be a much more caring and encouraging one for 
students. 
To her surprise, by learning English together with her son, her relationship 
with him was very much improved. According to her, she now had a lot more 
conversation topics with her son. In an interview, she mentioned that she could share 
with her son what she had learned from the part-time English course and was able to 
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understand more about his learning progress: 
I have a better understanding of the situation of my son. Before 
I took the English course in the night school, I was always 
forcing my son to do his revision and work harder. But I really 
had no idea about what his situation was. After learning English 
in the night school...! began to have a better understanding of 
the problems that my son is facing when he's learning English.... 
Back to the time when I was in secondary school, I had no one 
to help and understand me. But now... I understand my son a lot 
better, and I could really share with him the things I know, and 
the ways I leam English. I want to provide him with more 
support. 
She continued to talk at length about the changes in her relationship with her 
son after she took courses in the night school: 
I: Was there any change in your relationship with your family 
members after you started learning English at the night 
school? 
K: Yes, we have more topics for conversation now... I 
understand him much better now, and I have more 
acceptance for his not doing well in his study. May be he's 
already done a lot, but just doesn't know the way to study. 
So, I just told my son that if he needed any help, he could 
just let me know, and we could get a private tutor to help 
him. I used myself as an example to tell him that it's ok for 
him to not be able to master a certain thing or skills at once. 
I told him that I went back to the night school because my 
English was not good, and I wanted to enrich my own 
knowledge. I encouraged him to try his best... I've become 
more patient.... It's very different from what I was in the 
past. In those days, I just forced my son to work harder and 
harder, without trying to understand his problems. 
She was happy to see that she and her son were encouraging each other to 
leam English, as she recalled in an interview: "My son always encourages me to 
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leam English. Sometimes, I become lazy and want to escape from a lesson, then my 
son would urge me to go to the night school, and would do the housework for me, so 
that I won't be too tired when I come back from class." 
In addition to her son's support, her husband, boss, and friends were also 
supportive to her English learning: “They are really supportive. My boss will let me 
leave earlier from work in order to go to the class. My husband is also very 
supportive and encouraged me to continue to leam English. My friends are surprised 
that I started to leam English again, and they also said that I'm great that I could 
have the persistence to go to class for such a long time." 
Her desire to provide practical and emotional support for her son's English 
• learning, as well as the support she gained from people around her played an 
important part in motivating her to leam the language now. Thinking that her parents 
could have done better in encouraging her to leam English when she was small, she 
adopted a different parenting style from them, which could be a reflection of what 
she wished she had as a schoolgirl. 
Considering that parents played an important role in their children's learning, 
she tried to put herself into her son's shoes, showing understanding and support in 
his learning of the language. In addition to emotional support, she had also tried to 
provide him with practical help like making photocopies of the useful English 
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learning materials she got from the night school for her son, and to hire a private 
tutor for him (something she wished she had when as was a student). This desire to 
do a better job than her parents had also motivated her to leam English well, in order 
to help with her son's English. 
4.3.3.5 English Learning Experiences in Adulthood 
Kristy said she was "a bit afraid" and "felt quite strange" when she first 
returned to the English classroom. She felt that the classroom was both "familiar" 
and "strange" to her, as lessons were conducted in similar ways in a night school and 
a formal school; yet, since she had been out of it for almost twenty-eight years, 
learning English in a classroom was "quite far away" to her. 
She added that she enjoyed learning English in the night school for the flexible 
and pressure-free learning style, that students "chose to leam English in the night 
school by ourselves" and "it's not stressful because if I couldn't catch up with the 
class, then I may simply take the course again," without "losing face." 
She also found that she had become a more motivated learner than what she 
had been when she was in formal schools. She had become “more interested to leam 
English," and had a "better idea about "the way to leam English and do revision." 
Though sometimes she might still feel "a bit lost" and "confused about whether or 
not the things I am doing could help me to improve my English," she found the 
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support she had from the course instructors and classmates she met in the night 
school very helpful. The following sections examined how they could help in her 
English learning. 
4.3.3.6 Course Instructors 
Kristy was happy to have course instructors who were "much younger," "more 
active and creative in their ways of teaching," and "not that strict about homework and 
test results" in the night school. In an interview, she expressed her satisfaction about 
the teacher-student interaction. She thought that the teachers she had in the night 
school were not that "demanding and expected that students could absorb everything 
taught," nor were they "as strict and harsh as" the ones in formal. She was happy to 
see that the night school course instructors "were like your friends," who would talk 
and interact with students outside class, something which was "very rare" and was like 
"an honour” in formal schools. 
In fact, her satisfaction with the teacher-student relationship in the night school 
was related to her English learning experience in formal schools. As a school kid, she 
(and the three participants in the present study) did not have the understanding and 
support from their English teachers in the learning process. They felt frustrated and 
helpless with their teachers' inability to understand their situations and their learning 
difficulties. In their experiences, there was a lack of communication between teachers 
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and students in formal schools, as what Kristy put in, "the teachers [in formal schools] 
saw themselves highly," and students could rarely communicate with their teachers 
after class. 
She regarded the liking for teachers as one of the most important factors 
affecting her motivation to do well in a certain subject when she recalled her learning 
experience in formal schools. Of course, with her mental maturity as a grownup, this 
factor might no longer presume its importance as it once had. However, having course 
instructors whom she considered to "nice," "friendly," and "helpful" had certainly 
helped her to leam the language in a more enjoyable way. 
4.3.3.7 Classmates 
Kristy's classmates had been a source of practical and emotional support to her 
in her learning of English in the night school. As she mentioned in the interview, now 
she was still quite shy to speak in front of the class, unless she knew the answer to the 
course instructor's questions. However, she enjoyed having small group discussion in 
class, so that she could practice her English without feeling embarrassed: 
Sometimes, if I know the answer, then I'll be willing to answer 
the teacher. But, sometimes I really don't know the answer to 
those questions.... So, I just lower my head and avoid having 
any eye contact with him... I won't volunteer to speak in class, 
because I'm rather passive in this sense. I like small group 
discussion more, because I could speak English freely with my 
classmates. I will be very afraid if I am asked to speak in class. 
I'm afraid of making any mistakes in front of the class. I'm not 
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used to speak in front of the whole class. I don't like to be under 
the spotlight. It's quite embarrassing to be pointed out by the 
teacher. I really don't want to be invited to speak in class 
[Interview]. 
Though she avoided to be under the spotlight and was reluctant to speak in 
class，the classmates she had in the in-class small group discussion provided a 
comfortable environment for her to practice her English, so that she could talk freely 
in the language. She also mentioned in the interview that she became more motivated 
to leam English in the night school than when she was in the formal school partly 
because of her classmates: "It's the feeling of having succeeded after you made an 
effort and having a group of classmates to help and share with you which makes me 
motivated to leam English." 
To help each other leam English better, she formed a small study group with 
two of the classmates, Eva and Lynn, whom she met in the P.3 English intensive 
course in the night school. They had become friends and shared with each other their 
ways and experiences in learning the language: 
I will try to seek help from my classmates. I simply give them a 
call whenever I have questions, and we also have meetings as a 
study group from time to time. When you have your questions 
answered in the group, then you'll be happy, and you'll be more 
motivated to. leam. We will revise the textbooks, and to do some 
more grammar exercises together. Sometimes, we'll also share 
with each other our experiences and some skills in learning 
English. [Interview] 
Recently, the group even practices English in their phone calls or the emails 
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they sent to each other: 
Actually, I don't have much chance to use English in my daily 
life now.... So, I asked Eva and Lynn to use English together 
with me. We decided that we would use English in our phone 
calls and in the emails we send to each other... we are a bit 
afraid to send English emails to other friends. So, it'd be good 
for us to email each other in English. We could tell each other 
the mistakes we found in the emails, and we could leam from 
those mistakes. Lynn insisted we should speak English in our 
phone calls as well. But I was a bit reluctant, because it's very 
difficult to gossip in English. Then, we decided that we should 
code-mix and code-switch between English and Cantonese. If 
we couldn't gossip in English, then we'll do it in Cantonese. But 
when we talk about other things, we'll try to speak in English. 
[Interview] 
Apart from practicing English together, Kristy said they would also gossip and 
share with each other their feelings towards other classmates in the night school and 
their family, etc. In an ethnographic conversation, she said this gossiping was good to 
her in the way that her feelings could be channeled. For instance, if she disliked the 
behaviour of a certain classmate, then after gossiping with Eva and Lynn, she would 
feel much better. Sometimes, when she had disagreement with her husband or some 
trivial problems in her family, she would also share with her friends in the study 
group. Therefore, this group could also be seen as a support group, providing both 
practical help in learning English, and emotional support to the members. 
She had also become friends with her classmate, Pam, who was also one of the 
participants in the present study. As Kristy recalled, she had traveled with Pam to 
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Taiwan once and to the Thailand twice in these two years since she first met Pam. 
They joined an organized tour for the Taiwan trip, and then later, they traveled 
independently to the Thailand. They also tried to use English to communicate with 
the locals, something which they had never done before. 
4.3.4 Impact of English Learning in Adulthood 
Like Sun, Kristy experienced some changes through her language learning 
experience in the night school. 
4.3.4.1 Increased Self-confidence and Confidence in Using English 
Though still being "afraid of making mistakes," Kristy was using more and 
more English, after learning it in the night school. The frequencies of her use of 
English before and after taking part-time English courses were compared in the 
following table. 
Table 4.2 Frequencies of Activities Kristy carried out in English Before and 
After Taking Adult English Language Course 
< § 
i o 
i l l I 
S I s § ^ 
CQ < ^ fi： M 
a. Watch TV programmes 3 2 
b. Listen to the radio 4 2 
c. Listen to songs 4 3 
d. Read newspapers and magazines 5 2 
e. Read academic books N/A 2 
f. Read novels 5 \ 
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g. Read library books in English 4 1 
h. Do grammar exercise/ write short 4 2 
essays 
i. Speak with classmates N/A 3 
j. Speak with friends 4 3 
k. Surf the Internet 4 3 
1. Watch videos/ DVDs/ VCDs 2 1 
m. Talk to people in shops 5 3 
n. Talk on the phone 4 3 
o. Write emails to friends 4 3 
p. Read emails from friends 4 2 
q. Write personal notes or letters 5 3 
Total ^ 39 
Average 4.07 2.29 
(1= very often, 2 = often, 3 = sometimes, 4 = rarely, 5 = never) 
As reflected in the data, she was using more English after learning in the night 
school, from "rarely" use it to "often" use it (from 4.07 to 2.29). She also mentioned 
in the interview that she would code-mix more often with her friends now, in order to 
practice English. On one hand, this could be an evidence of her investment of time in 
learning the language. On the other hand, this could also been perceived as a 
demonstration of her increased confidence using English. Not only had she practiced 
receptive English skills on her own by carrying out activities like reading or listening 
to English materials, she also used more English in her writing and speaking. Before 
taking any adult English language course, she never talked to people in shops in 
English, but after taking the course, she would sometimes do so. Though the increase 
in the frequency of Kristy's carrying out this activity may not be the largest one when 
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compared with other items, this increase was of great significance as she was using 
the language with strangers, something which all participants had rarely or never 
done before taking the part-time language course. 
It is also interesting to note that she had also developed an affinity with the 
English language and culture through her increased exposure to the language. By 
reading English newspapers, library books，novels, and magazines "very often" 
(something which she "rarely" or "never" done before taking the courses), she got to 
know more about English and its culture. In an interview, she mentioned about this 
change in her reading habit: "I'm now reading a lot more in English. I don't like to 
read those local Chinese paparazzi magazines any more. I like to read more English 
magazines now. No matter what the magazines are about, I could leam more about 
Westerners' lives and the language by doing so." 
In addition to her increased confidence in using English and her developing 
affinity with the language and culture, her improved English had also enhanced her 
self-confidence. 
With the care and emotional support from people around her, she had developed 
a cheerful and carefree disposition since childhood. She seldom doubted her abilities 
when she was in school or at the workplace, except when it came to the use of 
English. According to her，in the past when she traveled to other countries where 
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Cantonese and Mandarin were not spoken, she lacked self-confidence and "dared 
not" to use English but depended on others. She recalled the details in an interview: 
I have visited South Africa and Malaysia with my friends before 
I learned English in the night school, but I didn't use any 
English at that time. For the Thailand trip I went with Pam [a 
participant in the present study whose story will be told in 
Chapter Five], I used quite a lot of English. We didn't join in 
any organized tour，so we had to do all things ourselves. I was 
confident to use English outside Hong Kong. It's because... 
people will accept your mistakes more if you speak English as a 
tourist. So, I had more confidence to use English when I'm 
traveling. I've become more confident to use English to 
communicate with others, or to bargain when I went shopping. 
Before I took English courses in the night school, I didn't have 
the confidence to use it. I would just let the tour guide, or the 
people around me to help me with the translation. 
With her improved English, she became more confident in herself and believed 
that she could handle the communications with the locals when she was traveling. 
Her decision of traveling independently together with Pam, instead of joining in 
some organized tours, was a good example to demonstrate her confidence in her own 
ability. Instead of relying on others for translation and organizing different things 
during the tour, she had gained more self-confidence from her language learning 
experience in adulthood. 
4.3.4.2 Better Job Opportunities 
It was her belief that "better English could help me with my career" that drew 
Kristy to the English classroom in the night school. After these three years of study, 
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she found that her English was "much better than before" and she became "more 
sensitive to English and its grammar." Though she said her improved English had not 
brought her more job opportunities at the moment, she "really hope that it will on 
one day." So, she continued to practise her English as much as possible in her free 
time. Her belief that better English was important for a better career could be 
reflected in her encouraging a hairdresser to leam English in a salon: 
Last week, I went to the salon. Unlike what I would usually do 
in the past, I brought with me an English storybook to read, 
instead of reading those paparazzi magazines in the salon. The 
hairdresser was shocked to see that I was reading an English 
book. She said it was amazing that I could understand it. You 
know, I also encouraged her to leam English. I told her that with 
better English, she could go and find a better job. Even if she 
really determined to be a hairdresser, she could work in higher 
class and more expensive salons with better English. I told her 
that she could make herself more competent with better English. 
[Interview] 
From the encouragement she gave to the hairdresser，her conviction that better 
English skills would lead to a brighter future and career prospect was evident. 
Though her improved English had not brought her any promotion to higher 
positions or better job offers; yet, it might have opened up better job opportunities 
for her in the way that her abilities got recognized by the employer because of her 
English proficiency: “My boss said that it's worthwhile for him to let me leave the 
office one hour early twice a week. I could really help the factory." In the interview, 
she described the details of "the happiest experience of using English" she had ever 
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had: 
One day, some of the machines in the factory were out of order. 
And we had to seek help from the technicians from an overseas 
company.... There was no one in the factory who could speak 
English except me. So, I acted as the translator for the factory 
that time, translating Mandarin into Cantonese, and Cantonese 
into English.... I was really nervous and afraid at that time. But 
then, I succeeded in letting the technicians know what's wrong 
with the machines. The problems got fixed at last. I was really 
happy that time, and my boss was proud of me. He also said that 
from that day onwards, whenever we have English-speaking 
visitors, I would be the representative for the factory. I was 
really very happy that I could communicate with those 
technicians. And I felt very proud that I could be the 
representative for the factory. I was really very happy that time. 
[Interview] 
She saw the recognition of her English ability from her boss as a 
great encouragement to her. 
4.3.4.3 Psychological Well-being 
As previously mentioned, Kristy was happy to see that there were more 
conversation topics between her and her son, after she had taken part-time English 
courses. She had also become more confident about herself, especially about her 
English. The friends she made in the night school provided both emotional support 
and practical help in her learning of the language. In an interview, she remarked that 
she had gained more than improved language skills from the learning experiencein 
the night school: 
I've also gained friendship. Actually, I think that I'm lucky to 
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have met these classmates. I've learned English in different 
places, but we didn't have that much contact with other 
classmates. However, I've made friends with the people I met in 
the night school here, and we could help each other to leam 
English.... They are like both teachers and friends to me. We 
help each other to leam English. Apart from sharing about our 
learning of English, we could also share some personal feelings 
with each other. 
With the improved parent-child relationship, the increased self-confidence, and 
the emotional support from the friends she met in the night school, she found herself 
become much more happier. 
4.4 Summary 
From the stories of Sun and Kristy, it was not difficult to notice the influence 
that their families, school, and community had on their childhood English learning 
experiences. Sun's parents did not know any English and neglected its importance, 
while Kristy's parents acknowledged its importance but failed to provide any 
practical help with her learning of English as they did not know the language. Both 
Sun and Kristy thought that they might have learned English better if they had been 
able to seek help from their parents. It seemed that these two participants felt helpless 
and unsupported in their language learning in childhood. 
However, the interviews also showed that the situations might not have been as 
gloomy as they perceived. For example, Sun could have sought help from his 
siblings if he had been eager enough to improve his English, and Kristy also had a 
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neighbour who had good English. There were times in the interviews when these two 
- participants seemed to be blaming the environment and people around them for not 
being able to provide the practical help they needed in learning English. This could 
be seen as a face-saving act to explain away their failure, so that they would not have 
to feel guilty about their performances (Lawrence, 2000). 
Sun and Kristy could have sought help from their teachers，had their teachers 
been more friendly and helpful in their eyes. They both had had "harsh" and "strict" 
English teachers who would embarrass or insult students with poor performances in 
class or exams. They were too afraid of these teachers to ask questions and their 
English learning experiences in school were frustrating. They had tried to work hard 
on their English at various times but it seemed to them that the efforts they had made 
had been in vain. These negative experiences in English learning could have become 
"a stimulus for avoidance behaviour" (Wlodkowski, 1999，139). In order to escape 
from the "uncomfortable, tense or scared" feelings associated with learning English, 
they gave up learning English. 
Due to the influence of the Chinese environment, both of them did not see real 
life examples of how English could be used. They both cited this as one of the 
reasons for their ignorance about the importance of English in the world. The 
absence of English in the community where Sun grew up made him lose his 
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"curiosity about learning English," for he could not see a connection between 
English and his daily life and thought that the language "had nothing to do" with him. 
He saw it as "an academic subject" "which was very difficult to leam." In an 
ethnographic conversation, Sun said nearly all of his childhood friends did not show 
any awareness of the importance of doing well in school or mastering English when 
they were small. To them, the most important thing was to have fun together after 
class. For Kristy, though she was told about the importance of English and its 
instrumental value since she was small, she found it hard to understand this as no one 
around her used the language in their daily lives. This invisibility of English in the 
community which Sun and Kristy (and the two women in Chapter Five as well) grew 
up made it difficult for them to develop an integrative motivation to leam the 
language. 
In adulthood, both Sun and Kristy experienced a transformation brought about 
by their English learning experience as mature learners, although there were some 
differences. As a young student in school, Sun had been a person with a very low 
global self-esteem, a "useless" person as he described himself. Being neglected and 
lacking encouragement and support as a school kid, he did not have any clear 
academic goals and went to school just “for the sake of going to school.” He had a 
passive attitude towards education and English learning and did not want to 
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participate in any academic or extracurricular activities in school. 
Determined to quit formal school and start a new life as a mould-making 
technician in a plastic factory, he gradually developed his global self-confidence 
through success in the workplace. Yet, he still had a low situational self-esteem in 
English usage at this time, which was evident from his total avoidance with any 
contact with English in his workplace. Later, his learning experience in the night 
school helped him to become even more self-confident, both globally and 
situationally. In fact, he became the leader of the class, and his confidence in his use 
and learning of English blossomed. He had become a better learner as an adult, 
which might be related to the maturity he gained through life experiences, as well as 
recognition he received from his classmates in the night school. This is coherent with 
MacKeracher's (2004) view that adults would become better learners when their own 
experience is valued by themselves or others. Therefore, the popularity he enjoyed 
seemed to serve as a kind of motivation for him to make an effort in his English. In 
order to live up to the nickname of “Class monitor" and not to disappoint his "fans," 
he had to do well in his English. 
For Kristy, she had been a cheerful and self-confident person since she was 
small. Unlike Sun who had a low global self-esteem as a child, she was confident 
about herself and her abilities, except with regard to the use and learning of English. 
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Her language learning experience in the night school not only helped to enhance her 
English skills, but also the confidence to seek better job opportunities. She had also 
developed an affinity with the English language and culture by reading the English 
storybooks that she read for interest. Like Sun, through these classes, she became 
more sure about her English language abilities. She became close to some of the 
other students and even travelled with Pam (another participant in the present study) 
to Thailand, where they used some English to interact with the locals. Though having 
traveled to different places before, she had never dared to use English to chat with 
the locals, and had relied on her friends. This could be seen as a reflection of the low 
ego strength she might have developed since childhood, or her low situational 
self-esteem in using English. 
By taking English courses in the night school, Kristy not only improved her 
English language skills, but also experienced gains in her confidence, and 
psychological well-beingness. To her surprise, her improved English also enabled her 
to communicate better with her son, as they learned the language together. 
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CHAPTER 5 FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 一 
EVA AND PAM'S STORIES 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the stories of Eva and Pam. Their English learning 
experiences in formal schools, in the workplace, and in adulthood are traced. The 
impact of their learning of English in the night school on their sense of self, their 
positions and roles in their family and society are discussed and, where appropriate, 
compared with the participants whose stories were recounted in Chapter Four. 
Unlike Sun and Kristy, the two women in this chapter did not have a high 
self-esteem before they started learning English in the night school. They had also 
received much less formal education than Sun and Kristy: Eva left secondary school 
a few months after F.l, and Pam was forced to go out to work after she promoted to 
F.2 for about two months. The limited amount of formal education they received 
made them feel inferior in certain aspects of their lives. Their English learning 
experiences in a night school as an adult helped them to build their self-esteem. It 
also allowed them to expand their abilities and identities, encouraging them to pursue 
a dream that was once thought to be out-of-reach. 
Eva, who had been a housewife for over seventeen years, always considered 
herself "a useless housewife" before she enrolled in the part-time English course. She 
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was unhappy that she could not contribute much to her family in this capacity. With 
her improved English, she discovered a new role for herself as a tutor and translator 
for the family. Through sharing with the classmates she met in the night school, she 
developed a better understanding of the pressure that her husband might be facing in 
the workplace. This better understanding of his situation and the English practice 
activities she had with her son helped improve her family relationships. 
Pam, who had always been considered "useless" as a girl in her traditional 
Chinese family, wanted to prove her ability and show that "girls can also do well in 
their studies" by performing well in the part-time English course in the night school. 
Her improved English not only enhanced her academic abilities, but also gave her the 
confidence to travel to places where the language was used. Besides, she also made a 
number of new friends whom she could share her feelings with in the night school. 
The nature and degree of the impact of English learning in adulthood on these 
two women were different than what Sun and Kristy experienced. For Eva and Pam, 
attending English courses in the night school was more than just a language learning 
experience; they underwent a process of personal transformation, broadening their 
identity. They started to perceive themselves in a new way and built a new social 
network. This chapter examines their stories of self-exploration. 
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5.2 Eva's Story 
If I see my Primary Four English teacher again, I will definitely 
give her a big hug. She could really motivate me to learn 
English. I am now in my forties, and I have never given up 
learning English since I met her in my primary. 
5.2.1 English Learning and Use in Childhood 
Unlike Sun and Kristy, whose English learning experiences were influenced by 
the family, community, and their English teachers in school, it was only one teacher 
who played a prominent role in Eva's life. Even now in her forties, her motivation to 
leam English well was still highly related to this teacher. The following sections will 
focus on the influence of family, community, and formal schooling on her learning of 
English. 
5.2.1.1 Influence of Family and Community 
5.2.1.1.1 Influence of Parents and Siblings 
Eva was bom to a grassroot family in the 1960s Hong Kong. Both of her 
parents were new immigrants from Mainland China, and they had never received any 
formal education. Like Sun and Kristy, she received all her education in Hong Kong. 
Eva's parents ran a small grocery store in a wet market with an income that was 
enough to provide for the family. They had to work days and nights for a living and 
did not have much time to spend with their children. She and her siblings had to take 
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care of themselves and were responsible for doing all the household chores. Until the 
age of nine, she was the only daughter in the family, and she had three elder brothers 
and three younger brothers who loved to spoil her. 
Similar to Sun's situation, her parents did not care much about education for 
their children, nor did they encourage them to work hard in school: "My parents 
didn't receive much education. Because they didn't encourage me to work hard in 
my study, I always doubted whether or not it was necessary for me to do well in 
school." According to her, all the eight children in the family left formal school after 
completing their primary education. But the reasons for them to quit were different: 
Her brothers did not do well academically, while she left school partly because she 
was always urged by her mother to go out to work. She recalled this several times in 
the interview, adding that her mother believed that education was useless for girls. 
Though Eva insisted on continuing with her studies after she completed primary 
school, this message must have had an impact on her self-worth. When she shared 
her views about the expectations she had for her children in an interview, she 
mentioned that education was extremely important for her two sons, as they were 
males and had to take care for their own families when they grew up. 
Her three elder brothers all "cared very much" about her and liked to have fun 
with her, letting her do whatever she liked. As they "did not do well in their studies" 
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and "could not help much" with her learning of English, Eva was told "to leave them 
alone” and not to ask them "any questions related to academic stuff." It seemed that 
her siblings did not have much influence on her learning or attitudes towards English, 
as they would not care about anything related to her learning of the language or 
academic study. They neither encouraged her, nor set good examples for her to do 
well in school; on the other hand, they did not discourage her from making an effort 
in her studies. Eva's father might have also played a similar role in her learning of 
English. As she recalled in the interview, her father could help her a bit with her 
Chinese from time to time; however, when it came to English, her parents could not 
offer any help, but "just asked us to ask our teachers，，，without understanding the fear 
that their children had of the teachers, which prevented them from raising any 
questions in school. 
With no one at home who could help her with her English, and the family 
being unable to afford to buy any reference books, Eva found herself helpless in her 
English learning process: 
You know, I could do nothing about my poor English at that 
time. There's no one at home who could help me with my 
English. My family wasn't that rich, so we couldn't afford to 
buy an English dictionary. So, I could do nothing about it... I 
know that I also had to be responsible for my poor English. I 
loved to play too much, so I didn't make much effort in 
practicing my English. I wanted to do well, but it seemed that 
they were two different matters. Even if I wanted to try, I could 
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get no help from my family. I might have liked to leam English, 
but the reality didn't allow me to do so. [Interview] 
In the interview, she mentioned several reasons for quitting formal school 
which included the financial pressure in her family and her mother's attitudes 
towards education for girls: "In fact, I really loved to study at that time, but may be 
because my mum always said that it's useless for girls to receive lots of education. 
So, I stopped learning after a few months in my F.l." The education level of her 
parents prevented them from providing any practical help with her learning of 
English, and their negative attitudes towards investment in their daughter's education 
also created an unsupportive learning environment for Eva at home. Her mother's 
messages even made her doubt the importance and value of education. 
5.2.1.1.2 The Influence of Community 
Similar to Sun and Kristy, Eva grew up in a community where English was 
invisible; however, contrary to them, this environment did not have much of an 
influence on her attitudes towards English. She neither treated it as something 
unrelated to her life, nor viewed it as simply an academic subject. Instead, she saw 
English as a "magic wand," which would bring about dramatic changes in the 
personality of her English teacher. Though there was not much use of English in her 
daily life, she paid a lot of attention to any use of the language because of her role 
model. In the interview, she recalled her experience of seeing the actual use of 
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English in daily life: 
I remembered this clearly. I saw a male secondary student being 
asked about the direction by a "gwai lo" [native English 
speaker]. He could answer the "gwai lo's" questions very 
fluently. I really admired him. I thought that he was really great 
that he could communicate fluently with the "gwai lo." 
[Interview] 
She admired that secondary student very much and wanted to be able to speak 
good English like him. Thus, she said that she had tried to work hard in her English 
but soon gave up after two days. Thus, she had a tendency to give up easily. 
After two days' revision, I found that I still couldn't understand 
what's being said in the textbook. So, I just told myself "Eva, 
you better give up. This thing [English] simply doesn't belong 
to you. You better ask yourself whether or not you could find 
anyone to help you when you have questions. Whom could you 
seek help from? Do you dare to ask your class teacher when you 
have questions? Do you dare to ask Miss Tong?" [Interview] 
Though her siblings could not offer her any help with her English, she had a 
neighbour who might have been able to do so. Her neighbour was a clever and 
hardworking girl who was a few years older than her, but Eva did not take the 
initiative to seek her help, fearing rejection. She explained why she chose to play, 
instead of doing revision in the interview: 
When I was young, I always wanted to play. I thought that those 
who studied hard were silly... I once criticized my neighbour 
for being so foolish to work hard in her studies. You know, I just 
told her that she had spent enough time at school to study, so it 
would better spend the time at home to play.,.. Actually, I had 
also thought about whether or not I should ask her for her help 
with my English. But then, it's meaningless for you to get 
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someone who could just help you once or twice. So, I decided 
that it's better for me to go out and have fun. You didn't need to 
have a tutor in order to play. You could also do well in it without 
having anyone there to help you. 
Though she aspired to be able to speak good English and communicate with 
native English speakers like the secondary school student did, she did not have 
realistic ideas about the ways in which she could improve the language. Apart from 
her two-day's attempt to leam English, which turned out to be a frustrating 
experience for her, she did not make any more effort. She felt disappointed to see the 
efforts she made in learning English to be in vain, and was convinced that she could 
never do well in the language, blaming the people around her for the lack of help and 
support for her English learning. She had a "strong external locus of control" 
(Oxford, 1999，p. 64) in her studies. Without the continuous assistance of a tutor, she 
did not feel she would do well in English, yet she did not seek help from her 
neighbour. Her teasing of her neighbour as stupid for doing revision after class, and 
her indulging herself in playing might have been an act to escape from the sense of 
helplessness and frustration in her efforts made in improving English. Besides, by 
"belittling or blaming" (Lawrence, 2000, p. 23) others, she could also protect her 
face from her failure in school. 
5.2.1.2 Formal Schooling (Kindergarten to Secondary One) 
Eva left formal school a few months after entering F.l. Despite her claims that 
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she quit school because she "didn't want to study any more, but to go out and have 
fun," the interview seemed to suggest that the reasons were more complex. 
As previously mentioned, her mother had always urged her to go out to work, 
although she was not forced to do so. Therefore, though her mother had a strong 
influence on her perceptions of education for girls, such an influence was not strong 
enough to force her to stop her schooling. Instead, she insisted to be promoted to F. 1 
to continue to leam English. As she recalled, this motivation to leam English mostly 
came from an English teacher, whom she had complicated feelings about. In this 
section, the influence that Eva's school and English teachers had on her learning 
experiences and attitudes towards English will be explored. 
5.2.1.2.1 Learning Experiences in Formal Schools 
Eva described herself as an active person who loved to play and have fun since 
she was small. Therefore, she did not enjoy the time she spent on her lessons, when 
she had to be "trapped in the classroom, and forced to listen to the teachers." To get 
rid of her boredom and sleepiness，she sometimes just chatted with friends during 
lessons. Physical education was the only subject that she enjoyed; while arts and 
music lessons were considered to be "torturous" to her. She did not do well in school. 
When asked which subject she did best and worst in, she responded that she was 
"best in cheating" and worst in English. 
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In Sun's school, physical punishment was often used by teachers, this was also 
the case in Eva's one. As she recounted, it was common for teachers to use rulers to 
beat on students' palms when they misbehaved in class or did poorly in tests and 
exams. For some teachers, they even slapped the students' faces when they got really 
angry. Eva was embarrassed and physically punished by her teachers, and this had a 
strong impact on her self-perceptions as a student and attitudes towards English and 
education. 
In an interview, she mentioned that she did not have special feelings about 
English，until she met her P.4 English teacher, Miss Tong (pseudonym). She was very 
much impressed by Miss Tong's "changing from a bitch into a lady when she spoke 
English," and had "both love and hate" feeling towards her and English because of 
this change: "In the reality, I hated Miss Tong. But I also loved her for her beautiful 
way of speaking English." 
Before discussing how and why Eva was inspired by this teacher in detail, it 
would be useful to look at the differences in her attitudes towards and efforts made in 
her learning English brought about by Miss Tong's "beautiful way of speaking." She 
"started to love English" and became very attentive during this woman's English 
lessons, while ignoring the teachers of other subjects during lessons. 
Apart from enjoying her English lessons, she also tried to improve her English, 
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as she "really wanted to leam English." However, "with no dictionary and no help" 
from people around her，she failed to do so and felt that she "could do nothing about" 
her English. This experience had even made English a subject which she "liked and 
disliked most": "The sense of failure was really frustrating. No matter how hard I 
tried, I still couldn't understand or do well in it. So, English was the subject which I 
loved and hated most." 
If I had any English questions, no one can help me. Actually, 
I've tried very hard before. But, you know, things became more 
difficult as you promoted to high levels.... I didn't have a very 
good foundation for my English...it's impossible for me to leam 
well when there were more and more new things to leam in P. 5 
to P. 6. I couldn't handle all the things that were thrown to me 
during class. So, how could I leam well? What could I do? It's 
like building a castle on sand [Interview] 
Despite the frustration that she had in making an attempt to improve her 
English, Eva would still be "very happy by just listening to her." The following 
section will illustrate the reasons for her admiration of Miss Tong. 
5.2.1.2.2 English Teachers 
Eva talked about Miss Tong at length in the interviews. She admired her oral 
English, and dreamed of being able to speak good English like her teacher. She had 
such a thought not ' because she could see the importance of it as a tool for 
communication or something that would bring her a better career, but simply because 
she wanted to sound like Miss Tong. In an interview, she explained why she was 
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inspired by her teacher. 
I was attracted by Miss Tong's oral English...! had no idea 
about the actual use of English, nor did I see it as a kind of tools 
for communication. I learned English just because I wanted to 
imitate the way that Miss Tong spoke English. I had English 
lessons when I was in P. 1 to P. 3, but those English teachers 
spoke English with a flat tone.... But, Miss Tong... spoke 
English so beautifully, with lots of intonations and rhythm. 
Actually, Miss Tong didn't have a sweet voice.... Her voice was 
a very coarse one, but when she spoke English, she could speak 
in a very elegant and feminine way. She's really very strict, and 
she often scolded me for mispronouncing some words. But 
whenever she spoke English, I'd be very much attracted by her 
way of speaking. I really loved the intonation and rhythm in her 
oral English. 
Indeed, Miss Tong had a great influence on the way Eva perceived the 
language as a “magic wand," turning a "shrew" or a "bitch" into an "elegant lady." In 
an interview, she described such a change in detail: 
I: Am I right to say that you were amazed by the difference 
that English made in your teacher? 
E: Yes, it changed a bitch into a lady. It's really magical. You 
know, she's really a bitch. She scolded people in a very 
mean and severe way. I would describe English as 
something magical. It's so magical that such a very fierce 
person like Miss Tong could change into a totally different 
person, with a very different voice when she spoke English. 
I: Wow! • 
E: Yes, she became a lady when she spoke English. English 
was like a magic wand, which could change a shrew into an 
elegant lady with a very sweet voice. You know, her voice 
was totally different when she's speaking English and when 
she's roaring. So, when she didn't scold us, I really enjoyed 
my English lessons. 
I: You were attracted by her way of speaking English. 
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E: Yes, this was what attracted me. So, I didn't have any ideas 
about whether or not English was a tool for communication, 
or would be useful for work when I tried to improve my 
English in primary school, but just wanted to speak English 
as beautifully as she did. 
From the interview, it seemed that the reason for Eva's admiration of this 
teacher might be because of the similarities they shared in their personalities and 
voices. When she was describing Miss Tong's voice, she compared it with hers, 
saying that both of them had a coarse voice, which did not sound "very feminine." In 
Eva's eyes, Miss Tong was a "really frightening," "very hot-tempered," "rude, very 
strict and mean" teacher, who "scolded students severely" and sometimes even 
slapped students' faces when she was scolding them: "She just pointed at you, and 
then you had to stand up and walk to the front of the class to be scolded. She scolded 
us for a long time, with a very loud voice that could be heard by people in other 
classrooms on the same floor." Several times in the interviews and ethnographic 
conversations, Eva described herself as being "more impulsive and hot-tempered in 
the past" and indicated that there had not been any changes until after she had been 
attending English courses in the night school for some time. These similarities that 
they shared might have made Eva identify herself with Miss Tong, despite that she 
"hated her in reality" for her being "very harsh and strict." 
It was the dramatic change (or the "180 degree change" and “360 degree 
change" in Eva's words) that Miss Tong had when she spoke English during the 
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lessons which motivated her to leam the language. She might have wanted to project 
herself as more "elegant" and "feminine," an image which was closer to the gender 
stereotype for females in society, by being able to speak English beautifully. Like 
"the English version Miss Tong," she could also have that dramatic change by 
speaking the language fluently. Therefore, Miss Tong was considered as her "role 
model" and "the most influential person" in her learning of the English, and she also 
treated her with respect. 
Miss Tong Siu Ling [pseudonym] was very influential to me. 
That's why I could still remember her full name clearly after so 
many years. She has a special place in my heart. I could even 
remember her face clearly.... It's a pity that I still don't have the 
chance to meet her again.... If I could speak English half as 
elegantly as she did, I would be very happy.... You know, I 
think I could never do as well as she does, since I'm having a 
quite coarse voice. But actually, her voice was also a coarse 
one.... So, I treated her as my role model. Thus, after quitting 
school for so many years, I have never given up learning 
English. [Interview] 
When she was a student, she and her classmates were "very afraid" of Miss 
Tong, who was "the most strict and fierce teacher" in their eyes. They would lower 
their heads "as much as possible" whenever Miss Tong asked a question in class, to 
avoid being asked a question. 
In fact, her fear of Miss Tong could also be revealed in her worries about 
making mistakes in her oral English or pronunciation, even now when she was in her 
forties: "Even now, I feel stressed when I am asked to speak in English. I am afraid 
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that I may make mistakes in my pronunciation. So, I don't have much confidence in 
speaking English even now.". I think I should overcome this fear.... When I am 
asked to speak only English, I will be worried about my pronunciation." In the 
interviews, words like "pronunciation," "oral English," "intonation," 
"mispronunciation," and "phonics" appeared more than thirty times. Since Miss long 
focused a lot on the pronunciation of words and scolded students severely for any 
mispronunciation or misspelling, the attention that Eva paid to these aspects 
demonstrated the influence that Miss Tong had on her，as well as her fear for the 
English teacher's punishment as a child. 
Eva “had hard feelings" and felt "sad" and "really hurt" when she was being 
punished or scolded; for in her eyes, the teacher failed to understand the difficulties 
they faced in learning English and did not appreciate the efforts she made in 
improving the language. Such kind of feelings and thoughts even made her "hate 
English." She described her complicated feelings towards English in an interview: 
I: How did you feel at that time when you're being scolded? 
E: I felt that we were very poor. You know, the teacher just 
. couldn't understand our situation. How could we answer the 
question correctly, when we knew nothing about English? 
She couldn't understand our situation. I did try to make an 
effort in my English, but it's impossible for every student in 
the class to be as smart as the class monitor. Those smart 
students had parents who received education to a certain 
level, so they could just seek help from their parents. 
However, I had nothing. My parents didn't receive any 
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education. Where could I get help? For Chinese, my father 
could still help us a bit; but for English, he really could do 
nothing about it. 
I: Do you think this feeling of not being understood or 
supported had any impact on your learning of English? 
E: Yes, so I hated English very much. I hated English because of 
this. I thought that it's no big deal for us to be unable to 
leam English well....You know, there's no one at home who 
could help me with my English, even if I tried.... Actually, 
I've tried to work hard in my English for a few days, but I 
found that it's really impossible for me to leam English on 
my own, no matter how hard I tried. 
I: It seemed that you're not very happy about your English 
teacher's not being able to understand your situation. 
E: Yes, she only knew how to blame us for not working hard in 
our English. She always accused us of being lazy. But 
actually, I did try. You know, I tried to read the English 
textbook. But I utterly had no idea of what it's talking about 
after reading it. So, I just gave up. When I wanted to ask 
someone, but there's no one who could answer my questions. 
Though this sense of frustration made Eva give up making an effort to improve 
her English, her desire to leam it well never vanished. Instead of tuning out 
completely in Miss Tong's lessons, she chose to appreciate her "beautiful English": 
"As long as she didn't ask us any questions, I would be very happy." 
Despite her mother's urging her to go out to work, she continued her study in 
secondary school after graduating from primary school not because she was 
interested in learning more about other subjects, but to leam English. In the interview, 
she expressed her gratitude to this teacher: "Actually, after so many years, I am still 
very thankful and grateful to Miss Tong. I really want to thank her for making me 
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interested in learning English. Though I'm stupid, yet I still keep on learning English 
now. I really want to thank her. She's an inspiring teacher. I didn't meet many 
English teachers in my secondary school. But, I think this English teacher I met in 
my primary school was really very influential to me." 
She was grateful that Miss Tong had taught them phonics, which was very 
helpful in her learning of English, especially in the acquisition of new vocabulary. 
She found this knowledge very useful, that she was able to "spell a new word 
correctly without having learned the word before." It had helped her learning of 
English in F.l, and even later when she was studying in the night school. She quit 
school later in F. 1 because she was wrongly accused of cheating in a dictation exam. 
She became very agitated and frowned when she recalled the circumstances in an 
interview: 
I remembered that I was accused of cheating in an English 
dictation one day, but I didn't do so. It's just that my classmate 
asked me how to spell the word "party." I didn't cheat in the 
dictation. But she [her F.l English teacher] insisted that I had 
cheated in the dictation and didn't listen to my explanation. 
Then, I just thought that even if I continued to explain, it 
wouldn't make any difference. So, I just let her accuse me of 
anything she liked. After this incident, I really had no interest in 
going to school at all. So, I quit that school after two months.... 
I just thought that it's useless for me to make an effort in 
English. You know, that classmate would forever be a good 
student in her eyes, but for us who didn't do well in our studies, 
we would always be the trouble-makers. 
In that dictation exam, Eva was given a zero, which was a terrible blow to her: 
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"She gave me a zero. So, I lost all my all my self-confidence. I was really mad at her， 
I hated her. Then, I began to dislike going to school. I often called her a "bitch" 
behind her back. I was really angry that time." She described her dislike for her F.l 
English teacher at length in an interview: 
[My F.l English teacher was] much more scary than Miss 
Tong.... I don't know how to describe her", she could scold 
you and insult you to an extent that you could lose all your face, 
and you just want to find a place to hide from her.... I was in 
my F. 1 at that time. And actually, a F. 1 girl was old enough to be 
respected.... I thought that I went to school to leam, but not to 
be insulted or humiliated. So, after that, I began to dislike going 
to school. 
Though being very disappointed and losing her interest in going to school, she 
did not lose her desire to leam English because of this: “She [her F.l English teacher] 
could never beat me." Two months after the incident, she quit that secondary school 
and continued her studies in another school. However, the learning environment was 
"very bad" in that school which and it was hard to concentrate during lessons, so she 
quit after a month and went out to work to share the family's financial burden as her 
mother had long wished. 
This section demonstrated the strong impact that the English teachers had on 
Eva's learning of English. Amazed at the change in Miss Tong brought about by 
English, Eva was very much aspired to master the language. However, Eva missed 
the opportunity to develop her language skills, for she was never taught any language 
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learning strategies, nor did she have any realistic ideas about the language learning 
process. She failed to set clear academic goals for herself and did not seek other 
ways to improve her English after the failure in her first attempt. Though her family 
was not able to offer her practical help with her learning of English, she did not try to 
seek help from her neighbour or the teachers. Her fears of the English teachers 
hindered her from asking them any questions about English, and the F.l English 
teacher's wrong accusation even made her frustrated to leam the language. 
Due to the lack of encouragement, support, and understanding of the learning 
difficulties she faced from her English teachers, as well as her mother's devaluating 
of education for girls, Eva quit formal school a few months after F.l, in spite of her 
desire to improve her English. 
5.2.1.2.3 Attitudes Towards Education and English Language Learning 
< 
As mentioned earlier, Eva wanted to leam English well not because of any 
practical use, but for the hope of having this "magic wand" work on her, just as it had 
on Miss Tong: "I'm also a hot-tempered person. So, I just thought that if I knew 
better English, could I become another Miss Tong?" 
Due to the lack of help and support from people around her, and her lack of 
initiative, she did not do well in school. As a student, she considered herself "a 
failure" and blamed herself for her poor academic performance. As Lawrence (2000) 
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stated, low self-esteem in literacy skills could result in a low general self-esteem. 
This was the case for Eva. With the low situational self-esteem she developed in 
school, she also had a low global self-esteem as a kid (and adult as well). With her 
mother always discouraging her from receiving education, sometimes she also 
doubted whether or not she should make an effort in her studies: "Why should I 
invite trouble by trying to leam English? What's the difference of making effort or 
not in my English? Even if I work hard, I'll still get scolded. I have to be scolded 
anyway." 
Eva had complicated feelings and attitudes towards education and English 
learning. On one hand, she was frustrated that the efforts she made in improving her 
English were in vain and she did not get the support from her family or teachers, as 
she did not ask for help. Worse still, she was always urged by her mother to leave 
school and go out to work. On the other hand, she was deeply impressed by Miss 
Tong and had high aspirations to master English well when she was in school; 
however, she did not focus on realistic goals and was not willing to put a sustained 
effort in the language, but gave up easily. Nevertheless, her interest in the language 
seemed genuine. According to her, it was this desire to speak English well like Miss 
Tong which brought her back to the English classroom in the night school later in her 
adulthood, 
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5.2.2 English Language Learning and Use at the Workplace 
5.2 2.1 Use of English at the Workplace 
Unlike Sun and Kristy, Eva did not have to use any English for the jobs she did. 
Therefore, there was no connection in her learning experiences or attitudes towards 
the language with her working experiences; nor was there much change in her 
attitudes towards English after she left formal school. She saw it as "an international 
language" through which she "could communicate with people from different parts 
of the world." 
After leaving school, she worked as a worker in a garment factory, and no 
English was required for that position. After having a disagreement with her 
supervisor in the factory, she quit the job after two weeks. Then she helped her 
mother to sell vegetables in the wet market for ten years as she liked the flexibility in 
/ 
this job: "I wasn't used to forcing myself to do something I didn't like. Even my 
family couldn't force me to do things I didn't like. I could have my say when I 
worked for my family. They would listen to what I said." She stopped working for 
her mother after she got married. At the time of the study, she had been a full-time 
housewife for the past seventeen years. 
5.2.3 Returning to the English Classroom as an Adult 
After having been out of formal school for twenty-five years, Eva decided to 
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enroll in a P.3 intensive English course in the WeCare Night School (pseudonym) 
three years ago, when her two sons had grown up. The next sections explain why she 
took this step after being away from English for so long. 
5.2.3.1 Motivation 
Sun had noted that some of his classmates who were housewives took English 
lessons in the night school just to "kill time"; however, this was not the case for Eva. 
Instead of being an "activity-oriented" learner, she was a "learning-oriented learner," 
who participated in the language class for the pursuit of knowledge (Houle，1961). 
Her eagerness to leam English was evident when she was described the 
characteristics of an ideal English course instructor for a night school: 
I really hope that I could leam something from the night school. 
I'm not coming to the night school to kill my time，to fool 
around, or to have friends to chat with me. I really hope that the 
^ instructors could be serious and devoted in their teaching. You 
know, though I don't have a full-time job, many of my 
classmates do. They have to go to the night school and sit in the 
classroom for one to two hours, listening to your English after 
work. I really hope that they would be serious about their 
teaching.... Please really don't waste the time that we spend in 
the night school. You know, I really want to leam English, and I 
don't want to have my time wasted.... In fact, many of us really 
want to leam English. [Interview] 
Eva went to leam English in the night school because her sons had grown up, 
and she wanted to "realize" her dreams, as she had always been "looking for 
chances" to leam it. In an interview, she said that 20% of her motivation to leam 
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English came from her desire "to be able to communicate with native speakers in 
case I was asked about directions on the street"; while the other 80% came from Miss 
Tong. She also considered this motivation as partly related to her love for the English 
culture, and the fact that it was an international language. 
She made a lot of effort in her learning of English in the night school and was 
glad to see the improvement in her English, though she wished to have much more 
improvement within a shorter time. Her new role as a tutor and a translator for her 
family, and the sense of success and achievement brought about by her improved 
English might have also motivated her to leam English. 
5.2.3.2 A ttitude Towards English and English Learning 
In addition to seeing English as a "magic wand," Eva had a new attitude 
towards English when she started learning the language again in the night school. In 
/ 
her eyes, her P.3 English instructor in the night school was not competent enough to 
teach English, as sometimes she might not be able to answer questions from her 
students. In order to "challenge" the instructor during the lessons, Eva did a lot of 
revision to prepare for the "challenge" before attending the lessons. She later found 
this attitude of learning English a very rewarding one, as she made a lot of 
improvement in her English at that time. She also described her views towards 
English, when she criticized the exam-oriented teaching style of her F.4 English 
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instructor in an interview: "I don't like to leam English as an academic subject. I 
found it meaningless to drill on examination skills. I see English as a tool for 
communication, it's a language for people to use. It's a language which is pleasant to 
listen to，instead of an academic subject which requires you to do tones and tones of 
exam-drilling exercises." 
Apart from seeing English as a magic wand, a tool for communication, and the 
revising of it as a "challenge" activity, she also viewed it as a means through which 
one could climb up the social ladder. In an interview, she talked about the importance 
of English for her children: 
I: How important do you think English is for the future of 
your children? 
E: It's really very important, especially when they're boys. 
You know, if they're girls, they could just leam it later in 
their lives, just like I do. I really think that English and 
Mandarin are very important for men. Without these 
^ languages, you couldn't survive in society. You will be at 
the bottom of society forever. But, you won't want to see 
yourself at the bottom of society, you want to be at the 
top.... I really don't want to see my sons to be at the 
bottom of society.... I will let them know that English and 
Mandarin are very important. You could never wait till you 
get older to leam English. You know, you're different from 
your mum. I'm a woman, and it's ok for a housewife to 
know nothing. But, for men, you have to be the 
breadwinner for the family, unless you won't get married. 
Even if you remain single, you still have to earn a living to 
support yourself, not to say that you have to support your 
parents.... I really think that women could leam English 
later. After all, you'll have a husband whom you could rely 
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on. Of course, the case is very different for those new 
women now. 
When asked about whether or not she would view the education for her 
daughter differently if she had one, she replied that she would see it as important as 
that for her sons. Unlike her mother's idea about schooling for women, Eva held a 
totally different view, thinking that education and English are important for a person's 
future, regardless of their sex. 
5.2.3.3 Investment in Learning English 
Similar to Sun and Kristy, Eva did not care much about the tuition fee for the 
courses, and thought that she would enroll in any expensive courses, as long as 
"could leam something from that course," which was "the most important thing." In 
fact, she was currently taking two English courses in the night school and went to 
class three times a week. 
/ 
Apart from attending the lessons, she also spent a lot of time and money on 
buying English learning reference books. During the interview which took place at 
her home, she was excited to show the researcher her whole bookshelf fully packed 
with grammar exercise books and English textbooks. She explained that her family 
could not even afford to buy her a dictionary when she was small, so she wanted to 
buy "a lot of grammar exercise books" and "almost everything related to English 
learning" she needed when they were affordable to her now. 
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Contrary to the attitudes she had when she was a school girl, she had become a 
more motivated language learner as an adult. In addition to her wish to be a 
proficient English learner, she was willing to make an effort in her language learning. 
Determined to improve her English, she insisted on practicing it for more than ten 
hours a day when she first enrolled in the intensive P.3 English course, and she 
continued to do so for a year. She did grammar exercises and read English textbooks 
for her revision. In order to improve her English communication skills, she also read 
some English storybooks and newspapers, watched English TV programmes, and 
listened to some English radio programmes. Considering that she did not have much 
chance to use English in her daily life, she would "use English as much as possible" 
with her friends, as she was eager to "have more chances to leam and to practice" the 
language. In a survey, she indicated the frequency of the English activities she 
/ � 
carried out before and after attending English courses in the night school, which was 
shown in the following table. 
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Table 5.1 Frequencies of Activities Eva carried out in English Before and After 
Taking Adult English Language Course 
& � 
< g 
^ I o 
I ^ 3 
,o SP Si 二 
^ I S § ^ 
PQ < ^ M 
a. Watch TV programmes 4 1 
b. Listen to the radio 4 2 
c. Listen to songs 4 2 
d. Read newspapers and magazines 4 3 
e. Read academic books N/A 2 
f. Read novels 4 2 
g. Read library books in English 5 4 
h. Do grammar exercise/ write short 4 3 
essays 
i. Speak with classmates N/A 3 
j. Speak with friends 4 3 
k. Surf the Internet 5 3 
1. Watch videos/ DVDs/ VCDs 5 4 
m. Talk to people in shops 5 3 
n. Talk on the phone 5 3 
/ o. Write emails to friends 4 1 
p. Read emails from friends 3 1 
q. Write personal notes or letters 5 3 
Total 65 43 
Average ^ 2.53 
* (1= very often, 2 = often, 3 = sometimes, 4 = rarely, 5 = never) 
The above table showed that Eva used English to communicate with her 
friends more frequently after she attended courses in the night school (from "rarely" 
or "never" to "very often" or "somtimes"). She had also watched more TV 
programmes, listened to radio programmes, and read novels in English after that. 
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However, due to her limited proficiency in the language, she faced quite a lot 
of challenges at the beginning of her practice. For instance, she found it very difficult 
to understand the English in TV or radio programmes she spent a lot of time on; 
however, she did not give up: "I listen to the English radio programmes for several 
hours a day, though I have no idea of what they're talking about." When reading the 
English storybooks with "new words in almost every two or three lines," she was not 
scared off, but insisted on checking up the meaning of the new words from the 
dictionary. Though she often made mistakes when she was using English or 
code-mixing it when she was talking with her friends, believing that "practice makes 
perfect," she still tried to grasp every opportunity she had in her daily life to use it. It 
was evident that she had developed perseverance in learning the language, a quality 
which she lacked as a child. She also mentioned that one night she could not sleep 
/ 
and got up again to finish her homework: "You know, it's because I really couldn't 
get the answer for that question..,. In fact, I went to bed already, but then, I just got 
up again and tried to finish the exercise. I wanted to figure out the answer myself." In 
an interview, she talked about her views on the progress of her English learning: 
Actually, I think that I'm really motivated to leam English now. 
But I don't know why I'm such a slow learner. I'm a bit 
disappointed by my progress. You know, I practiced English for 
more than ten hours a day, but I really have no idea why I don't 
have a lot of progress.... May be because there's something 
wrong with my learning skills.... I think I should think about 
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this seriously. It's because though I just leam English in the 
night school for one or two hours in each lesson, yet，I really 
read a lot of English newspaper and story books, and I also do a 
lot of grammar exercises. But, there's still not much great 
process. 
Instead of giving up making effort in learning the language when the progress 
was not as good as she expected, she tried to reflect on her learning strategies to find 
ways to improve them. Several times in the ethnographic conversations, she 
discussed with the researcher the ways to improve her learning of English, and asked 
for advice on which kind of courses to take to improve her communication skills. In 
a focus group interview, she also asked Sun how he learned and practiced the 
language. As a language learner, she was very different from what she had been 
when she was in school. She took an active role to solve the problems arose during 
her language learning, and tried to seek advice from people around her, instead of 
/ being a passive learner and waited for others' help. She had become a more mature, 
realistic learner. 
5.2.3.4 Influence of Family and Community 
Eva's husband and children were supportive in her learning of English. Since 
she was responsible for all the household chores and preparing the meals for the 
family, she felt a bit stressed at the beginning when she first enrolled in the P.3 
intensive English course. She devoted a lot of time in revising English, and "became 
much lazier in doing the housework." She considered herself "lucky" to have the 
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understanding from her husband and sons that "sometimes when my home becomes 
untidy, my husband won't blame me for that," and her sons would also help her to do 
some housework from time to time. To suit her schedule of going to the night school 
better, the family deliberately had dinner three hours earlier than usual at five o'clock 
in the evening three times a week so that Eva could have enough time go to class 
after dinner. Sometimes, when she felt tired from doing housework and wanted to 
skip a lesson, her sons would help washing the dishes for her, and encourage her to 
go to the English class. 
Apart from being cooperative in rearranging the mealtimes and helping out 
with the housework, her family was playing a significant role in her English learning. 
It was Miss Tong who drove Eva to start learning English again in adulthood. And to 
a certain extent, it was her family who kept her continuing to do so. Through learning 
/ 
this language, she had found two new roles for herself as a translator for her husband 
and an English tutor for her sons. 
In an interview, Eva talked about how her husband encouraged her to continue 
to "leam English step by step and not to give up" when she sometimes had thoughts 
of stop going to the F.4 class because of its exam-oriented approach, for she disliked 
learning the language as an academic subject: 
Sometimes I found it really hard and meaningless to catch up 
with the exam syllabus, I told my husband that I wanted to stop 
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going to the class. Then, he said that I've lots of improvement, 
and that I've put so much effort in it. He encouraged me to try 
again, before I really decide whether or not I should give up. He 
said that even if I had to repeat F.4, it's still ok. He said may be I 
could try again, and talked with the instructor. If this still 
doesn't work, then we could find out other ways to solve the 
problem. 
She saw the reason why she could gain her husband's support because of her 
role as his translator: "When we travel to other places, we need to be able to 
understand what others are talking about. Because my husband has only finished his 
primary school, his English isn't good. So, I could tell him how to talk with the 
shopkeepers in foreign countries when we go traveling. Thus, he's really supportive 
of my learning of English." She recalled her experience of translating for her 
husband in a trip to the UK: 
Last time, I went to the UK with my husband. The tour guide 
taught us to use something like the word "refund" when we 
have to buy those tax-free goods. But the shopkeeper couldn't 
J 
understand us when we used this word. So, I just said "Have 
you any tax-free?" [5zc]. And the shopkeeper could get the 
message immediately.... So, I thought that the tour guide has 
taught us a wrong word. We asked the shopkeeper to fill out the 
form for us, and we got the tax back at the airport at last. I was 
really happy that I could be a translator for my husband in that 
trip. [Interview] 
As well as being the translator, she also took pleasure in sharing her language 
learning experience and the things she learned with her husband: 
In fact, he also wants to leam English, but he doesn't have time. 
He's working in the logistic industry, so his working hours are 
unstable and he can't spare time to go to the night school. He's 
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always trying to leam English from me and my sons. We will 
teach him some new words from time to time. And then he'll 
use the things we taught him later. [Interview] 
She expressed her happiness in being "the translator at home" and "teaching" 
her husband some English several times in the interview. This might be related to the 
fact that by doing so, she could show her husband her abilities in areas other than the 
housework and the preparation of meals. To be able to assist one's husband in his 
weak areas is considered one of women's virtues in traditional Chinese society. Since 
her husband was not good in the language, she could fulfill the traditional Chinese 
role expectations of an ideal wife by being a translator and tutor for him. 
In addition to playing the role of translator, she had also become a tutor of 
English for her sons. Seeing English as a very important asset for her sons, she tried 
to encourage them to leam English by letting them "have as much exposure to 
/ English as possible." She even tried setting up the rule of using English only for the 
table talk during dinner, but her sons did not cooperate and chose to remain silent. 
Therefore, she thought of another way to make them speak more English by trying to 
start conversations with them in English. She was happy to see that her younger son 
spoke more English after that, though sometimes he might tease her by asking her to 
"practise English more before I come to practise with him" when she made too many 
mistakes. She and her younger son would also help each other solve the problems 
they faced when doing English homework. According to her, her elder son never 
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joined in the practice, for he was bad at English and refused to leam it. To help him 
develop an interest in learning the language, Eva invited her children to watch 
English TV programmes together with her: 
I encourage them to watch English TV programmes. Thank God 
that they are willing to watch English TV programmes now. In 
the past, they just changed the channel immediately to the 
Chinese one. But the two brothers and their mum are willing to 
watch English TV programmes now. I'm really happy about it. 
I'm really very happy. It's because their mum only watches the 
very simple cartoons in English. So, her sons could also follow 
her. [Interview] 
She was glad to see the changes that she had brought about in her children. In 
fact, she mentioned that one of the reasons why she made a lot of effort in her 
learning of English was related to her sons: "I hope that I could impress my sons by 
working very hard on my English. I want them to leam to be as diligent as me in 
their studies." She was concerned about her elder son's English proficiency, and she 
/ 
had asked talked about the learning problems that he was facing and asked for the 
researcher's advice in improving his English several times in the interview. 
Eva's role as an English tutor for her children and her desire to help them 
improve their English were one of the driving forces which made her invest a lot of 
time in learning the language. She hoped to impress her sons by setting a good 
example of a hardworking English learner herself. And she also wanted to polish her 
oral English skills so as to keep her children interested in talking with her in the 
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language, instead of teasing her or getting bored by the mistakes she made. 
5.2.3.5 English Learning Experiences in Adulthood 
Eva did not enjoy her school days when she was small; however, when she 
became an adult, going to leam English in the night school was an activity she 
longed for every day. She described her eagerness in an interview: "I really longed to 
go to the night school. I was really happy that I could go there to leam English. I 
became excited whenever I went to school. I always longed to go to the night school. 
I hoped that Tuesdays and Fridays would come soon every week so that I could go to 
school again. I wanted to go to school every day." However, she said that the case 
was a bit different for her F.4 intensive English class, as it was "a bit different from 
my expectation" and she "did not like the exam-oriented teaching approach very 
much." The following sections focused on her learning situation in the night school. 
/ 
5.2.3.6 Course Instructors 
As mentioned in previously, Eva met an instructor whom she considered to be 
"unqualified" to teach her English when she was in a P.3 intensive English course. 
She was then motivated to do a lot of preparation before class in order to "challenge" 
her teacher. For other tutors she met in the night school, she considered them to be 
"okay" and did not have much special feelings for them. 
Generally, she liked the friendlier teacher-student interaction in the night 
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school and considered herself lucky that the course instructors she had met in the 
night school so far were "young," "energetic," and "enthusiastic about teaching, 
though some of them might not be experienced in it." She enjoyed learning in the 
part-time English course partly for its "carefree" environment, in which students 
could ask the instructor questions anytime during class; while they were not forced to 
get good grades and would not be scolded or punished for failing in tests and exams. 
This was also the reason why she started to feel tired of her F.4 English instructor's 
teaching approach, which she found meaningless and stressful. According to her, this 
teacher was eager to prepare the class well for public exams, while only a few 
students had thoughts of sitting for them later. She was bored with the exam-drilling 
exercises; nevertheless, she managed to finish them, just for the sake of "showing 
respect and giving face" to the course instructor. 
/ 
The teacher-student relationship that she had with the course instructors helped 
her learning of English. On the one hand, she felt easy to ask her instructor questions 
whenever she was in doubt. And, on the other hand, since teachers were esteemed in 
traditional Chinese culture, Eva finished the exam-drilling exercises which she 
disliked to show her respect for her course instructor. 
5.2.3.7 Classmates 
Similar to Sun and Kristy, Eva felt very nervous and "was worried that others 
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would have much better English" than her on the first day of class. She did not want 
"to be laughed at" if she made any mistakes, so, she bought a lot of grammar 
exercise books and read some pages of them before attending the first lesson in the 
night school. During these three years of attending part-time English course, she 
found herself gradually feeling more and more at ease when she was asked to speak 
in class. Though she would still not volunteer to answer questions from the instructor 
at the moment, she was happy when invited to speak in class. She saw this change as 
a result of her improved confidence in using English and the relationship that she had 
with her classmates, as well as the climate of the class, the more relaxed learning 
environment, and the much better teacher-student realtionship. In a focus group 
interview, she mentioned that the support she had from her classmates was very 
important in her learning of English. With her classmates, she felt that she was "not 
/ 
alone’，in the learning process. And since they were learning together, it was 
"natural" for them to make mistakes. She also revealed that it was her classmates' 
support which helped her made the decision, when she was struggling about whether 
or not she should be promoted to the F.4 English course, or repeat the F.3 one. She 
was told that she was "not learning the language alone," and could seek help from 
her friends whenever she needed. As mentioned in Chapter Four, she had formed a 
study group together with Kristy and Lynn. The group practiced English and helped 
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encouraging each other to leam language by trying to use English in their phone calls. 
They also took pleasure in "gossiping, and sharing with each other their thoughts and 
feelings about family and friends" in their study group gatherings. 
In fact, this group of classmates she met in the night school had brought not 
only practical help and spiritual support, but also psychological well-beingness. As 
she mentioned in the interview, sometimes she would be called as "elder brother" 
and she would also call another classmate "younger sister" when they met each other. 
They got these family terms after a role-play in class one day, and kept on using 
some of them as this made them feel "closer" with each other. 
5.2.4 Impact of English Learning in Adulthood 
5.2.4.1 Increased Self-confidence 
Unlike Sun and Kristy who had already been confident about themselves as 
/ 
adults before going to leam English in the night school, Eva still had low self-esteem. 
Failing to see the importance of her role as a housewife, she always considered 
herself "useless." When asked what strengths she had in an interview, she responded 
that she was "good at drinking, cooking, and trying some new dishes." Not having a 
job that could bring financial benefits to the family, she always looked down upon 
herself, and the phrase "just a housewife" appeared about ten times in the interview. 
She even considered herself "miserable" as she knew "nothing" apart from doing the 
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housework. Through learning English, she hoped that she could prove her abilities 
and make her proficiency in the language one of her strengths, as she explained in an 
interview: 
Some people may think that I'm silly to do take part-time 
English courses, but I don't agree with them. You know, I know 
nothing. I'm just a housewife. I'm useless and I know nothing. 
Sometimes，I find it miserable that I know nothing. I don't have 
a job, and I know nothing. But with Miss Tong's motivation, 
I'm learning English now. At least, I know English now. I think 
the situation is more acceptable now. Though I don't have any 
strength, I hope that I could be something with better English. I 
hope that knowing English could be one of my strengths. 
[Interview] 
With the efforts she made in her English, she found improvements in both her 
language skills and confidence level when using it. She was happy when she could 
catch some English expressions in those TV programmes with Chinese subtitles; and 
she "no longer felt afraid or nervous" when she had to communicate with native 
/ 
English speakers, as she recalled in an interview: 
I have the confidence to talk with them, when I have to 
communicate with foreigners now. I think I'm more confident 
now. In the past, when I saw a foreigner approaching me and 
trying to ask me for the direction in the street, I would escape 
from him immediately. I didn't want to be asked a question by 
him. But now, I'll try to listen to him, and to see if I could 
understand him well. I become more confident with such 
conversations. Sometimes, I know that I've made mistakes, but 
I've already tried my best to help and understand him. 
This increased confidence in using the language had also opened up more life 
opportunities for her and her husband. Before learning English in the night school, 
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they "dared not to travel to other countries where Cantonese was not used." 
Believing that English was an international language, she now "had the courage to go 
anywhere independently" with her husband and "to speak English with 'gwai lo’ 
[native English speakers]," with her improved proficiency in the language. They had 
traveled to the UK, Thailand, and Japan during these three years, as Eva was 
confident that she "could handle very basic conversations in English," though not 
being able to "understand the message completely." In an interview, she described 
her feelings about being able to use the things she had learned when she was 
traveling: 
When I saw that I was able to use English in other countries, I 
really had a sense of success. I'm really happy that others could 
understand what I'm talking about. This is my major source of 
satisfaction. I could really communicate with others in English. 
I'm now more confident about my English skills. As long as the 
English is not very difficult, then I'll be ok with it. 
/ 
This sense of satisfaction could also be found when she received good grades 
for her homework: "I could see my improvement from the decreased number of 
markings on my homework. I'm really happy about this. I had a sense of satisfaction 
and success when I see the improvement in my English. I'm really happy that I got 
A- for my homework twice.” 
Since the hard work of a housewife was rarely recognized in society in general, 
Eva wished she could eventually be recognized for her good English. She expressed 
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her wish in an interview: 
If I have good English, I really want to be asked to speak in 
front of the whole class; so that I could show others that I have 
gained something from the efforts I've made. I don't know 
when this day will come, but I really hope that it will happen 
some day. I really hope that I could have such a chance. I want 
to be recognized by others with the efforts I've made in 
English,... In fact, I really hope that I could make a speech in 
English in the public one day. 
Her English learning experience had not only brought her more confidence in 
using the language, but also more self-confidence. With the improvement shown in 
her language, she had gained a sense of success and satisfaction. She had realized her 
abilities to do better in the language, and wanted to be recognized by others for the 
efforts she made in learning English later. 
5.2.4.2 Better Self-perception 
In addition to being more confident about herself, she also found a lot of 
/ 
changes in her personality after attending classes in the night school. She had 
become “more friendly and easy-going," and would not lose her temper easily now. 
I: Was there any change in your self-perception after you 
started learning English at the night school? 
E: Yes, I've changed a lot in my personality. I am not that 
hot-tempered now. 
I: Why do you think you've such changes? 
E: Oh, I really have no idea... is this what we called as being 
educated? I've also asked myself this question several times. 
I am much less hot-tempered...! won't get angry easily with 
others now. 
I: Wow, it's amazing! 
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E: Yes, I really have a lot of changes. I don't scold others that 
often now. I still have to train myself to be more 
patient....Yes, I'm really amazed to see the big change in me. 
I think that I'm becoming more and more like the English 
version Miss Tong. I really have lots of changes after I 
studied English in the night school, especially in this year. I 
didn't lose my temper that easily. And my husband and sons 
don't have to suffer from my bad temper now. Now, I've 
learned how to forgive, and I don't get angry easily. I try to 
understand their situations and put myself into their shoes. I 
will try to forgive them, and to think in different ways. 
I: Do you mean that you try to see things from different angles 
now? 
E: Yes, I try to see things from different perspectives, and try to 
put myself into their shoes. I will try to think how I will feel 
if I were them. Actually, I also want to ask you this question: 
Do you think education will really bring about such a 
change? 
The answer to her question might be yes and no. In her mind, "education," i.e. 
her English learning experience in the night school, had equipped her with better 
English skills. This improvement in the language skills might have been perceived as 
/ 
a leap towards her goal of being "an English version of Miss Tong." Since this image 
of Miss Tong was associated with qualities like being feminine, elegant, and 
educated, Eva might have expected that such a "magic wand" could work on her 
eventually. In fact, it could be a self-fulfilling prophecy. This change might not 
necessarily have been brought about solely by her learning of English. The social 
activity of going to attend classes in the night school may also have had a significant 
input on this change in her self-image. In an interview, she described herself as "an 
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active and outgoing，，person, who loved "to make new friends and to have fun;" and 
she disliked “boring things" and “to be trapped at home doing nothing." Therefore, 
by going to the night school, she was able to meet new friends and leam new things 
in areas she was interested in. Besides, the gossiping and feelings sharing she had 
with Kristy and Lynn in her study group (which also served as a support group) may 
have also contributed to her psychological well-being. 
5.2.4.3 Psychological Well-being 
The better control of her temper had made Eva a happier person and also 
improved the relationship she had with her family. As she mentioned in an interview: 
"Two or three years earlier, I always lost my temper easily. I threw things at home 
when I lost my temper, and I also scolded my family members. But now, I've 
developed an understanding of the others. I will try to be more considerate for my 
/ 
husband and children." 
Having been a housewife for about seventeen years, Eva had little knowledge 
about the stress and challenges in the workplace. By going to the night school, she 
met a group of new friends who were working people. Through listening to their 
stories, she had developed a better understanding of the difficulties that her husband 
might have been facing at work, as she mentioned in an interview: 
I always heard my classmates' complaining about their work 
and the people they met in the workplace. They were quite poor 
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and I think I must do something about it. I tried to listen more to 
them. Um... may be it's because I got more used to listen to 
others' feelings and unhappiness in the night school. So, I've 
become more understanding.... I began to understand more 
about the sufferings in the workplace. So, I also understand 
more about the sufferings that my husband might have in his 
work. Then, I told myself that I shouldn't lose my temper so 
easily in front of my husband, especially when he came home 
after work. I became more understanding now. 
This understanding had, of course, improved her relationship with her husband. 
She also found herself having a better relationship with her children after she took 
the part-time English courses: 
I have a much better relationship with my children now. May be 
it's because mum is having better English now, so they will ask 
their mum when they have questions about English. I'm really 
happy about this. You know, in the past, they would never ask 
me any English questions. It's only me who needed their help 
with my English. But now, it's different. My younger son 
always asks me some grammar questions, and we will share 
with each other what we've learned in class. I think my 
communication with my younger son is much better now, and 
/ • 
we also have a lot more topics for conversation. I am really 
happy about this. Sometimes, we'll ask each other what we've 
learned in class. [Interview] 
With better English, she could help her younger son to practice English, and 
their relationship had also improved with the increased amount of time they spent 
together, and she found that they could share more conversation topics. 
5.3 Pam's Story 
When I left formal school, I really hoped that my parents would 
change their minds after a few months or a year, and let me 
continue to receive education later. 
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5.3.1 English Learning and Use in Childhood 
For Sun, Kristy, and Eva, their English learning experiences in childhood were 
unhappy ones partly because of the physical punishment they received from their 
English teachers. However, according to Pam, though such kind of punishment 
existed in her schools, she rarely suffered from it, for she was a good student. In 
contrast with Sun, Kristy, and Eva who chose to quit school, Pam was forced to stop 
her schooling by her mother. The following sections will look into how her English 
learning experiences were influenced by family, community, and school. 
5.3.1.1 Influence of Family and Community 
5.3.1.1.1 Influence of Parents and Siblings 
Similar to Sun and Eva, Pam was bom to a poor family with seven children in 
1960s Hong Kong. Her parents came from Chiu Chow (a province in Mainland 
/ 
China) and had received almost no education. They spent long hours working in a 
factory to support the family and had little time to spend with their children, who had 
to take care of themselves when they were small. 
Unlike Kristy and Eva who were loved as the youngest daughter in their 
families, Pam described herself as "a poor and always neglected" youngest and had 
"little importance" in her family. In her eyes, her parents never showed any support 
or encouragement in her growth. This was partly because of their busy work, but 
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most importantly, their differential treatments towards sons and daughters. As she 
recounted, when her parents were at home, they spent most of their time with her 
elder brothers, while she was always ignored. She regarded the traditional values of 
the Chiu Chow culture as the reason for the little attention she received from her 
family: ‘Tm the youngest one in the family. Usually, people would think that the 
youngest one at home would be the luckiest one... but my case is just the opposite. 
May be it's because my parents' hometown is Chiu Chow." 
According to her, Chiu Chow people hold a very traditional patriarchal view 
towards the positions of men and women in society. Girls are generally considered to 
be some "sit boon fo，，(bad goods that could only be sold at a price lower than the 
cost) by the family. Once they got married, they could not contribute anything to 
their maiden family, so it would be unwise for parents to invest too much time and 
/ 
money in their daughters' growth or education. With this logic, it was expected that 
girls would go out to work as soon as possible, so that they could contribute more to 
the family before their marriage, and to compensate for the money their parents spent 
on raising them. In an interview, she talked about such a mentality: 
You know, if you let your daughter receive education up to her 
twenties, then after a few years, she'll get married and couldn't 
contribute much to the family. So, Chiu Chow people thought 
that it's unworthy and unnecessary to invest a lot in your 
daughter's education, or let her receive too much of it. 
She believed that these ideas were deep-rooted in her parents' minds. Like 
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Eva's parents, they had a totally different view towards education for their sons and 
daughters - education was never too much for boys but always unimportant for girls. 
They also believed that "women could never outperform men" and "never do well in 
their studies," so it would be "a waste" to invest in their daughters' education. All the 
children in her family left school after they finished their primary education, except 
Pam who insisted on being promoted to Rl. Her elder brothers chose to stop 
schooling by themselves because of their poor academic performance and lack of 
interest in it; while she did so against her will, as her parents ignored her wish to 
allow her to continue with her education. 
Similar to Eva, Pam was told by her mother when she was small that education 
was useless for girls and "it's okay to be illiterate" as "one could survive without 
knowing how to read or write." She was also told that she had to go out to work 
/ 
immediately after graduating from primary school. Her mother believed that it was 
"more important to leam something more practical like using a sewing machine than 
to do well in one's studies," for "one could earn money by doing such things, while 
having good grades in exams won't bring you money." Contrary to what her mother 
thought, Pam valued education. She saw it as a means to have a better future when 
she was in her senior primary, after knowing that one of her relatives got "a very 
good job as a nurse after receiving lots of education." 
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Though believing that “it would be impossible" for her to receive as much 
education as her relative did, she still wanted to show her parents that "they had been 
wrong and girls could also do well in school" by working hard in her studies. She got 
satisfactory results in all the subjects except English, which she found very hard to 
leam well, especially without encouragement and support from her family. 
Though English was a subject which she did poorly in, she tried to make an 
effort to improve it when she was promoted to secondary school and had become 
aware of the importance of the language for further studies. However, she was not 
provided with a good learning environment at home. 
Due to the education level and socioeconomic situation of her parents, the 
family could not afford hiring a private tutor or even a dictionary for her. It was also 
not possible for them to provide practical help in their daughter's education or 
/ 
learning of English, as she explained in an interview: 
You know, in the 1970s, parents of my classmates usually came 
from Mainland China and knew nothing about English. Our 
parents didn't do anything to encourage or motivate their 
children to leam English. It's because they themselves didn't 
know English, so how could they teach their children? They 
didn't know why their children should leam English, as they 
couldn't see the use of English in their daily lives. You know, 
they were short-sighted, they couldn't plan ahead. They didn't 
even think about the importance of English. 
Worse still, she was even discouraged by her siblings when she practised her 
English at home, as she revealed in an interview: "When I asked my sisters or 
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brothers some questions about English, they just said that I was stupid, and didn't 
help me at all. These were the answers I could get.... When I tried to practise my oral 
English, they said that my oral English was really bad, and asked me to stop reading 
English aloud." After that, she reduced the amount of time she practiced English at 
home, and eventually stopped doing so. In an interview, she also expressed her views 
towards the importance of family support for English learning: 
I think family support is really important for one to leam 
English well. But I didn't get any support from my family when 
I was in my primary. I didn't work hard enough in English, but 
to escape from it after trying for some time.... I think it's really 
important for the parents to let their students know the 
importance of English. If the parents themselves thought that 
English was of no use, how could their children have a different 
view towards English? 
This lack of practical and emotional support from her family had affected Pam 
to a certain extent, as she found herself "lonely and helpless" in her learning of the 
/ 
language. When asked about the impact that her parents and siblings had on her 
schooling and her learning of the language, she replied that the only impression that 
her family gave her was that education was unimportant for girls. Though 
disagreeing with this, there were times when she doubted whether or not she should 
continue to do something her family was opposed to. 
Believing that education would bring a better future for her，she insisted to 
continue with her education after P.6. However, she was forced to go out to work two 
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months after her F.2. In an interview, she talked about why she quit school: 
I: Why did you stop receiving education in a formal school 
that time? 
P: It's because of my family's financial situation, and I was 
told to share the financial burden. I had no other choices. I 
didn't think of other ways to fight for my own rights and to 
do what I really wanted to. So, I just bore all these.... Later, 
when I was earning quite a lot of money from my job, I 
thought that may be I should sacrifice for my family. You 
know, with the money I earned, my mum could lead a 
better life and don't have to worry so much about money 
matters. So, I just thought that if I were not allowed to 
continue with my study, and the money I earned could help 
improve my family's living condition, may be I should be 
the one to be sacrificed. 
Pam's story illustrated the importance of family support to the education and 
language learning experience of a child. Unlike Kristy's parents who did not speak 
English but kept on reminding their daughter about its importance, Pam's parents 
seemed to have shown no support or encouragement to their daughter's learning of 
/ 
the language. Though being self-motivated to leam the language in her senior 
primary, with the lack of support from the family, she gave up making efforts in it at 
last. 
5.3.1.1.2 The Influence of Community 
Like Sun, Ivristy, and Eva, Pam grew up in a community where English was 
"invisible" in her environment, so she failed to see the importance of the language 
when she was small. Having spent her childhood in a public housing estate, she 
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"couldn't see any English being used in the real world," as the people around her 
"came from similar backgrounds and didn't know any English at all." 
Whenever she had any questions about her English, she could not seek help 
from her neighbours or playmates, as they "won't talk about academic things like 
English." Similar to what Sun and Kristy thought, she said she would not try to 
discuss such issues as well because "English was just an academic subject" which 
was "unrelated" to her daily life, and a subject which she could not get good grades 
in. 
5.3.1.2 Formal Schooling (Kindergarten to Secondary One) 
5.3.1.2.1 Learning Experiences in Formal Schools 
Compared with the learning experiences of Sun and Eva, Pam's experience 
was a much less "scary" one. Though physical punishment still existed and was often 
/ 
used in her school, she was seldom punished. This was because she was a good 
student in the way that she was "well-behaved" and did "quite well" in other 
academic subjects except English. As a school girl, she shared similar views with 
Sun, Kristy, and Eva, having English as the subject they did worst in, and disliked the 
most: 
When I was small, I didn't like English lessons at all. It's 
because I couldn't understand what the teacher was talking 
about. I wanted to sleep whenever I had English lessons. I even 
wanted to be sick, so that I didn't have to go to school and have 
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English lessons. But for other lessons, I was really interested in 
them. It's because I could understand what the teachers were 
talking about.... It's not that I didn't want to go to school, but I 
really didn't like to have English lessons. [Interview] 
Seeing her relative's example of getting a good job as a nurse with the 
education she received, Pam was motivated to do well in her studies since her senior 
primary, despite the unsupportive attitudes of her family towards her receiving 
education. This eagerness to receive more education had also changed her attitudes 
towards English and English learning in secondary school. 
Before going into the details of such a change, an examination of the way the 
language was taught by her English teachers would contribute to a better 
understanding of why she enjoyed all her lessons except the English ones, and why 
her attitudes towards English changed in secondary school. 
5.3.1.2.2 English Teachers 
/ 
As previously mentioned, Pam was rarely physically punished by her teachers 
in school, making her English learning experiences in school a little bit different 
from that of Sun, Kristy, and Eva's. 
Unlike these three participants who had scary English teachers like Mr Wong 
"the military officer," the F.l English teacher "Shek Kin" (a famous actor who 
played the villain's role in the old Cantonese movies), and Miss Tong “the lady and 
the bitch," she did not have a particular English teacher whom she found very 
impressive or influential at school. There were times when she got "beaten by the 
English teacher with a ruler in front of the class" for not doing well in tests or exams, 
falling asleep during class, or doing very bad in dictations. However, this did not 
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have any strong impact on her, as it was common in those days, and she was seldom 
punished. 
Although she was never seriously punished by her English teachers, when it 
came to the learning or the use of English, she would still be afraid or nervous like 
what Sun, Kristy, and Eva did. She regarded this as the result of the teaching styles of 
her English teachers in her primary school: 
We had the English teachers standing in front of the class, 
reading aloud the passages in the textbook line by line. However, 
they seldom explained the meaning of the difficult words or the 
whole passage to us. So, I couldn't really understand the English 
there. The most impressive thing is that I remembered that I 
came across the word "Canada" in the textbook. At that time, I 
had no idea about where and what Canada was, and how it's 
related to me. I had no idea about how far away it was from me. 
Actually, I didn't remember clearly about what an English 
lesson was like. But it should have been something very boring, 
something which I wasn't interested in [Interview]. 
According to her, her primary English teachers failed to teach in an effective 
/ 
way, and were unable to pay attention to each student, due to the large class size of 
over thirty students on average: 
My English teachers in primary school didn't care much about 
whether or not every student in class could understand what's 
being taught. May be it's because I was not the best or the worst 
ones in class, so my teachers didn't pay much attention to me. I 
thought that English was indeed very very difficult, so I avoided 
using English as much as possible. And actually, I didn't have 
much chance to use English when I was in my primary.…I 
wasn't given any opportunity to express myself, or to use 
English in front of the class. So even when I have grown up now, 
I still lack the courage and confidence to speak English in front 
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of others. I'll still be afraid to use English in front of many 
people now. 
With the lack of support and attention of her English teachers, she found it 
difficult to do well in the language and gave up making efforts in it when she was in 
primary school. She was disappointed that her English teachers did not understand 
the difficulties she faced in her learning of English, and paid no attention to her. In 
the interview, she mentioned several times that she wished she had met an English 
teacher who had cared about her and encouraged her to leam English well when she 
was in primary school, adding that she "stopped learning English because there was 
no one encouraged her to make effort in it." 
Pam was happy that she had much better English teachers in her secondary 
school, although she had spent only a very short time there. She was impressed by 
them, noting that they "were all very young and spoke good English," and "could 
/ 
express themselves well." In an interview, she talked at length about how she 
admired them: 
Though I didn't understand what they were talking about, I 
thought that they were great to have good English. I admired my 
English teachers... because they could speak so well a language 
which I didn't know.... But for other teachers, I didn't have 
such kind of feelings. You know, the English teachers were 
really bravo.... They gave me an impression that English could 
really change a person totally. With good English, you could be 
a totally different and new person. You could have lots of 
improvements. 
Though she did not have a particular role model in her learning of English like 
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Eva did, she wished she could speak fluent English like her English teachers did, and 
this was also one of the reasons why she started to make an effort in the language 
after she was promoted to F. 1. 
Pam's experiences highlight the important role teachers can pay in their 
students learning experience. Not being the best or the worst one in class, Pam felt 
disappointed that she was neglected and not understood by her teachers in the 
learning process. The lack of support from her primary school English teachers made 
her give up making an effort to leam the language. Her experiences also suggested 
that it might be helpful if a teacher was able to establish a positive image before 
one's students, as the admiration that they received from their students would very 
often be turned into a source of motivation for them to work hard in the subject as 
well, like the case for Pam and Eva. 
/ 
5.3.1.2.3 Attitudes Towards Education and English Language Learning 
Pam had a very different view of English before and after she was promoted to 
secondary school. As a primary student, English was “a very boring subject" for her 
which "makes one feel sleepy." Even though she understood the importance of 
education for her future when she was in her senior primary, she "utterly had no idea 
about" the possible benefits that English would bring. She attended English lessons 
"just because it's included in the syllabus" and "it's part of the responsibilities as a 
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student" to go to classes. English to her was something "useless, and time-wasting to 
leam," something unrelated to her life: "When I was small, I've never thought that I 
could have a chance to travel to other countries, or to have a ride on the plane.... It 
seemed that English had no relevance to my life..• I never thought that I would have 
to use English in my work.，’ Therefore, she preferred to have lessons in other subjects 
which were "much more useful" so that she "could apply the things I learned in those 
lessons in my daily life." 
Her perception of the language changed after she was promoted to an EMI 
secondary school from a CMI primary school. While admiring the proficiency level 
of her English teachers, she also began to realize the importance of the language in 
the real world with its increased use in her secondary school. In an interview, she 
talked about this change in her perceptions of the language: 
z I think the major difference between my learning experiences in 
primary and secondary school was the medium of instruction. 
My secondary school was an EMI school, and we had all 
subjects taught in English. I thought it was an interesting idea to 
have English as the medium of instruction, but it had also made 
learning much more difficult for us. You know, after all, English 
is another language.... I started to leam about the importance of 
English after I promoted to secondary school. If your English 
was poor, you couldn't even understand what a Maths question 
was talking about, and you couldn't finish it, no matter how 
familiar you were with the mathematical formula. I didn't have 
such feelings when I was in primary school. 
Believing that good English was a must for her to do well in school and to 
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continue with her education, she was determined to improve her language and started 
to practise it at home. However, she soon became discouraged by the lack of support 
of her siblings and stopped to practise. 
5.3.2 English Language Learning and Use at the Workplace 
5.3.2.1 Use of English at the Workplace 
After leaving formal school in the first semester of F.2, Pam worked as an 
assistant for a dentist for three years. She had to use some English for this post, as 
she had to handle some basic conversations with patients who were native English 
speakers from time to time. After the dentist shut down the clinic, she worked as a 
clerk in a garment factory, and stayed in the same field for around twenty years. She 
did not have to use much English for this post, except that sometimes she had to read 
some simple guidelines and instructions in English. It was not until the last few years 
/ 
after she was promoted as a senior clerk that she had to read emails or faxes in 
English. 
5.3.2.2 Attitudes Towards English and English Learning at the Workplace 
There was not much change in Pam's attitudes towards English and English 
learning after she went out to work, except that she became more aware of the actual 
use of English in the workplace and the daily life. 
After working for the dentist as an assistant, she found her "English was not 
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good enough," and had thoughts of improving it. However, she did not find time to 
do so and thought that she said she "did not have a chance" at that time. After 
working in the garment industry which flourished in the 1980's, she was too busy to 
take any part-time English courses. 
Therefore, she did not do anything to improve her English, but just "read some 
practical English tool books from time to time," and memorized some phrases in 
order to prepare herself better for some basic conversations in English. When 
thinking back, Pam thought that "it was a pity" that she "did not meet any boss who 
was demanding or with good English skills." She was thankful that she had “a 
smooth sailing in her working life" even with her poor English skills, but she 
doubted whether or not such a good luck had prevented her from improving her 
English much earlier. It was not until recently that she started to feel stressed because 
/ 
of the competition in her workplace. She wanted to brush up her English skills to 
make herself a "more competent" senior clerk. 
5.3.3 Returning to the English Classroom as an Adult 
5.3.3.1 Motivation 
After having been out of the English classroom for twenty-seven years, Pam 
took her first part-time English course in the WeCare Night School (pseudonym) 
around two years before the present study got underway. Contrary to Sun, Kristy, and 
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Eva who were driven by intrinsic and instrumental or integrative motivation to leam 
English in the night school, Pam was literally driven there by chance by a bus driver 
on her way home. She recalled this interesting event in an interview: 
I: When did you start taking part-time courses after you left 
the formal school? Why? 
P： In 2003 when we first met, actually I didn't have any 
thoughts about going to the night school at that time. It's 
just because I got on a bus and later I found that my sister 
was also there. I wasn't that close with my sister, and I had 
nothing to talk with her. So, I got off the bus at the nearest 
bus stop after I saw her. Actually, I haven't reached my 
destination at that time yet. Then, I saw the name of the 
night school shone with the illuminated lights in the dark. 
So，there I went to the night school and tried to see if 
there's anything suitable for me. I got those leaflets and 
found that that course content and the time could fit in well 
with my schedule. So, I asked the staff there whether those 
courses were suitable for people who had left school for a 
long time like me. After taking the admission test, it was 
found that the F.l course was suitable for me. I was 
surprised that I could still take a F.l class, after having left 
formal school at F.2 for such a long time; however, I was 
also really worried about whether I could take a course at 
that level. But a staff member encouraged me to take it. So, 
here I am. 
In spite of the fact that she took her first step to leam English as an adult by 
chance, it was her motivation to leam the language which kept her continuing to go 
to the classes in the night school. By the time of the present study, Pam was in her 
F.4 part-time English course and had already taken four ninety-nine-hour part-time 
English courses, each lasting for six months. According to her, she had only missed 
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three classes in these two years of study in the night school. This was clear evidence 
of her determination and perseverance to leam the language as an adult. 
When asked why she had missed only three lessons in the past two years, she 
talked about the benefits that English could bring to her job as the major source of 
her motivation for attending the classes regularly. 
It's because better English could help me a lot at my work. If I 
could have better English, I'll become more competent, and not 
to be eliminated easily. I want to be a useful person�I think my 
relative stable working schedule also allows me to keep on 
going to the night school. The time slot is good, and the venue is 
also suitable for me. It seems that it's all arranged by God that I 
have to go to the night school to leam English. It's indeed very 
amazing [Interview]. 
During the interview, she had mentioned several times about the growing 
importance of English for her job, as well as the increasing competition in her 
workplace. In order to make herself "more competitive," she would like to improve 
/ 
her writing skills in English, so that the documents she wrote in English "would not 
be misunderstood or laughed at by others." She also believed that better English 
would help create "a better image" for herself as a senior clerk. 
In addition to this instrumental motivation, she also hoped that by improving 
her English, she could make friends with native English speakers some day. She 
expressed her wish in an interview when she talked about her present goals for 
learning English: 
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I hope that my English could reach the advanced level, so that I 
could communicate freely with native English speakers. I hope 
that my English could be so good that I could just go to the Lan 
Kwai Fong [a popular haunt for many expatriates in Hong Kong] 
anytime and to chat with the foreigners there, to discuss some 
current issues and news with them in English. I hope that I 
could use English in my social life. I don't want to be restricted 
to use English only in my writings. I hope that I could really use 
English freely to interact with others in my daily life. I hope that 
my English could be as good as my mother tongue. 
From the above, it was not difficult to see that she had a strong desire to make 
English part of her daily life. Her affinity for the language could also be observed 
early in her teenage years, when she showed her admiration for the beautiful English 
that her English teachers had. At this time, she also held the perception that one 
could become "a totally different and new person" and "have lots of improvements" 
with better English. 
Apart from instrumental and intrinsic motivation, her personality also had a lot 
/ 
to do with her persistence in learning the language. She found it hard to agree with 
her parents' saying that girls could not do well in their studies since she was small. It 
had always been her hope to prove her ability as a daughter to her parents, though 
they had already passed away. Therefore, her learning English in the night school 
and doing well in it might be an act of proving her self-worth. 
Pam described herself as "very hardworking" and was "enthusiastic" about 
whatever she did as a grown-up. She said she would not give up or yield to 
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difficulties easily, when she talked about how she adapted to the different teaching 
styles of the course instructors she met in the night school: 
Before I enrolled for the course, I have to make sure whether or 
not I'll continue to go to the classes. Once I've enrolled in it, I 
won't give up. Sometimes, I saw some people quitting the night 
school after one or two lessons. I won't do that, no matter how 
bad the teacher is. I believe that the instructor must be 
knowledgeable enough for him/ her to be employed as our 
teacher. So, may be his/ her teaching style doesn't suit me at the 
beginning, but I'll get used to it eventually. 
In fact, her tolerance and adaptation to the differences in the teaching styles of 
the course instructors she met in the night school might be related to her personality 
of not giving up easily as an adult, her respect for the teachers (which is one of the 
core values in the traditional Chinese culture), as well as her desire to gain the 
attention of instructors in class (something she lacked as a school kid). As indicated 
in the field notes and ethnographic conversations, Sun, Kristy, and Eva expressed 
/ 
similar views, noting that Pam was a very active student in class, who cared a lot 
about her performances in the course and was eager to seek attention from the 
instructor, no matter during the lessons or the breaks. It was said that she was eager 
to join in the conversations the instructor had with other classmates during the breaks, 
be it an academic discussion or a casual chat. She would also respond to all the 
questions the instructor raised in class, as long as she was confident that her answers 
were correct. Besides, she was always eager to show the instructor the extra work or 
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additional grammar exercises she did after class to get the instructor's recognition. 
Sometimes, she would also hand in extra pieces of homework "to impress" them. As 
a result, she was considered to be eager to seek the instructor's attention, or even 
aggressive by some of the classmates. 
Of course, it might be overreaching to make any statement based on these 
observations and conclude that Pam was eager to seek the attention from her 
instructors, in order to compensate for what she lacked as a child in formal schools. 
These observations, which might be stemming from her desire to gain the teacher's 
attention, could also be equally possible to be some signs of an outgoing, confident, 
active, and sociable adult personality. Besides, it was also natural for one to desire to 
be recognized by others, as stated in the esteem needs in Maslow's hierarchy of 
needs (Maslow, 1943). Therefore, such a desire might not necessarily be related to 
/ 
the experiences of being neglected. However, one conclusion that could be drawn 
from these observations was that Pam enjoyed the night school lessons and was 
happy about the relationship she had with her course instructors. 
5.3.3.2 Attitude Towards English and English Learning 
When asked about how she saw English and English learning in her adulthood, 
Pam responded: "It's a tool for communication. I no longer considered it as a foreign 
language after I have worked for the dentist. I did consider it as a foreign language 
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when I was a little kid. But now, English to me was more than as a tool for 
communication, but also a kind of asset. With better English, you'll become more 
competitive." 
In addition, she also saw English as her "lucky charm" and "amulet," which 
could give her "a sense of security." It was because when she was traveling to other 
places, she believed that she "could still seek for help easily" with English, even if 
there are any accidents. In fact, she also saw the language as a means to get to know 
and explore in the English world, history, and culture, as well as a means to improve 
herself. 
Pam started visiting the public library to borrow English story books about a 
year after she began learning English in the night school. She was particularly 
interested in reading the simplified versions of the classic literary works. As 
/ 
indicated in the field notes and informal conversations, she was very eager to talk 
with the researcher and the friends she met in the night school about what she had 
been reading recently and how she felt after reading the books during the interviews. 
She became excited when she talked about how she revised her English during the 
interviews. She was eager to show the researcher the audio story books and the CDs 
she had borrowed from the public library. According to her，she was interested not 
just in reading the stories, but also in the information about the great writers and the 
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English history and culture in the introduction or the footnotes of the books. She was 
amazed by the English culture, saying that she would like to visit the country 
someday. 
She had finished the whole series of simplified great works at the beginner's 
level by the time of the present study. When asked about what made her so interested 
in reading the great works, she claimed that it was "more than the plots" of the 
stories. She wanted to have "some basic knowledge about the history and culture of 
England," so that she would not be "frightened" or "scared away" when others talked 
about the classic literary works, but to "feel easy to talk about Charles Dickens's 
Twist or A Christmas Cawir She also claimed that she could create a better 
image for herself, with the knowledge in such areas. 
The survey also indicated that she had a very positive attitude towards the 
language and its culture. She responded "Strongly Agree" to all the items 
measuring the integrative motivation of language learners. These items (modified 
from Lamb's (2004) research) included: "I like English and English cultures," "I like 
the way that native English speakers behave," "I would like to act like native English 
speakers," "One could give others an impression of being modem, open-minded, 
intelligent, and educated with a better mastery of English," "I would be proud of 
myself if I could master English well," "English gives me more freedom to share my 
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feelings, thoughts, and ideas with others," "I feel that I would become a more 
competent person with better English," etc. 
Therefore, it could be seen that she had a strong affinity towards the English 
language and culture. It might also be possible that English and English learning to 
her were a means to improve her cultural capital and improve herself. Through 
learning the language, she believed she could make a better impression on others. 
5.3.3.3 Investment in Learning English 
Like Sun, Kristy, and Eva, Pam not only invested money but also time in 
learning the language. Similar to them, she was willing to pay for expensive courses, 
as long as they were "affordable" and "useful" to her. 
Eva bought herself a lot of English grammar exercises and reference books to 
help leam the language better, and so did Pam. Though thinking that it was a bit 
expensive for her to buy an English newspaper which she could "just understand a 
very small part," she still did so once or twice a week, considering it "worthwhile as 
long as I could learn a few new words or expressions." 
Apart from spending money on the learning materials, she also spent a lot of 
time revising the language. As previously mentioned, she only missed three classes 
during her two years of study in the night school. She talked about how she found 
time to leam the language in an interview: 
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I like to leam English very much. I've made quite a lot of 
sacrifice to leam English. For example, sometimes I couldn't 
meet with some friends after work because I have to go to the 
night school. And I have less sleeping time now because I have 
to do the homework. When I found it hard to complete the 
homework or write a composition, I didn't have enough time to 
sleep, because I told myself that I must finish my homework 
before I go to bed. Um... actually, I don't think this is a kind of 
sacrifice. It's because no pain, no gain. I think Fm just using my 
time to do what I want. It's natural that if my English isn't that 
well, then I have to use more time to leam it. 
In fact, according to Kristy and Eva, Pam always had homework and 
compositions to hand in to the instructor, no matter how much grammar exercises 
they were asked to do in the previous lesson. Sometimes she might also hand in some 
short essays in addition to the homework for the instructor to mark for her, as she 
"really wanted to improve" her writing skills. 
Believing that "practice makes perfect," she also listened to English radio 
programmes, the CDs of the audio books, watched English TV programmes, did 
grammar exercises, or even used English as much as possible when she was playing 
MSN [an online chat software]. Besides, she would also "make use of every chance" 
in her daily life when she could improve her English. For example, she would read 
the English versions of the documents she received before the Chinese ones, trying to 
see if she could understand the English documents correctly. Sometimes, when she 
received phone calls from her overseas friends, she would try to talk with them in 
English to practice her oral skills. 
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Her time invested in learning the language could be shown in a survey which 
focused on the frequency of the activities she carried out before and after learning 
English in the night school (see Table 5.2). 
Table 5.2 Frequencies of Activities Pam carried out in English Before and 
After Taking Adult English Language Course 
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a. Watch TV programmes 4 3 
b. Listen to the radio 4 3 
c. Listen to songs 3 2 
d. Read newspapers and magazines 4 2 
e. Read academic books N/A 1 
f. Read novels 4 \ 
g. Read library books in English 5 1 
h. Do grammar exercise/ write short 5 2 
essays 
i. Speak with classmates N/A 4 
j. Speak with friends 5 4 
k. Surf the Internet 4 3 
1. Watch videos/ DVDs/ VCDs — 5 3 
m. Talk to people in shops 4 4 
n. Talk on the phone 4 4 
o. Write emails to' friends 4 2 
p. Read emails from friends 4 1 
q. Write personal notes or letters 4 3 
Total 63 43 
Average 4.20 2.53 
* (1= very often, 2 = often, 3 = sometimes, 4 = rarely, 5 = never) 
The above data revealed a significant increase in the frequency of the activities 
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she carried out before and after learning the language in the night school, from 
"rarely" or "never" in the past to "often" or "sometimes" now. There were some 
dramatic changes in areas like reading English library books or novels, reading 
English emails, or writing short essays in English. 
5.3.3.4 Influence of Family and Community 
Since Pam was single and lived alone, the influence of family on her English 
learning might appear to be not as significant as that for Sun, Kristy, and Eva. 
However, her boyfriend might be playing an important role in the process. 
According to her, her boyfriend was very supportive of her learning of English 
in the night school. Whenever she got an A for her homework, she would show it to 
him and share her joy with him. Sometimes, when she became "a bit lazy" in her 
revision, he would encourage or even "urge" her to practise it. He was also 
supportive in the way that he would prepare dinner for her from time to time, so that 
she could have some refreshments after attending her English class. 
In fact, her boyfriend might also be one of the factors driving her to make an 
effort to leam the language. During the ethnographic conversations, there were a few 
times when Pam talked about how supportive her boyfriend was towards her learning 
in the night school. She also mentioned once about what qualities she thought men 
were looking for in their girlfriends. In her eyes, men took pride in having a 
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girlfriend they could "show-off." Therefore, it could be possible that her persistence 
in learning the language well might also be partly related to this belief. By improving 
her English, she could also improve her cultural capital and create a better image of 
herself, making herself a better girlfriend whom her boyfriend could be proud of. 
Pam did not have any support in her English learning from her workplace, as 
she did not "want to disclose too much" about herself before her colleagues. So, she 
deliberately kept going to the night school "in a low profile" when she was in her 
company, and none of her colleagues knew about this. Apart from protecting her own 
privacy, this might also have been done out of concern for her face，which could be 
noticed when she talked about the steps the government could take to support the 
English learning of adults in Hong Kong: 
I think that the Hong Kong government should have more 
promotion about the importance of adults' learning of English. I 
hope that people would have the courage and determination to 
go to leam English in the night school. You know, quite a lot of 
people are still afraid of going back to the classroom to leam 
English. Some of them don't want to let the people around them 
know that they're taking English courses in the night school. 
This was because other people may then think that your English 
might be bad, so that you have to go to the night school. 
Therefore, it might be possible that she kept her learning of English secret 
from her colleagues because she did not want to be seen as having poor English，and 
let others believe that her English was not good enough to handle her job. She 
wanted to have a positive and competent image of herself as a senior clerk in the 
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office. 
5.3.3.5 English Learning Experiences in Adulthood 
Pam had complicated feelings when she returned to the English classroom for 
the first time in the past twenty seven years. She described how she had felt in an 
interview: 
On the first day of class, I was very worried that I would be 
asked by the instructor to answer questions or to speak in class. 
I was really afraid to speak in class. I was also worried that I 
would be laughed at by other classmates because of my poor 
English. I deliberately bought a pencil case，some stationary... 
and even a schoolbag to prepare for first day of class. I was 
really very excited to go to the night school. I wrapped all my 
books with the plastic film to protect them. I really longed for 
my learning of English in the night school. But actually, I was 
also a bit worried about what kind of people I'll see in the 
classroom. 
She considered herself lucky that she had met good instructors and classmates 
in the night school, making her language learning experience a very different one 
from that in her primary or secondary schols. The following sections provide details 
about her relationships with her course instructors and classmates. 
5. S. 3.6 Course Instructors 
Pam mentioned several times in the interview that she was very happy about 
the good relationships she had with the course instructors in the night school, which 
she considered very different from that in her formal schools. 
I like the teachers I met in the night school a lot... they're very 
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nice, I have a better relationship with them than those in my 
secondary school. You know, for those secondary school 
teachers, we didn't have much contact with them.... But the 
teachers we're having now in the night school are very different. 
We know them by the person, we have their phone numbers, and 
we have gatherings with them from time to time. It's really very 
different, and I'm very happy about this [Interview]. 
In her eyes, her night school teachers were "much younger" and "more 
energetic" than the teachers she had in formal schools. Thus, the night school course 
instructors were more "like our friends or even children, rather than our teachers." 
She was satisfied with the teaching styles of the course instructors, as well as the 
"more interactive lessons" in which "students were allowed to voice their opinions." 
She also appreciated the efforts that the course instructors made in encouraging 
students to use or speak English in class, which could hardly been seen in her 
primary or secondary schools. 
To Pam, a good teacher-student relationship was very helpful and important in 
her learning of the language. It was because she felt free to ask for help and advice 
from the instructors whenever she needed help, instead of leaving the questions she 
had aside because of the fear she had for the teachers in the formal schools. In an 
interview, she talked at length about how strong an influence her F.3 course 
instructor had on her English learning: 
I have talked with my F.3 English teacher about my worries of 
whether or not I should be promoted to F. 4. I was very 
worried... and was afraid that I may not be able to catch up with 
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the F.4 English. Then, he encouraged me to just try and promote 
to F. 4. He also shared with us some of his English learning 
experiences. His English wasn't that good when he was still in 
his junior forms. But after he has insisted on reading an English 
book every week for a year, there's a lot of improvement in his 
English. After listening to his story, my classmates and I started 
to read more English books. He also wrote us an email, saying 
that he's happy to see that our English is improving. I think the 
student whom he said had a lot of improvement must be me. I 
think that he has really motivated me to leam English. Even 
now when I went for short trips, I will have a little English story 
book with me.... He has motivated me to read newspapers and 
storybooks in English. I think he's really supportive. With his 
encouragement, I think that may be English isn't really that 
difficult...perhaps it could be easier than preparing a delicious 
dish. You know, it's really torturing to be forced to eat a dish 
which tasted badly, but my teacher will still read my writings 
very patiently, no matter how bad or good it was written. 
In fact, the encouragement and advice from the course instructors did mean a 
lot to her. As indicated in the field notes, she could remember clearly the comments 
and feedbacks she got from the instructors about the writing exercises she handed in. 
An A for a piece of homework would already bring her lots of happiness. 
Though it was hard to tell whether or not her valuing of the instructor's 
comments was related to her desire to gain the teachers' attention and recognition, it 
was evident that the course instructors she met in the night school played a very 
important role in her English learning experience in adulthood. 
Pam's story demonstrated the influence that a course instructor could have in 
an English classroom for adults. By sharing the language learning difficulties he had 
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as a student, the instructor established a better and closer relationship with his adult 
students in the night school. It was because these problems might also be the ones 
that his adult students had faced as children or were facing at the present stage. All 
the participants in the present study complained about the teachers they met in formal 
schools had failed to acknowledge or understand the difficulties they faced in 
learning English. Therefore, by sharing with his students his own English learning 
experiences, the course instructor showed them that he had gone through the same 
process and was able to understand their situations. As a result, he could more easily 
gain the trust from his students, and his advice and suggestions were treasured. In 
fact, according to Kristy, Eva, and Pam, quite a number of classmates started to go to 
the public library to borrow English books because of him. 
5.3.3.7 Classmates 
Apart from the course instructors, the classmates Pam had in the night school 
also played a very important role in her learning of the language. In fact, the 
influence that the night school classmates had on her English learning experience 
was much stronger than that of Sun, Kristy, or Eva's. It was because for these three 
people, their families, friends, or colleagues were very supportive in their language 
learning. But for Pam, since she preferred to keep her learning of English in a low 
profile, she did not have much support from her colleagues. In the ethnographic 
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conversations, she revealed that she did not have many close friends, except a few 
old ones who were living outside Hong Kong. She also commented that it became 
more and more difficult to make true friends as people grow older and older, as 
people were afraid of being hurt or taken advantage of. Therefore, the support she 
gained from her boyfriend, her course instructors, and her classmates did mean a lot 
to her. 
She was happy that her classmates had created a good learning atmosphere for 
her in the night school. Seeing that all of them were "very eager to leam and to 
improve themselves," and were "serious about their learning," she felt that she was 
"not alone" in her learning of English. Her classmates had provided her the spiritual 
support she needed in the learning of the language: 
I was very shy on the first day of class. I was worried that I 
would be the oldest in class, but lucky that I wasn't. I was happy 
to see that there were quite a lot of classmates who had similar 
age with me.... Before I went to the night school, I could hardly 
imagine that so many people with similar age like me would go 
to take the part-time English course in the night school... I was 
very happy to see that...I was not the only one there [Interview]. 
Since she was among the top ones in class, it seemed that she could not receive 
much practical help from her classmates in her learning of English. However, the 
good relationship that she had with them had given her more confidence in using 
English in class: 
I think it's very important for you to get to know and be familiar 
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with your classmates... It's important for them to know that 
you're an outspoken person who wants to share your ideas and 
thoughts with others. In this way, you won't feel strange or 
weird when you have to say something or ask questions in class, 
because they know that it's part of your personality.... 
Sometimes, they will appreciate your effort in asking the teacher 
questions, so that everyone could leam together. So, it's very 
important for you to develop a good relationship with your 
classmates. If you have better relationship with them, then you 
would be more confident to speak in class, because you know 
that you won't be laughed at when you made a mistake, nor 
would you be considered as a geek [Interview]. 
In an interview, she also talked about what this kind of support meant to her: 
My friends in the night school were quite important for my 
learning of English. You know, when I was not doing that well 
in my English in F.3,1 doubted whether or not I should promote 
to the F. 4 class. Then, my friends in class become very 
important in my decision-making. They encouraged me to leam 
t 
English together, we wanted to leam English and to be 
promoted to the F. 4 English class together. We didn't want to be 
separated, but to leam English together. It gives me a feeling 
that I'm not alone, but have someone to accompany me to leam 
English. 
Besides, she enjoyed the time that she spent with her classmates. It was 
because she thought the ones she "met so far are really nice." Unlike the people she 
met in the workplace who were “very self-protected and reserved," she enjoyed 
spending time with her classmates in the night school who were more "genuine." She 
was happy that she had made a lot more friends after attending courses in the night 
school: “My classmates and I usually have gatherings and meetings from time to 
time. We have a lot of fun. I'm really happy about this. I have more friends to talk 
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and share with me after I took the English course in the night school." According to 
her, she had become more open and ready to share the hardships she endured in the 
workplace with them, considering it "a very good way" to channel her feelings. 
In fact, the social network she had in the night school had contributed a lot to 
her psychological well-being. As she mentioned, she did not have many friends 
whom she could share personal feelings with. Thus, this group of friends were 
important to her, as she mentioned in the interview: 
I: How do you benefit from this group? 
P: I think I'm lucky that I could meet friends like them who 
could share with me my personal feelings, and we could also 
discuss our problems with each other, no matter whether it's 
academic or personal problems. You know, when you get 
older, it's harder for you to make new friends. People are 
very self-protected in the outside world. So, it'd be better for 
one to become friends with one's classmates. And you 
family also won't be worried about whether or not you've 
met someone bad. I believe that those who are willing to 
leam English in the night school couldn't be very bad. For 
those really bad people, they won't waste their time in the 
night school. 
She had become good friends with Kristy since they met in the F.l English 
class. In the past two years, they had accompanied each other to visit Taiwan once 
and Thailand twice. With Kristy's company, she depended much less on the tour 
guide, and tried to use English to interact with the locals in Thailand. She began 
enjoying a much happier social life after she attended courses in the night school. 
She also found that she had become "more open" after meeting this group of friends, 
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though she still wanted to improve herself and become a more patient person. 
5.3.4 Impact of English Learning in Adulthood 
5.3.4.1 Better Job Opportunities 
Similar to Kristy, Pam believed that better English would bring her better job 
opportunities: "I'm using more English at my workplace now, and it does bring me 
more job opportunities. It's because with better English, I'm more confident and 
competent, and I also have more confidence to apply for different jobs offered by 
other companies." This confidence brought about by her improved language skills 
meant a lot to her，as she was facing increasing pressure and competition in her 
workplace in the recent years. 
In addition to the increased confidence about her competitiveness, she also 
found that she could understand more about the emails in English she received from 
her customers from time to time. After learning English in the night school for two 
years, she was confident enough to use English when she was writing short replies to 
her customers. 
5.3.4.2 Increased Self-confidence 
As mentioned earlier, Pam tried to communicate with the locals with her 
improved English in her trips to Thailand with Kristy. Though they could only handle 
very basic conversations in English during the trips, this was a big leap to her. Before 
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she went to leam English in the night school, she had never traveled to any place 
where Cantonese or Mandarin could not be used. She talked about this change at 
length in the interview: 
I: Recently, have you ever had any positive or negative 
experiences using English? 
P: For example, when I went for a short trip to Thailand, I 
didn't have to rely on the tour guide. I could do all the check 
in or check out procedures by myself. I didn't have to rely 
on the tour guide to bring us to different sight-seeing spots. I 
went with Kristy, and we just hang out together and 
explored different places on our own. Actually, we didn't 
need to rely on the tour guide to bring us to different places. 
We could have the freedom to go wherever we wanted to. I 
felt really happy that we could take the MTR by ourselves. 
You know, we could speak with those people in English. 
I: Have you ever tried to do similar things in your previous 
trips, before you started to leam English in the night school? 
P: No, of course not! Before I learned English in the night 
school, I just dared to travel to Mandarin-speaking countries. 
I've never visited any places where Cantonese or Mandarin 
aren't spoken before I started to leam English in the night 
school. 
From the above, it could be noticed that better English not only had brought 
her more confidence in traveling to different places, but also more confidence in 
herself. She had become much less dependent on the tour guide in the past few trips, 
as she had the confidence that she could solve problems herself, and overcome the 
language barriers that once seemed insurmountable. Her view of English as "a lucky 
charm" and "an amulet" might also suggest that she had developed a more positive 
and optimistic view about her own abilities, for she could seek help from others with 
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her English even when she was in trouble. 
5.3.4.3 Better Self-perception 
Like Eva, Pam saw herself differently after she learned English in the night 
school: "It seems that by learning more English, I've become more educated. I think 
that it's a very good change. And I do see myself differently now... I don't know 
how to describe my feelings, but I find that it's a positive change and I'm happy 
about it." 
Despite her mother's "ridiculous view" that "girls were useless and can't do 
things well," she treasured education a lot since she was in her senior primary. As an 
adult, she always considered it a pity that she did not have the chance to receive as 
much education as she wanted when she was small. Several times in the 
ethnographic conversations, she expressed her wish to have a degree, saying that if 
possible, she would be willing to use more than two-thirds of her savings to 
exchange for a degree. Though her parents had passed away, she wanted to prove her 
ability to do well academically. Her desire for recognition could be observed when 
she mentioned that she "would speak more English" when she could speak it more 
fluently, as she wanted to "let others know that I know English well." 
Though believing that it was almost "impossible" for her to obtain a degree, 
she was planning to sit for the HKCEE English exam in the near future, as she 
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explained in an interview: 
I wanted to sit for the HKCEE English exam because I've never 
tried that before. And you know, I'll be really happy if I could 
sit for that exam. Sometimes, when you missed something, 
you'll never have a chance to do it again. But for this exam, I 
think it's really good that it's not bound by age. I didn't have a 
chance to take the exam when I was in my sixteen or seventeen, 
but now, at my 40s, I could also take the exam if I want to. So, if 
I'm better prepared, I'll definitely sit for this exam.... I'll go to 
sit for the exam some day, but not this year's one. 
According to her, her intention to sit for the exam had nothing to do with her 
job opportunities, as she was already a senior clerk and had accumulated rich 
working experiences, making a pass in HKCEE English exam relatively unimportant 
for promotions in her field. Instead, the reasons why she was willing to make an 
effort to prepare for the exam might be because of her desire to get her English 
proficiency level recognized, to prove her own ability, and to realize her dream of 
sitting for an exam which she did not have the chance to do so when she was sixteen. 
5.4 Summary 
The stories of Eva and Pam had demonstrated the influence that the family 
could have on a child's learning experiences. When they were little girls, both 
women were told that education was useless for them, and they could never do well 
in their studies simply because of their sex. Though the two women doubted their 
mothers' teachings and wanted to pursue more education, they were discouraged by 
their families from doing so and were urged to share the financial burden of their 
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families. 
Both Eva and Pam had recognized the importance of English and education 
when they were at school. They had also tried to make an effort to leam it for a short 
period, but soon gave up because they lacked the practical and spiritual support from 
people around them, including parents, siblings, or their English teachers. As 
children, they did not have realistic ideas about how they could improve the language, 
and got frustrated when they saw the efforts made were in vain. 
They found that there was a very big difference in the ways they learned 
English in formal schools and in the night school. Of course, this had a lot to do with 
the learning environment and the teachers they met in the institutions. Yet, the fact 
that they returned to the English classroom as different people must also not be 
overlooked. They lacked direction and learning strategies when they were children, 
however, with the cognitive maturity they had developed in their adulthood, they 
were able to have a clear idea about why they wanted to improve their English and 
had a better idea about how to go about it. With financial independence, they could 
also have the supporting learning materials and reference books which their families 
could not afford when they were small. 
Similar to Sun and Kristy, Eva and Pam experienced a transformation during 
the process of learning English in their adulthood. In fact, the degree of change and 
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the impact of this language learning experience were a lot stronger than for Sun and 
Kristy's. It was because the latter went to the night school as adults who were 
confident about themselves except with regard to their use of English, while Pam and 
Eva lacked recognition from others and, in general, had had a low self-esteem. 
Therefore, such an experience could also be perceived as an empowerment, that is, a 
situation where individuals demonstrate a "growing personal confidence and feeling 
able to give voice to one's ideas and feelings in a confident manner within 
relationships" (MacKeracher, 2004, p. 220). The language learning experience in 
adulthood helped to turn them into more confident people, and in the process, they 
became more open-minded and sociable. 
Eva always described herself as "useless" because she could not make any 
financial contribution to her family because of her role as a full-time housewife. This 
kind of "distorted self-image" may have resulted from the comparison with others, 
which lead to the development of a "false notion" about oneself in a certain aspect 
(Lawrence, 2000, p.3). Self-concept is formed in childhood and is shaped by 
accumulated experiences. Therefore, Eva's devaluation of herself may not be entirely 
related to her role as a full-time housewife, who is seemingly unable to contribute 
any financial benefit to the family. Instead, this distorted self-image might have been 
formed in her childhood, with her mother's socialization that women are inferior to 
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men in many, if not all, aspects of life. And the message she received from her family 
was that it was not worthwhile to invest in her education as she was a girl. 
By improving her English, she had found herself a new role as the translator 
and English tutor for her family. She also enjoyed a good relationship with the 
classmates she met in the night school, and began to have a more harmonious 
relationship with her family members. Better English had also given her more 
confidence in herself, encouraging her and her husband to take the first step and 
travel to countries where Cantonese or Mandarin was not used. Besides, she was also 
happy that she could follow her role model, the "English version Miss Tong," by 
improving her proficiency in the language. 
For Pam, English learning was a means to improve her competitiveness in the 
workplace and to prove her own ability. She had also developed an interest in 
English history and culture through reading the simplified versions of classic literary 
works. She had made a group of friends in the night school, and had received a lot of 
emotional support, which was lacking in her workplace. 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
6.1 Introduction 
The present study focused on the stories of four adult EFL learners who 
returned to the English classroom, after being away from formal education for more 
than twenty years. Their English learning experiences from childhood to adulthood 
were traced in Chapters Four and Five. This chapter addresses the three guiding 
questions presented in Chapter One, drawing on the findings and analysis of the data 
presented in the previous two chapters. Where relevant, reference is also made to 
previous research. Implications of the present study for adult EFL learners, educators, 
and formal school teachers are presented. The limitations and suggestions for further 
research are also discussed. 
6.2 Guiding Question One: 
What were the difficulties the participants had faced in English learning as children? 
How were their adult language learning experiences influenced by their childhood 
experiences? 
6.2.1 Difficulties faced at home 
Family is a very important place for socialization, especially during a person's 
childhood. Children are taught about social norms, values, etc in their families. 
Therefore, their perceptions towards things and people in the world is heavily 
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influenced by their parents. As found in Gardner's study (1960)，parental attitudes 
towards the target language can influence their children's competency and 
achievement. 
As suggested by Tang (1981) in his study of the differential education 
attainment of teenagers in 1976 Hong Kong (the period when the participants in the 
present study were teenagers), the "social origins, class position, home investment in 
children, and relative economic stability of one's family orientation, one's gender, 
sibling size, and position in the sibling structure" may affect the education attainment 
of individuals (p. 3). 
Though the four participants in the present study came from different family 
backgrounds, they shared some similarities in their childhood English learning 
experiences which were related to their home environment. Nearly all, except Kristy, 
came from a grassroot or not well-off family in 1960s Hong Kong. Their parents 
received no or very little education and had relatively little cultural capital. Their 
families' economic status had an impact on their childhood learning experiences in 
different ways. For example, in the cases of Sun, Eva, and Pam, the long working 
hours of their blue-collared parents deprived them of time with their children. 
Therefore, these three participants often felt neglected, thinking that there was no one 
who cared about them or their studies as a child. The relatively low income of their 
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families also made the additional learning resources (e.g., dictionary, reference books, 
or hiring private tutors) unaffordable to these three participants in their childhood. 
Since their parents are illiterate, they could not provide any practical help with 
their language learning. Sun, Eva, and Pam have revealed that their parents seemed 
not to care about their education, and they were never told about the importance of 
English or education for the future in their childhood. Due to the inferior status of 
women in traditional Chinese culture, Eva and Pam were often discouraged by their 
mothers to receive education, saying that it is a waste of time and money for girls to 
receive schooling. Therefore, they were often urged to go out to work to share the 
family's financial burden from the time they were small. 
Compared with these three participants, Kristy was a lucky girl who was bom 
into a well-off family. Her parents seemed to acknowledge the importance of 
education, and they were willing to invest in their daughter's education, sending her 
to private schools from kindergarten to secondary school. They also encouraged her 
to receive as much education as possible, and even watched English TV programmes 
with her (despite the fact that they knew no English at all). However, Kristy 
perceived this differently, and saw her parents' encouragement as "paying lip 
service.” According to her, sometimes she even got teased or criticized by her parents 
when she failed to understand the English in the TV programmes. When she 
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mentioned to them that she would like to leam English in a night school soon after 
quitting the formal school, they were not supportive. 
Therefore, the low socio-economic situations of their families, the limited 
cultural capital of their parents, the insufficient parental care and attention, as well as 
the lack of practical help and emotional support from their families were identified as 
hindering factors in the participants' language learning experiences as children. 
6.2.2 Difficulties faced in school 
All the participants, except Pam, had "traumatic" language learning experiences 
when attending the formal school. For Sun, he had the “military-officer-like，，English 
teacher Mr Wong; Kristy had an English teacher like "Shek-kin" (a famous actor 
who played the role of a villain in old Cantonese movies); and Eva had an English 
teacher Miss Tong, who was like a "bitch" when scolding students. Physical 
punishment was common at the time when the participants were in school. Though 
Pam did not have any English teachers whom she found particularly "scary," she also 
reported that physical punishment was used by the English teachers from time to 
time. 
In an interview, Sun remarked that the English teachers he met were "harsh, 
and sometimes hateful." Indeed, generally, none of the participants had a very good 
impression of the English teachers they met in formal schools, except that Kristy had 
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met a good one in secondary school, and Eva had treated Miss Tong as her role 
model. The interviews revealed that these English teachers had created a very 
stressful English learning environment for their students. Very often, the participants 
would get embarrassed, scolded, or physically punished by the English teachers in 
front of the class for poor performances in dictations, tests, and examinations. 
According to Oxford (1999)，"harsh error correction, ridicule and the 
uncomfortable handling of mistakes" in front of a class can lead to the development 
of "language anxiety" or "social anxiety" within students (p. 66). Such an anxiety 
would make the students passive and silent in class, in order to avoid being 
negatively assessed (Oxford, 1999). This is especially true when the language 
learners cared a lot about how they were evaluated by others, and have a "shaky 
self-esteem" or "strong external locus of control" (Oxford，1999, p. 64). As children, 
the participants suffered in this way, they often blamed their failure in learning 
English as children with the external environment, saying that they did not have 
enough materialistic and spiritual support. 
In their eyes, the English teachers were not considerate and understanding 
enough to appreciate the difficulties they were facing in language learning. The 
efforts they made to improve their English skills were never recognized. The English 
teachers scolded them so often that Kristy described her classmates and herself as 
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"too used to be scolded or embarrassed," and the other participants also revealed a 
low global or situational self-esteem as school kids. They were afraid of their English 
teachers, and some of them even perceived English as a source of fear because of 
them. 
Wlodkowski (1999) noted that the negative attitudes learners have toward an 
instructor could be a barrier in the learning process. This finding is also applicable 
for the present study in the way that the participants were too scared to seek help 
from their English teachers, and had developed a negative attitude towards English, 
seeing it as a source of embarrassment and fear. 
Other studies (e.g., Christophel, 1990; Richmond, 1990; Frymier, 1993) have 
indicated a positive correlation between teacher immediacy and students' motivation, 
and affective or cognitive learning. According to Wen and Clement (2003), the 
involvement and immediacy (emotional support and encouragement) of teachers are 
particularly important in a Chinese setting, where teachers are considered to be an 
authoritative figure due to the hierarchy in social relationships, which can be 
reflected in the Chinese proverb "A teacher a day and a father all life" (p. 28). Such 
respect, or sometimes fear, of the teacher is also found among the participants in the 
present study. Despite the negative attitudes they had towards their English teachers 
in school, none of them reported that they have ever had any direct confrontation 
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with their teachers in school. Even if they were afraid of and unwilling to receive the 
physical punishment from their English teachers (e.g.. Sun's detailed description of 
the "execution" in Chapter Four), or being wrongly punished by their teachers (e.g., 
Eva's being wrongly accused by her English teacher of having cheated in an 
examination in Chapter Five); they just bore it without making any complaint. 
Wen and Clement (2003) suggested that if students find their teacher friendly, 
warm, and approachable, they would become less anxious about their performance, 
and participate more actively in class. Thus, for Chinese students, teacher 
involvement and immediacy are considered "a significant precursor of a student's 
positive affect" in the English classroom. In this way, the potential emotional security, 
reduction in "affective filter," and the "increased engagement" could be brought 
(Wen, & Clement, 2003, p. 28). However, findings in the present study seem to 
suggest that there was a lack of involvement and immediacy among the teachers the 
participants had in their formal schools. Instead of feeling secure and relaxed in the 
English classroom, they were made very anxious and reluctant to speak in class, due 
to the teaching styles, disciplinary techniques, and the attitudes of their English 
teachers. 
In the interviews, there were times when the participants reported that they had 
tried to improve their English for a variety of reasons. However, they soon gave up 
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due to the frustration they experienced during the learning process. They felt helpless, 
believing that there was no practical help they could seek from the people around 
them and they did not know the proper way to leam. Clearly, this is an evidence of 
missed opportunities in the way that the participants did not grasp the chances that 
they had (e.g.. Sun did not seek his siblings' help, and Kristy did not ask her 
neighbour to help her with her English), and that the English teachers failed to offer 
help by the time when the participants had the thought of improving their English. In 
fact, the language learning experiences of these participants would have been very 
different, had they been taught how to set realistic goals for themselves. According to 
Wlodkowski (1999)，goal setting could help learners by making them feel "more 
control." Thus, it could enable them to evaluate and get prepared for the factors that 
may hinder their success, as well as prevent them from having "an unrealistic 
expectation” which may lead to the experience of "self-defeat" and the 
overwhelming feeling that they were just wasting their time (Wlodkowski, 1999，p. 
161). 
In sum, the following were the difficulties the participants faced in their English 
learning in school: a stressful English learning environment; embarrassment and 
physical punishment used by the English teachers in the classroom; the failure to set 
academic goals or acquire learning strategies; lack of practical help, emotional 
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support, encouragement, recognition for their efforts made in their studies by their 
teachers, as well as their failure to understand their learning difficulties. 
6.2.3 Difficulties faced in community 
All the participants in the present study reported that as school kids, English 
was "invisible" in their community, and they could not see any connection between 
the language and their daily lives. It was almost impossible for them to have a chance 
to interact with native speakers of English in their community, except Eva who 
recalled that she once saw a secondary student using English to answer questions 
from a tourist. This absence of the use of the language in the community, or the lack 
of chance to interact or communicate with native English speakers failed to foster an 
encouraging environment for the participants to develop an integrative motivation to 
leam the language. 
In fact, the lack of chance to interact with native speakers of the target 
language is common for language learners in many EFL settings. However, many 
EFL learners could still achieve an intermediate or advanced level of proficiency in 
the target language, as they were driven by instrumental motivation. In the present 
study, the participants seemed to have shown little or no awareness of the 
instrumental value of English, except Pam who had mentioned that she once wanted 
to improve her English, so that she could have a better job like one of her relatives 
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did. However, after experiencing failure in her attempt to improve her English, she 
quickly gave up. For others, English was perceived as an academic subject, one 
which they would not study if they had a choice. Not being able to see or to 
understand the practicality of English even if they were told about it, some of them 
preferred to study other subjects with more pragmatic value. 
6.2.4 Impact on adult language learning experiences * 
Childhood is a time when self-concept is being formed, and each new learning 
experience may influence its development (MacKeracher, 2004). From the stories 
presented in Chapters Four and Five, it was clear that the participants did not have a 
successful language learning experience in school. Instead, they were often 
embarrassed, ridiculed, and punished by their English teachers to varying degrees. 
Price (1991) has noted that students who are unsuccessftil in language learning tend 
to have a lower self-esteem than those successful ones, as their self-esteem may be 
damaged when they find themselves competent in their LI but inadequate in their L2. 
With the negative language learning experiences the participants have had in 
childhood, it was not surprising to see that they did not have a high global or 
situational self-esteem as a child, and such kind of self-concept still persisted in their 
adulthood. 
Signs of low self-esteem could be observed in the participants during the 
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interviews. Generally, they did not have any confidence in their use of English before 
learning the language in the night school, or at the early stage of it. They doubted 
their abilities to answer questions from the instructors in the night school, and would 
simply reply that they did not know the answer if they were not sure about it, instead 
of taking risks. They would avoid participating in class, and very often, the strategy 
they adopted was "to avoid having any eye contact with the instructor," when 
questions were asked. Oxford and Ehrman (1995) stated that a low self-esteem of the 
language learners would influence their language learning in the way that it would 
determine the amount of effort the learner is going to make, and the risk s/he is going 
to take during the process of language learning. Besides, the participants' avoidance 
of risk-taking and participation in class could also be interpreted as evidence of the 
social or language anxiety which was developed in their learning experiences in 
childhood. 
According to Cross (1981), it is common for adult learners with poor 
educational backgrounds to show a lack of interest or confidence in learning, as they 
did not expect to succeed. It is because in their past learning experiences, they often 
experienced failures and the pain brought along with it, instead of success (Cross, 
1981). MacKeracher (2004) also addressed the important role of past experience both 
"as a base for new learning and as an unavoidable potential obstacle" (p. 40). In the 
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present study, it seemed that the past learning experiences of the participants served 
more like an obstacle than a base for their English learning in adulthood, which could 
be partly reflected in the feelings they had when they first returned to the English 
classroom in adulthood. 
When the participants recalled the details about the first day of their class in 
the night school, all of them expressed worries about not being able to catch up with 
the progress of the class, not being able to understand what was being taught, or fear 
of being embarrassed in front of others in the classroom. 
Though these worries and concerns could be explained in terms of the concept 
of "face," which is of great significance in traditional Chinese culture, it is also 
equally possible that such worries were related to the negative attitudes they had 
towards the English classroom in their formal school. Their bad memories were still 
present. Their fear and negative attitudes towards the English teachers in formal 
school could also be contrasted with the surprise and satisfaction they felt with the 
instructors in the night school. Several times in the interviews, they remarked that 
they were very happy about the teacher-student relationship in the night school, that 
the instructors were different from that in formal schools, who were often 
"demanding," "unfriendly," and "harsh." Indeed, it took a lot of time, effort, and 
support from many people before the participants could be transformed into more 
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self-confident adults through their language learning experiences in the night school. 
The following sections discuss more details about their journeys of transformation. 
6.3 Guiding Question Two: 
What motivated the participants to leam English as adults, after having left the 
English classroom for a long time? What were their investments in learning the 
language? 
When the participants were in their childhood, they were not motivated, or in 
Deci and Ryan's (1985) term "amotivated," in their learning of English. Of course, 
like what Vallerand and Ratelle (2002) suggested, this could be a result of their 
feeling that they were not competent and had little control over their own studies. 
Besides, their amotivation was also related to the lack of practical help and emotional 
support from their family and teachers. Their cognitive and affective immaturity also 
blinded them from being able to see the importance of English and lack the 
persistence to improve it. 
Shoaib and Domyei (2004) adopted a qualitative approach to conduct a study 
which involved 25 adult students aged between 18 to 34. Through in-depth 
interviews, their study investigated how their participants' language learning 
motivation ch^ged over twenty years. Similar to their findings, the participants in 
the present study also found that as they became more mature, they gradually noticed 
the importance of English in the real world, and became more interested in learning it. 
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The following sections discuss the factors that motivated the four participants in the 
present study to make an effort to pick up English again, after having been away 
from formal school for at least twenty years. 
6.3.1 Motivation to return to the English classroom in adulthood 
Unlike their English learning experiences in childhood, all the participants 
were driven by an intrinsic motivation to improve their language as adults. For Sun, 
he took his first part-time English course because he got a job in a US-based 
company. For Kristy and Eva, one of the reasons for their taking courses in the night 
school was because they began to have more free time on their own, when their 
children were old enough to take care of themselves. For Pam, she was literally 
driven to the night school by chance by a bus driver on her way home one day; 
nonetheless, she became highly motivated to learn English after she enrolled in the 
course. 
Nearly all the participants, except Eva, were driven by instrumental motivation 
when they first started taking the part-time English course in their adulthood. Sun, 
Kristy, and Pam all believed that better English could bring them better job 
opportunities, making them more competitive in the workplace. 
Being a full-time housewife, Eva had no concern about her competitiveness in 
the workplace. As she revealed in the interviews, she returned to the English 
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classroom to "realize" her dream. She mentioned that 20% of her motivation came 
from her desire to be able to communicate with native speakers in case she was asked 
directions in the street, and the other 80% came from Miss Tong, a role model whom 
she both loved and hated. She also regarded her affinity or positive attitudes towards 
English and its culture as part of the reasons for her taking part-time English courses 
in adulthood. Therefore, it was largely integrative motivation which drove her to 
leam English as an adult. In fact, Pam had also mentioned that she admired the 
beautiful English of her teacher when she was in school. As an adult, she would like 
to improve her English, so that she could make friends with native English speakers. 
These could also be regarded as integrative motivation, though she was mainly 
instrumentally motivated to leam the language. 
Therefore, it was instrumental motivation which drove most of them to take 
their first English language course in adulthood; though a combination of different 
motivational factors had contributed to their perseverance in mastering the language 
as time passed by. 
6.3.2 Investment in English learning 
Similar to their language learning experiences in childhood, the participants' 
attitudes towards English and motivation to leam it in adulthood were largely related 
to their family, school，and community. Before discussing how these factors 
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influence their language learning experiences, it would be helpful to look at their 
investment in English learning. 
As adults, all the participants were willing to invest a lot of time and money on 
their language learning. According to them, they would enroll in any English courses 
as long as the courses were suitable and good for them, and the tuition fees were 
affordable. 
Apart from money, they had also been actively improving their language skills 
as adult learners of English. Sun described himself as having "200% enthusiasm and 
eagerness" to leam English. He changed his job some time later after he enrolled in 
the F.3 part-time English course and worked in Mainland China. Despite his busy 
schedule, he insisted on coming back to Hong Kong twice a week to attend the 
English classes in the night school, and continued to do so for about half a year. 
Kristy tried to grasp every chance in her daily life to use the language, and she even 
formed a study group together with Eva and another classmate she met in the night 
school. Not being able to afford additional learning materials in her childhood, Eva 
filled a bookshelf with English textbooks and grammar exercise books before she 
started her first lesson in the night school. According to her, she spent more than ten 
hours a day to practice her English when she first took her part-time English course, 
and insisted to do so for a year. Pam, like Kristy and Eva, spent a lot of time on her 
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revision, and grasped every chance in her daily life to use the language. Being 
influenced by the English instructor these women met in their F. 4 part-time English 
class, they often went to the public library to borrow English books to read. 
As the participants began to devote more and more time to learning the 
language, and received positive feedback for the efforts they made, they gradually 
experienced a sense of success and satisfaction. Unlike the language experiences 
they had had in their childhood, those in their adulthood was far more rewarding. 
Since language learning motivation in adult learners is positively correlated with 
their "expectancy of success" (Oxford & Ehrman，1995, p. 363), the positive 
feedback and the sense of success they experienced could help them achieve 
"optimal motivation" (Oxford & Ehrman，1995, p.363). It made them become more 
confident that they would eventually succeed with the efforts they made. 
Besides, the relaxed, comfortable and safe environment in the English 
classroom in the night school, where there were rarely any threats of self or face 
brought about by their English teachers, also facilitated their learning. As grownups, 
they were able to set goals for themselves, and choose the learning style or strategy 
that suit them best. Together with the cognitive maturity they developed, they could 
leam the language much better than in formal school. Kristy, Eva, and Pam had also 
developed an integrative motivation through the extensive reading of English story 
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books. They were eager to leam more about English history and Western cultures. An 
affinity with the target language and culture had been developed through their 
increased exposure to English. 
Knowles (1990) viewed adult learners as internally motivated to leam in order 
to increase their job satisfaction, to create a better self-image, and to improve their 
life quality. Beder and Valentine (1990) also noted the importance of "social roles" in 
relation with the motivation of adult learners. The findings in the present study were 
in line with these concepts; however, they could be best understood using the concept 
of investment. 
According to Norton (2000), investment is "a complex social history and 
multiple desires" that the language learner has when s/he is learning the language 
(p. 11). The learners would be considered as investing in a second language, if they 
leam the language because they know that there would be "a good return on that 
investment" (Norton, 2000, p. 10). They could then "acquire a wider range of 
symbolic and material resources," which will "increase the value of their cultural 
capital" and would be otherwise "unattainable" to them (Peirce, 1995, p. 17). 
This concept best describe the situation of Pam in the present study. She 
started to read the simplified versions of classic English literary works, after being 
encouraged by her F.4 English instructor in the night school. Through reading these 
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books, she felt happy that she had created a better image for herself, as she was able 
to "feel easy to talk about Charles Dickens's Oliver Twist or A Christmas Carol''' 
Believing that men took pride in having a girlfriend whom they could "show off," it 
is possible that she was happy because with her improved cultural capital, her image 
was also improved, making herself a "better" girlfriend. In Norton's (2000) terms, 
Pam experienced a "good return" for the "investment" she made in the second 
language and in her "cultural capital." 
Norton (1997) also regarded the language learners' investment in the target 
language as an investment in their social identities, as the learners are "constantly 
organizing and reorganizing a sense of who they are and how they relate to the social 
world" when they are interacting with the speakers of the target language (p. 11). She 
used Martina, one of the immigrant women in her study, as an example to illustrate 
how Martina's social identity as a primary caregiver in the family influenced her 
investment in English. Seeing the importance of English in Canada, Martina wanted 
to leam English well so as to be a better parent who could take care of her children in 
an English-speaking community. 
Though the present study was conducted in an EFL context, where there had 
been no pressure for the participants to leam English in order to take care of 
themselves and their families, the participants' roles as parents did influence their 
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investment in English learning to a large extent. 
All the participants, except Pam, had children who were in school at the time 
of the study. During the interviews, Sun, Kristy, and Eva mentioned that they saw 
themselves as having an important role in their children's education or learning of 
English, and wanted to assume the role as tutors for their children. They would 
participate in the English learning activities with their children, and discuss questions 
about the language with them. For Kristy and Eva, since their children were 
secondary students, the level of their English course was sometimes similar to that of 
their sons. Therefore, they could practice their English with their children after they 
enrolled in part-time English courses. As indicated from the survey, they wanted to 
impress their children by working hard on their English. Through discussing the 
English homework with their children, they found that there were more conversation 
topics they could share with them. In addition, they could also develop new ideas and 
teaching skills, as well as gain a sense of personal satisfaction, through developing 
their children's cognitive abilities (Shumow, 1998). This sense of satisfaction was 
one of the reasons for the participants' investment in learning English. 
For Eva, apart from her role as an English tutor for her sons, she also played 
the role of translator for her husband, who stopped schooling at the primary level and 
could not speak English. As she recalled in the interview, she felt very happy when 
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she could serve as a translator for her husband in their trips to countries where 
Cantonese or Mandarin was not used. Therefore, in addition to her desire to realize 
her dream, the social roles as a tutor for her sons and translator for her husband made 
her invest in learning the language. 
6.4 Guiding Question Three: 
How did the participants' learning of English as adults impact on them? 
Apart from having their English language skills improved, language learning 
experiences in adulthood also had a positive impact on the participants in different 
aspects. They and the people around them were able to perceive the changes in the 
participants themselves after they took part-time English courses in the night school. 
These individuals were able to reach beyond the boundaries of their past low 
self-esteem or situational esteem, to grow and develop, and become more 
empowered during the learning process. 
Mezirow (1991, 1995) defined transformative learning as the changes in 
meaning schemes and meaning perspectives. Clark (1993) saw it as a "dramatic, 
fundamental change in the way we see ourselves and the world in which we live" (p. 
47). The findings in the present study suggested that the participants perceived 
themselves and the world around them differently, after learning English in the night 
school. They had much better self-perceptions and better relationships with people 
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around them, which is an example of transformative learning. Clark (1993) remarked 
that the changes brought about by such kind of learning "have a significant 
importance on the learners' subsequent experiences," that the learners would be 
shaped during the process (p. 47). The participants in this study had also "shaped" 
themselves in the way that their self-concepts had changed to different extents. They 
found that they had become better people. According to MacKeracher (2004)，many 
adult educators considered the fostering of such a "personal growth along the path of 
development not taken in early adulthood" as one of the aims of transformative 
education (p. 153). 
6.4.1 Better Job Opportunities 
Three of the participants took the part-time English course for the possible 
benefits that better English skills could bring them in the workplace. As they had 
predicted, they found themselves more competent in their work, after learning 
English in the night school. 
For Sun, by the time of the study, he was invited by the Vice President of a 
US-based company to be the engineering director of the company's branch in 
Mainland China. Though he had not made any decision yet, he believed that his 
improved English skills had helped him get the offer. Instead of relying on a 
translator as he had in the past, he could now communicate directly with the Vice 
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President of that company, using simple English together with gestures and body 
language. 
For Kristy and Pam, although they had not received any new job offers at the 
moment, they had also found themselves more competitive, or less likely to be made 
redundant in the workplace. They also felt more confident to use the language in 
their work. 
The job offer that Sun had from the US-based company, the recognition of 
Kristy's language abilities from her boss, and the enhanced self-confidence of Pam 
about her competitiveness in the workplace all suggested that better English did 
bring the participants better job opportunities. 
6.4.2 Increase in Self-confidence and Confidence in Using English 
Not only did the participants have better job opportunities because of their 
improved English, they had also become more confident in using it, both in the 
workplace and in informal situations. 
According to Scarcella and Oxford (1992), a person can have a high global 
self-esteem while at the same time have a low situational self-esteem in particular 
contexts. This was the case for Sun and Kristy (which was also part of the reason 
why their stories were presented together in Chapter Four, with that of Eva and Pam 
in Chapter Five). As an adult, Sun and Kristy were quite confident about themselves 
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and had a quite high global self-esteem. They seldom doubted their abilities to do 
different things, except when it came to the use of English. The language learning 
experience in their adulthood had helped them boost their situational self-esteem in 
using the language. Sun had become much more confident with his English, and he 
even compared his success in learning the language in adulthood with China's 
success in launching the first maimed rocket Shenzhou VI in 2005. He was happy to 
recall that he could initiate conversations and talk happily with a Filipino lady he met 
on a trip. He also felt more competent with better skills in the target language. 
Kristy's enhanced situational self-esteem in using English could be reflected in 
the initiative she took to use the language to interact with the locals, when she 
traveled independently together with Pam to Thailand. As she recalled, before taking 
any language classes, she just relied on her friends or people around her to be her 
translator, and avoided communicating directly with the locals in countries where 
Cantonese or Mandarin could not be used. 
Such an increase in situational self-esteem in using English could also be 
observed in Eva and Pam. Before they took any part-time English course, they 
"dared not" to travel to countries other than those Cantonese or Mandarin-speaking 
ones. However, during these three years after Eva started learning the language in the 
night school, she had traveled to the UK, Thailand, and Japan with her husband. She 
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and her husband were no longer bound by language barriers, which had hindered 
them from traveling to places where Cantonese or Mandarin was not spoken in the 
past. Like what Pam described, English was like a "lucky charm" and "amulet," 
giving her (and other participants as well) a sense of security and more confidence to 
travel to other countries. Therefore, not only had the language learning experience 
boosted the participants' situational self-esteem, it had also opened up different life 
opportunities for them. Kristy, Eva, and Pam had become more confident about their 
abilities to handle different situations with their improved language skills. They had 
the courage to travel to places where they dared not to visit before. 
6.4.3 Better Self-perception 
Language is considered as a place where the learner's "sense of self and 
"subjectivity" is constructed (Peirce, 1995, p. 15). Through learning a new language, 
a person could have a chance to establish a new "self-portrait," which is particularly 
true when "the old self-image is laden with negative feelings" (Ehrman, 1999, p.79). 
Since unsuccessful language learners tend to have a lower self-esteem than those 
successful ones (Price, 1991)，it is not surprising that Eva and Pam did not have a 
very good self-perception before they learned English in the night school. In the 
present study, it was found that their sense of themselves had been reconstructed due 
to the transformative learning experiences in their adulthood. 
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Eva and Pam had been socialized by their mother that women can never 
outperform men, and did not merit receiving education since they were small. They 
seemed to have little control over their lives as girls. They did not have a say in their 
future, not even in deciding how much education they should receive. Though Eva 
was not forced to quit school, she did not receive much support from her family in 
her promotion to secondary school; while Pam was actually forced by her family to 
stop schooling and to go out to work for a living after her primary school graduation. 
Because of their poor education background, they felt inferior about 
themselves. Signs of "self-effacement" and "self-criticism" (Oxford, 1999) could be 
observed from Eva before she learned English again in her adulthood. During the 
interviews, she always described herself as "useless" because she thought that she 
was "just a housewife" and "know nothing." Being a full-time housewife, she had 
little to contribute to her family in terms of materialistic means. She felt "miserable" 
due to her perception that she did not have any strength except she was good at 
drinking and cooking. However, with her improved English, she found herself a new 
role as the English tutor for her sons and the translator for her husband. She also 
regarded her proficiency in the language as one of her strengths now, and had a much 
better, more positive self-perception. When asked about how she perceived her 
change after taking those part-time courses, she responded that she had become more 
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"educated." She was more patient, more polite, more understanding, and lost her 
temper much less easily. She was happy to see that with her improved English, she 
had become more like the "English version of Miss Tong," a role model whom had 
motivated her to leam English since her primary. 
For Pam, being the youngest daughter in a traditional Chiu Chow family, in 
which girls are considered to be "sit boon fo" (bad goods that could only be sold at a 
price lower than the cost), she received little attention from her parents, and was 
seldom recognized for her abilities. Despite her desire to continue with her education 
after primary school, she was not allowed to do so. She considered it a pity that she 
could not receive as much education as she wished, saying that, if possible, she 
would be willing to use two-thirds of her savings to exchange for a degree. She 
wanted to prove her abilities to her parents, even though they had already passed 
away. 
According to MacKeracher (2004)，empowerment refers to the growth in 
self-confidence, "feeling able to give voice to one's ideas," and feeling "in a 
confident maimer within relationships" (p. 220). Clearly, Eva and Pam were 
empowered through their transformative language learning experiences in adulthood. 
They had become more confident about themselves, and in the ways they interact 
with others. 
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6.4.4 Psychological Well-being 
To the surprise of the participants, they had found that the relationships they 
had with people around them were also improved because of their language learning 
experiences. All the participants were satisfied with the relationship they had with 
their classmates in the night school, which functioned as a study or support group. 
They helped and encouraged each other to leam English. Sun was given the 
nickname "Class Monitor" for his helpfulness and willingness to share with others 
the things he found useful in learning the language. He was even invited by some of 
the classmates to give a revision lesson one day, when the course tutor was too busy 
to give a lecture. 
Apart from the practical help the participants could get from the class, they had 
also developed friendship with other classmates they met in the night school. They 
were happy about the friendship they had with each other, and would share personal 
feelings and have deep talk with some of the friends. Gatherings outside the English 
class were organized from time to time, and the participants' families or friends 
would also sometimes be present. Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest that there was 
a bond developed among them, instead of just seeing each other as people whom 
they leam English together in the night school. 
Such a relationship contributed to the psychological well-being of the 
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participants in different ways. For Sun, the support he received from his classmates 
had further boosted his self-confidence, which could be partly reflected in his 
willingness to give that revision lesson to some of the class. He enjoyed being looked 
up to by his classmates, and wanted to live up to the name "Class Monitor," which he 
viewed as a symbol for outstanding performance in class. There were a few times in 
the interviews that he used the term "fans" to refer to his friends who were very 
supportive. The recognition he got from his friends in the night school made him feel 
respected and highly evaluated by others, fulfilling his "esteem needs," which is in 
the fourth level in Maslow's (1943) hierarchy of human needs (p. 381). In addition, 
the friendship shared by the group could also fulfill the "love needs" of its members 
(Maslow，1943，p. 381). 
For Kristy, Eva, and Pam, the group of friends they met in the night school 
functioned as more than a study group. It was a support group in which they could 
share different things or problems they had at home or in the workplace. This was 
especially important for Pam, as she remarked in the interview that when people got 
older, it was more difficult to make new friends. She did not prefer to reveal very 
much about herself to her colleagues at work, thinking that it would be better for her 
not to bring too many personal matters into the workplace. Having only a few close 
friends who were living overseas, she found this group of friends she met in the night 
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school important, as she could share and talk freely about her personal feelings with 
them. 
Through listening to the hardship that her classmates had in the workplace, 
Eva got to know more about the difficulties her husband might have faced in his 
work. Therefore, she became more understanding and considerate of her husband, 
and lost her temper much less easily than she did before. With her improved English 
skills, she had more conversation topics which she could share with her sons, and 
their parent-child relationship had also improved. Such an improvement in the 
parent-child relationship was also found in Kristy's case. 
In fact, the sharing of personal feelings, views, and experiences could also be 
perceived as a chance for the participants to develop their skills in listening to others, 
and accepting different points of views. Eva had mentioned that she had become 
more open to different ideas after meeting her friends in the night school. Sometimes， 
though she might not be able to totally agree with her classmates, she would still try 
to be patient to listen to them，trying to put herself into their shoes, figuring out why 
they would think in such a way. She also benefited from this of kind experience in 
the way that she found herself become more understanding and tried to think from 
her husband or sons' perspectives whenever they had confrontations at home. 
Through the sharing of personal experiences, "social linkages" could be 
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developed (Wilhelmson, 2002, p. 20). Such kind of "safe sharing of experiences，，has 
been found to be essential for developing the "competence" for transformative 
learning (Wilhelmson, 2002，p. 20). It was because during the transformation brought 
about by the learning experience in adulthood, the learner's self-concept is subjected 
to threats of "fragmentation" or "disconfirmation" (MacKeracher, 2004). Therefore, 
the relationships with "like-minded persons" could facilitate the "management of the 
threatening experience of transformation," since "an outer stability" could be 
obtained when "the inner sense of stability is shaky" (Wilhelmson, 2002, 192). 
The participants had benefited from their language learning experiences in 
adulthood in multiple ways. Their relationship with their family was improved，their 
social circles were enlarged, they had become more open to different ideas, and they 
had also obtained the emotional support they needed for their transformative learning 
experiences. 
6.5 Implications 
The study also has practical implications for adult EFL learners and instructors, 
as well as EFL school teachers. 
6.5.1 For Adult EFL Learners 
The findings seem to suggest that the formation of a social network and 
openness in attitudes during class discussions are important for an enjoyable 
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language learning experience in the night school. 
All the participants in the present study regarded the harmonious and satisfying 
relationships they had with their classmates and course instructors as one of the 
factors contributing to their enjoyment in language learning experiences in the night 
school. With a group of classmates supporting and helping each other during the 
process of learning, they felt that they were not alone, but had a support group with 
whom they could share feelings and thoughts. This finding is coherent with Clement, 
Domyei, and Noels' (1994) view that with "group cohesion," the learners tend to 
evaluate their learning environment positively, which is a "motivational subsystem 
independent of integrative motivation and self-confidence," and could enhance the 
learner's self-confidence in learning or using the language (p. 442). Such kind of 
cohesiveness is considered of significant importance in the Chinese setting, as the 
learning of L2 in this context mainly takes place in the classroom (Wen & Clement, 
2003). Therefore, through participating in the group, an "emotional satisfaction" 
could be obtained, which is essential in making the L2 learners willing to practice the 
target language (Wen & Clement, 2003，p. 27). 
In addition to psychological well-being, having a good relationship with the 
classmates also helps create a relaxing learning environment in which adult learners 
were less concerned about losing face, or feeling stressed or embarrassed to ask or 
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answer questions. All the participants recalled in the interviews that they were quite 
worried about being asked to speak in class at the beginning of the course, for the 
fear that they would be laughed at or looked down upon by others because of their 
language proficiencies. In fact, this is a common phenomenon in the Chinese 
classroom, as the problem of face is the major concern of many learners (Yang, 
1981). Face protection is especially important for Chinese EFL learners in an L2 
learning classroom (Wen & Clement, 2003). Therefore, the Chinese EFL learners are 
particularly concerned about how to manage their impressions, to protect their face, 
to get accepted in class, to avoid being punished, embarrassed, rejected, ridiculed, or 
having conflicts with others in the classroom (Yang, 1981). Such kind of worries 
could also be observed in the participants of this study. To avoid getting themselves 
under the spotlight in class, nearly all of them mentioned about the strategy of 
avoiding having eye contact with the course instructor when questions were asked. 
This avoidance could be an indication of the stress they had experienced at the 
beginning of the course. 
Brislin (1993) suggested that with the support from people around, one's stress 
could be reduced, as those people could serve as a buffer for the stressful event. Thus, 
having a group of friends learning English together in the classroom might be able to 
help the adult EFL learners to overcome the stress. In fact, all the participants noted 
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that they had gradually become more and more used to speaking English in class, as 
they knew each other better and better. When sharing about their experiences of how 
they overcame their reluctance in speaking up in class and the worries about losing 
face, they responded that it is important to have an idea that it is natural to make 
mistakes during the learning process, and they are not the only one who could not get 
the correct answer, even if they made mistakes. Based on her experiences, Pam also 
thought that it would be helpful if the adult learner is willing to take an active role in 
making friends with his/her classmates outside class. According to her，when people 
know that the adult learner is an outgoing and outspoken person by nature, then s/he 
will be more easily accepted when s/he wants to express his/her opinions in class. 
When asked what advice they would give to adult learners of English who had 
a similar background to theirs, all participants responded that it was important for the 
learners to open themselves up and be more active in class. Through participating in 
class discussions, not only could they leam from the questions raised or answered by 
their classmates, but also develop their confidence in using English, particularly the 
spoken language. 
6.5.2 For Instructors of Adult EFL Learners 
Teaching is a two-directional process, involving both the instructor and the 
learners. Therefore, the following discussion about steps instructors of adult EFL 
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learners can take to facilitate the language learning of their students are divided into 
two sections: The first part focuses on the possible personal qualities of a good 
instructor, and the second part focuses on the learners' needs and the teaching 
strategies the instructors could adopt. 
6.5.21 The Potential Personal Qualities of a Good Instructor for Adult EFL 
Learners 
The dropout phenomenon is a big headache for many instructors of adult 
learners. Since the decision of going back to a classroom in adulthood is very often a 
voluntary one, the adult learners may dropout from the course anytime they like. 
Despite "the lack of theory-based" research in this area of adult education, 
Darkenwald and Gavin (1987) suggested research in school settings has indicated 
that learners tend to be dissatisfied when there are discrepancies between their 
expectation of the classroom environment and their actual experience in it, which is 
the "most potent predictors of dropout" (p. 155). Besides, Boshier (1973) also stated 
that the degree of "congruence both within the participant and between the 
participant and his education environment" is in relation with the dropout rate 
(p.256). When the learners find that there are large discrepancies between the 
relationship they have with their ideal selves, their teacher, or with other students, 
they tend to dropout more easily (Boshier, 1973). However, there are always large 
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gaps between the teachers' perceptions of "the ideal and actual classroom 
environment" and that of the students' (Darkenwald & Gavin, 1987，p. 162). 
Therefore, it would be helpful to have a look at what the participants in the present 
study were looking for in their teachers and in the English classroom. 
The participants in the present study were happy with the teacher-student 
relationship in the night school. When asked to compare the teachers they had in 
formal schools with those in the night school, they responded that the former were 
much more friendly and enthusiastic about teaching than the ones they had met in 
formal schools. As they mentioned in the interview, they had little knowledge about 
the personal aspect of their formal school teachers. They may not have even known 
the full names of some of the teachers in their formal schools. There had been very 
little communication between teachers and students in their learning experiences in 
childhood. Therefore, they were happy that the instructors they met in the night 
school were more friendly, and willing to interact with the students during or outside 
class. Besides, they also found that the instructors in the night school were much less 
demanding and harsh than those in formal schools. They were more supportive, and 
enthusiastic about their teaching. They were impressed by some of the instructors' 
serious attitudes towards teaching, and their knowledge in the field. 
Therefore, friendliness, enthusiasm about teaching, knowledge in the field， 
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and a warm and supportive attitude towards students' learning were the qualities the 
participants in the present study looked for in their course instructors. It is also 
important for the course instructors to respect and treat their students as adults, 
instead of seeing them as school children. Wilhelmson (2002) summarized the list of 
potential personal qualities found in other studies which focused on "how to be a 
good teacher": 
Trustworthiness, empathy, care, authenticity, sincerity, high 
integrity, involvement - giving confidence in the learner, 
personal self-disclosure, ability to work through emotions 
before critical reflection，ask for feedback for self-assessment, 
create hands-on learning activities, solitude for self-dialogue 
(194). 
Darkenwald and Gavin (1987) suggested that students tend to leam better in a 
classroom where there is "a climate high on friendly social relations and mutual 
support" (P. 160). MacKeracher (2004) also stated that by having a positive 
relationship with the instructor and the classmates, the learner will feel secure and be 
willing to take risks, which is important in language learning. 
In short, teacher immediacy and the indication of "cooperative intentions to 
help adults leam" (Wlodkowski, 1999, p. 137) are the most important potential 
behaviours of a good teacher of adult learners. 
Then, what can the instructors do to help adults leam? The following section 
provides some suggestions. 
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6.5.2.2 Adult EFL Learners ‘ Needs and Appropriate Teaching 
When asked to compare their language learning experiences in childhood and 
adulthood, all the participants responded that they found it much more satisfying and 
pleasant to leam English in the night school. According to them, this was due to 
several factors: it was their voluntary decision to take the part-time courses and 
enroll in a course suitable for them; they had good relationships with the teachers and 
classmates in the night school; and they could also see improvements in their 
language skills after taking the part-time course. These comments could be related to 
Boshier's (1973) comments about the dropout phenomenon and discrepancies 
between the expectations of the learner's relationship with his/her ideal self, with the 
teacher, and with other classmates. The perseverance the participants demonstrated in 
their learning of English in the night school could also be understood as the 
satisfaction they got in these aspects. Their voluntary decision to take the course and 
choose which level of course to enroll in could be seen as some signs of learner 
autonomy. The positive feedback they got from the efforts they made increased their 
"expectancy of success" (Oxford & Ehrman, 1995). The satisfaction that the 
participants had in relationships with their instructor and classmates also played an 
important motivating role in sustaining their language learning. 
Since learner autonomy and expectancy of success could be related to the 
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teaching styles of the instructor, these two aspects will be the focus of the next 
section. 
Adults are considered to bring to the classroom their own life experiences, 
which will influence the type of knowledge they want to gain and their learning 
styles (Knowles, 1980; Mezirow, 1981，1985, 1989). Studies (e.g., Tough, 1979; 
MacKeracher, 2004) have shown that adults can leam best when they are given 
opportunities to set learning goals for themselves, which are in line with their 
self-concept and ideal self. Therefore, it is suggested that if learners are 
"empowered" and can "have control over their activities," they would become more 
involved in the learning process, and could enjoy it, while "generating knowledge 
that is not fractured" (Granott, 1998, p. 29). 
In fact, the findings of the present study also suggest that the participants 
learned better when they were given a chance to take part in deciding what they were 
going to leam in the class. During the interviews, some of them talked about the 
details of their F.4 English class. Since they were using textbooks targeted at 
secondary students, the topics covered may be considered "too naive" for adults. For 
example, they had oral role play practice with the topic of organizing a fun fair day 
in school, as well as composition topics like “If I were a little fairy..." Some of the 
participants could not help laughing at and making fun of these topics as they 
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recalled them in their lessons. They were glad that their F.4 English tutor was flexible 
and asked them to suggest the topics they liked to do the oral practice or to write on. 
This flexibility, which could be perceived as a form of learner autonomy, was 
appreciated by the participants. They were happy and enjoyed having oral discussion 
on the topic of planning a short trip to Macau (which they actually organized later), 
and to write on the topic "If I won a million dollars..." This example confirmed 
Oxford and Shearin's (1996) idea that to motivate learners, the learning goals should 
be based on their interests and needs, and the teacher's role should be that of a 
facilitator. 
However, though the F.4 instructor's flexibility was appreciated in the above 
examples, he was also criticized by some of the participants for his failure to 
understand their needs. In the Hong Kong education system, the R4 syllabus is part 
of the HKCEE. Therefore, the course content was quite different from what they had 
in English at junior form level, but an examination-oriented one. Some of the 
participants actually complained during the interview that they did not know why 
their F.4 course instructor always insisted on making them do the exam-drilling 
exercise, while only a very few of the class had plans to sit for the public exam. 
According to them, sometimes they completed the homework just for the sake of 
showing respect and "giving face" to the course instructor. It is reasonable to suggest 
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that they may not be able to leam as efficiently as the instructor wished. 
Clearly, there had been a mismatch in the objectives of the English course 
pursued by the participants and their F.4 instructor. Instead of preparing for the 
public examination, the majority of the class took the course to build a better 
foundation for their English. Thus, it is important for the instructor to understand the 
learners' needs, and to let them know the reasons for them to participate in those 
learning activities, but not just focus on the transmission of knowledge. This is also 
coherent with Wlodkowski's (1999) view of the importance of giving the "rationale" 
for "mandatory assignments," if there is such a need (p. 137). 
Besides, it would also be helpful if the instructors could make an effort to 
understand more about their students' interests, needs, and goals, in order to make 
them more involved in class, finding the learning experience more enjoyable. 
The participants revealed that they were most concerned about improving their 
communicative skills and fluency in English, so that they could use it in their daily 
lives or in the workplace. Littlewood and Liu's (1996) study, which involved 2,156 
undergraduates in four universities in Hong Kong, also revealed that adult learners 
preferred to leam English in an active and commutative way, and they were more 
concerned about improving their language fluency than improving their grammar or 
vocabulary knowledge. Though the participants in the present study were taking 
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English courses at a different level with those university students in Littlewood and 
Liu's (1996) study, they shared similar views with them in this aspect. 
The participants in the present study also appreciated the alternative ways of 
learning English (e.g., listening to English songs, reading English story books) their 
instructors in the night school introduced to them, saying that they had not been 
taught about these when they were in formal schools. Though these learning methods 
are not really "new" ones, they were new to the participants in the present study. 
Kennedy (2002b) also remarked that Hong Kong adult learners are "receptive to new 
modes of learning" (p. 430), even if those modes are different from what they had in 
formal schools. As long as they are given enough time to be familiar with the new 
modes of learning and build up their confidence in learning through the new styles 
and methods, they could also leam well (Kennedy, 2002b). 
The learner's expectancy of success is found to be positively correlated with 
their language learning motivation (Oxford & Ehrman，1995). The findings in this 
study also suggested that the participants become more motivated when they 
received encouragement from their instructors in the night school, or getting good 
grades in their homework. One of them even mentioned that she had once doubted 
whether or not she should be promoted to the F.4 English course, as she was worried 
about not being able to catch up with other students in this level. With the support 
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and recognition of her abilities from the tutor and other classmates, she chose to be 
promoted to F.4, instead of repeating the F.3 English course. From this example, it 
could be deduced that a realistic assessment (Oxford, 1990) and continual feedback 
(Wlodkowski, 1999) on the learner's progress could help the learner have a better 
understanding of their learning situation, and the expectancy of success or avoidance 
of unrealistic expectation may be made possible. 
In addition to helping adult learners to leam better by adopting teaching 
strategies that foster the development of learner autonomy and their expectancy of 
success, adult educators can also create a positive and warm classroom environment. 
Krashen (1982) commented that an adult could still be an "excellent acquirer�” if 
his/her affective filter is low, and his/her "linguistic needs (comprehensible input)" 
and affective needs could be both satisfied in the language learning classroom (p. 
217). A “positive mental state" in which there is "laughter" during lessons 
(MacKeracher, 2004，p. 92)，and a "supportive climate" (Wen & Clement, 2003，p. 
27) are considered factors that could facilitate effective learning in adults. Therefore, 
a small class size in which there are more interactions between the teacher and 
students, and among the students themselves during class, is considered to be able to 
enhance effective learning in adult students (Wen & Clement，2003). 
Drawing from theories of second language learning motivation, Oxford and 
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Shearin (1996) listed several ways in which L2 teachers could help their students 
leam, including: identifying the learners' reasons to leam the language, helping them 
to shape their perceptions about past success or failures in language learning, 
demonstrating to them that L2 learning can be an exciting mental activity, creating a 
welcoming classroom for the learners. These were found to be relevant in the present 
study. 
6.5.3 For Formal School English Teachers 
As discussed in Guiding Question One, the difficulties that the participants had 
in their childhood English learning experiences that related to their teachers: their 
fear for the teachers, and the lack of understanding of their learning difficulties， 
practical help, and emotional support from their teachers. 
Therefore, it is important for teachers to provide emotional support together 
with practical help for the school children. The children should be shown, instead of 
merely told, about the importance of English in the real world. Students should also 
be taught to set a clear and realistic academic goal for themselves. This is because 
goal-setting is found to be important for good performance in the learning process, 
through which attention and action could be focused, energy can be mobilized, and 
persistence could also be prolonged with a clear goal (Oxford & Shearin，1996). 
School teachers could consider making some changes in their teaching styles, 
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especially if they are used to playing an "authoritative role" which is common in 
Chinese classrooms, since such a role may hinder the students from actively 
participating in class (Wen & Clement，2003). Teachers could also avoid being 
completely driven by the textbooks in their lessons, but to focus more on the needs 
and abilities of the students. This could help prevent the students from becoming 
afraid of the language, or even associating it with examinations, pressure，and 
disappointment. It is also important for teachers to show their involvement, which 
could help the students to leam the second language better (Wen & Clement, 2003). 
With a satisfying and pleasant language learning experience in childhood, 
students would leam the language better, and the dropout rate would also decrease. 
This is a positive cycle in the way that if children could leam English better in an 
encouraging environment in school, when they grow up, they could become better 
parents with better English and teach their children the language. 
6.6 Limitations of the Present Study 
The present study has several limitations. First, since transformation is an 
on-going process, it would have been ideal if the present study could have actually 
followed the adult learners for a longer period of time. However, due to the limited 
time span of the study, this was not feasible. 
Since this study was largely retrospective in nature, it might have been difficult 
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for some participants to accurately recall details of their language learning 
experiences in childhood. Though the order of questions in the interview protocols 
was specially designed to help them recall things that happened in their language 
learning experiences from childhood to adulthood, it was impossible for them to 
recall every detail. Besides, due to the limited free time of the participants, journal 
writing could not be used as an additional method to collect more information about 
the participants' language learning experiences. This would have provided a useful 
means of triangulation. 
The influence of family, school, and community on the childhood and 
adulthood language learning of the participants was the focus of the present study. 
Therefore, if the parents, siblings or classmates could have been interviewed, it 
would have contributed to a better understanding of the participants' language 
learning experiences, enabling information collected from different sources of 
informants to be triangulated. This would have lead to a higher degree of reliability 
and validity of the findings. However, this was impossible due to the difficulties of 
gaining access to these people. 
6.7 Suggestions for Future Study 
A longitudinal study of the transformation brought about by language learning 
experiences in adulthood would provide a more holistic picture of the phenomenon. 
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Provided that the participants have enough free time and posses a certain level of 
writing proficiency in either their LI or L2, it would be very helpful if journal 
writing could be used as one of the data collection methods. Alternatively, they could 
keep an oral diary in which they record their experiences in a recording device such 
as an MP3 recorder. Through these reflective accounts (written or oral), the 
participants could have more time to think about their own language learning 
experiences without pressure. It would also add an important element of triangulation 
and be very useful in stimulated recall sessions, prompting the participants to discuss 
issues that they raised in their journals. 
The three women in the present study seemed to have experienced a larger 
degree of transformation through learning English in the night school. This may be 
related to the traditional roles assumed by women in society, which are usually given 
a lower status than men's. Therefore, further studies could be conducted with the 
focus on Chinese women from different age groups. 
Since adults bring with them their past experiences and their established 
self-concepts to the language classroom, the difference in social roles may play an 
important role. Studies of a similar nature could be also carried out with different 
populations (e.g., including more participants from different ages, with different 
socioeconomic, education, and family backgrounds, etc). 
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Appendix A Questionnaire - Before Taking Any Adult English Language 
Course (English Version) 
Name: Code: 
Please indicate your answer by circling the number in the appropriate column. 
1. How frequently did you carry out the following activities in English 
BEFORE you took any adult English Language Course? 
Very Often Sometimes Rarely Never 
Often 
a. Watched TV programmes 1 2 3 4 5 
b. Listened to the radio 1 2 3 4 5 
c. Listened to songs 1 2 3 4 5 
d. Read newspapers and 1 2 3 4 5 
magazines 
e. Read novels 1 2 3 4 5 
f. Read library books in 1 2 3 4 5 
English 
g. Did grammar exercise 1 2 3 4 5 
h. Spoke with friends 1 2 3 4 5 
i. Surfed the Internet 1 2 3 4 5 
j. Watched videos/ DVDs/ 1 2 3 4 5 
VCDs 
k. Talked to people in shops 1 2 3 4 5 
1. Talked on the phone 1 2 3 4 5 
m. Wrote emails to friends 1 2 3 4 5 
n. Read emails from friends 1 2 3 4 5 
o. Wrote personal notes or 1 2 3 4 5 
letters 
p. I tried to use some English 1 2 3 4 5 
with my friends. 
q. I tried to use some English 1 2 3 4 5 
with strangers whom I 
thought might know 
English. 
References: 
Hyland, F. (2004). Learning autonomously: Contextualising out-of-class English 
language learning. Language Awareness, 13 (3)，180-202. 
286 
Freed, B. F., Dewey, D. P., Segalowitz, N.，& Halter，R. (2004). The language contact 
profile. SSLA, 26�349-356. 
2. Please indicate the extent to which you agreed or disagreed with each of the 
following statements BEFORE you took any adult English Language 
Course. 
Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly 
Agree Comment Disagree 
a. I used English everyday 1 2 3 4 5 
for a variety of social 
purposes. 
b. I felt comfortable when 1 2 3 4 5 
I used English in a 
social setting. 
c. I felt comfortable when 1 2 3 4 5 
I used English in public 
places (e.g., restaurants, 
shops, on the street, etc) 
d. I felt comfortable when 1 2 3 4 5 
I used English to answer 
questions from tourists. 
e. I felt comfortable when 1 2 3 4 5 
I used English with my 
friends. 
f. I felt comfortable when 1 2 3 4 5 
I used English with 
Cantonese speakers. 
g. I felt comfortable when 1 2 3 4 5 
I used English with 
non-Cantonese 
speakers. 
h. I looked for 1 2 3 4 5 
opportunities to use and 
improve my English in 
everyday life. 
i. I avoided using English 1 2 3 4 5 
.287 
except when it was 
really necessary. 
•adapted from Hyland, F. (2004). Learning Autonomously: Contextualising 
Out-of-class English Language Learning. Language Awareness, 13 (3), 180-202. 
3. Use of English In The Workplace BEFORE taking any adult English 
Language Course 
a) How frequently did you carry the following activities in English BEFORE 
you took any adult English Language Course? 
Very Often Sometimes Rarely Never N/A 
Often 
a. Attended meetings 1 2 3 4 5 6 
b. Spoke with 1 2 3 4 5 6 
colleagues 
c. Spoke with 1 2 3 4 5 6 
customers 
d. Wrote emails to 1 2 3 4 5 6 
colleagues 
e. Wrote emails to 1 2 3 4 5 6 
customers 
f. Read emails from 1 2 3 4 5 6 
colleagues 
g. Read emails from 1 2 3 4 5 6 
customers 
h. Write reports in 1 2 3 4 5 6 
English 
i. Fill in documents in 1 2 3 4 5 6 
English 
. 288 
b) Please indicate the extent to which you agreed or disagreed with each of 
the following statements BEFORE you took any adult English Language 
Course. 
Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly N/A 
Agree Comment Disagree 
a. I felt 1 2 3 4 5 6 
comfortable 
when I used 
English in my 
work. 
b. I felt 1 2 3 4 5 6 
comfortable 
when I used 
English with my 
colleagues. 
c. I felt 1 2 3 4 5 6 
comfortable 
when I used 
English with my 
customers. 
Thank you very much for your help! 
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Appendix B Questionnaire 一 Before Taking Any Adult English Language 






經 常 I 常 常 I 有 時 偶爾 從 『 
a .收看英語電視節目 1 2 — 3 4 5 
聽英語電台節目 ~ ~ i ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 3 4 ~ ~ 5 ~ ~ 
聽英文歌曲 _ 1 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 3 “ 4 5 
閱讀英文報章、雜誌 ~ ~ 1 2 一3 4 ~ ~ 5 
e. 閱讀英文小說 1 2 3 4 5 
昔閱公共圖書館的英文書 ~ 1 2 — 3 4 ~ 5 
g. 做英文文法練習 1 2 3 4 5 
I T " ! ^朋友用英文交談 1 2 — 3 4 5 ~ 
在互聯網上瀏覽英文網頁 1 “一 2 — 3 4 5 
T ~ ~看英文的錄影帶 / DVDs/ ^ ^ 1 2 3 4 5 
VCDs 
與商店裏的人用英文交談 i"一 2 ~ 3 4 5 
用英文講電話 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 2 — 3 4 5 
用英文寫電子郵件給朋友 — 1 —~ 2 ~ ~ 3 “ 4 5 — 
n . 閱 讀 朋 友 用 英 文 寫 的 電 子 郵 1 2 3 4 5 
件 
用英文寫私人的便條、信件 1 ""一 2 一 3 4 5 
用英文與朋友說話 ~ ~ i 2 一 3 4 5 ~ ~ 
q . 用 英 文 與 我 認 爲 可 能 懂 得 說 1 2 3 4 5 
英語的陌生人說話 I I I I I 
參考書目： 
Hyland, F. (2004). Learning autonomously: Contextualising out-of-class English 
language learning. Language Awareness, 13 (3), 180-202. 
Freed, B. R, Dewey, D. P•，Segalowitz, N., & Halter, R. (2004). The language contact 





R S 不同意 
a .我每天都使用英語進行不同 1 2 3 4 5 
種類的社交活動。 
b . 當 我 在 社 交 場 合 使 用 英 語 1 2 3 4 5 
時，我感到自在。‘ 
C . 當我在公共場所（例如：餐 ^ 1 2 3 4 5 
廳、商店、街道上）使用英語 
時，我感到自在。 
d . 當 我 使 用 英 語 解 答 遊 客 的 問 1 2 3 4 5 
題時，我感到自在。 
e . 當我與朋友使用英語時，我感 1 2 3 4 5 ^ 
到自在。 
f . 當 我 與 母 語 是 廣 東 話 的 人 使 1 2 3 4 5 
用英語時，我感到自在。 
g . 當 我 與 母 語 不 是 廣 東 話 的 人 1 2 3 4 5 
使用英語時，我感到自在。 
h . 我會在日常生活中尋找一些 ^ 1 2 3 4 5 ^ 
可以使用和改進自己英文的 
機會。 
i . 除非必要，否則我會儘量避免 1 2 3 4 5 
使用英語。 
* 改編自 Hyland, F. (2004). Learning autonomously: Contextualising out-of-class 





經 常 丨 常 常 I 有 時 I 偶 爾 從 不 不 ！ ^ 
a . 出席會議 1 2 " ~ 3 4 5 6 
與同事用英文交談 2 4 ^ 6 
與客戶用英文交談 2 ~ T ~ 4 6 
用英文寫電子郵件給同事 " ^ “ ― 2 " ~ 1 4 r ~ 6 
用英文寫電子郵件給客戶 _ 1 2 _ 3 4 5 6 
f .閱讀同事用英文寫的電子郵—1 2 3 4 5 6 ^ 
件 
g . 閱讀客戶用英文寫的電子郵 1 2 3 4 5 6 ~ 
件 
I T用英文寫報告 1 2 “ 3 4 5 6 — 
i .用英文塡寫文件 I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 
b)請指出於從圭修讀任何成人英語課程前’您對下列句子認同/不認同的 
程度： 
I 非 I 同 I 無 意 見 I 不 同 意 I 非 常 I 不 適 用 
常 意 不同意 
同 
a . 當我在工作中使用英語 — 1 2 3 4 5 6 
時，我感到自在。 
b . 當我與同事使用英語時， 1 2 3 4 5 6 
我感到自在。 
C . 當我與客戶使用英語時， 1 2 3 4 5 6 
我感到自在。 I I I 
• 謝謝您的幫忙！ 
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Appendix C Questionnaire - At The Present Stage (English Version) 
Name: Code: 
Please indicate your answer by circling the number in the appropriate column. 
1. How frequently do you carry out the following activities in English NOW? 
Very Often Sometimes Rarely Never 
Often 
a. Watch TV programmes 1 2 3 4 5 
b. Listen to the radio 1 2 3 4 5 
c. Listen to songs 1 2 3 4 5 
d. Read newspapers and 1 2 3 4 5 
magazines 
e. Read academic books 1 2 3 4 5 
f. Read novels 1 2 3 4 5 
g. Read library books in 1 2 3 4 5 
English 
h. Do grammar exercise/ 1 2 3 4 5 
write short essays 
i. Speak with classmates 1 2 3 4 5 
j. Speak with friends 1 2 3 4 5 
k. Surf the Internet 1 2 3 4 5 
1. Watch videos/ DVDs/ 1 2 3 4 5 
VCDs 
m. Talk to people in shops 1 2 3 4 5 
n. Talk on the phone 1 2 3 4 5 
o. Write emails to friends 1 2 3 4 5 
p. Read emails from friends 1 2 3 4 5 
q. Write personal notes or 1 2 3 4 5 
letters 
*modified from Hyland, F. (2004). Learning autonomously: Contextualising 
out-of-class English language learning. Language Awareness, 13 (3), 180-202. 
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2. Please indicate how useful you find/ expect these activities for improving 
your English. 
Very Useful No Not Not 
Useful Comment Useful Useful 
At All 
a. Watch TV programmes 1 2 3 4 5 
b. Listen to the radio 1 2 3 4 5 
c. Listen to songs 1 2 3 4 5 
d. Read newspapers and 1 2 3 4 5 
magazines 
e. Read academic books 1 2 3 4 5 
f. Read novels 1 2 3 4 5 
g. Read library books in 1 2 3 4 5 
English 
h. Do grammar exercise/ 1 2 3 4 5 
write short essays 
i. Speak with classmates 1 2 3 4 5 
j. Speak with friends 1 2 3 4 5 
k. Surf the Internet 1 2 3 4 5 
I. Watch videos/ DVDs/ 1 2 3 4 5 
VCDs 
m. Talk to people in shops 1 2 3 4 5 
n. Talk on the phone 1 2 3 4 5 
o. Write emails to friends 1 2 3 4 5 
p. Read emails from friends 1 2 3 4 5 
q. Write personal notes or 1 2 3 4 5 
letters 
•modified from Hyland, F. (2004). Learning autonomously: Contextualising 
out-of-class English language learning. Language Awareness, 13 (3), 180-202. 
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3. How often do you use English in the following situations NOW? 
Very Often Sometimes Rarely Never 
Often 
a. I try to use some English 1 2 3 4 5 
with my classmates in 
class. 
b. I try to use some English 1 2 3 4 5 
with my classmates outside 
of class. 
c. I try to use some English 1 2 3 4 5 
with my friends. 
d. I try to use some English 1 2 3 4 5 
with strangers whom I 
think might know English. 
e. I try to use some English to 1 2 3 4 5 
clarify some of the new 
things I learned in class 
with my classmates. 
f. I try to use some English to 1 2 3 4 5 
clarify some of the new 
things I learned in class 
with the instructor. 
g. I deliberately use the things 1 2 3 4 5 
I learned in the classroom 
(e.g.，grammar, vocabulary, 
expressions) with the 
instructor in class. 
h. I deliberately use the things 1 2 3 4 5 
I learned in the classroom 
(e.g., grammar, vocabulary, 
expressions) with my 
classmates in class. 
i. I deliberately use the things 1 2 3 4 5 
I learned in the classroom 
(e.g., grammar, vocabulary, 
expressions) with my 
classmates outside class. 
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j. I deliberately use the things 1 2 3 4 5 
I learned in the classroom 
(e.g., grammar, vocabulary, 
expressions) with my 
friends. 
* modified from Freed, B. F.，Dewey, D. P., Segalowitz, N.，& Halter, R. (2004). The 
language contact profile. SSLA, 26, 349-356. 
4. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the 
following statements. 
Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly 
Agree Comment Disagree 
a. I use English every day 1 2 3 4 5 
for a variety of social 
or academic purposes. 
b. I rarely use English 1 2 3 4 5 
outside a classroom 
setting. 
c. I feel comfortable 1 2 3 4 5 
when I use English in a 
social setting. 
d. I feel comfortable 1 2 3 4 5 
when I use English for 
academic purposes. 
e. I feel comfortable 1 2 3 4 5 
when I use English in 
public places (e.g., 
restaurants, shops, on 
the street, etc) 
f. I feel comfortable 1 2 3 4 5 
when I use English to 
answer questions from 
tourists. 
g. I feel comfortable 1 2 3 4 5 
when I use English 
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with my friends. 
h. I feel comfortable 1 2 3 4 5 
when I use English 
with my classmates. 
i. I feel comfortable 1 2 3 4 5 
when I use English 
with Cantonese 
speakers. 
j. I feel comfortable 1 2 3 4 5 
when I use English 
with non-Cantonese 
speakers. 
k. I look for opportunities 1 2 3 4 5 
to use and improve my 
English in everyday 
life. 
1. I avoid using English 1 2 3 4 5 
except when it is really 
necessary. 
*adapted from Hyland, F. (2004). Learning autonomously: Contextualising 
out-of-class English language learning. Language Awareness, 13 (3), 180-202. 
5. Use of English In The Workplace 
a) How frequently do you carry the following activities in English NOW? 
Very Often Sometimes Rarely Never N/A 
Often 
a. Attend meetings 1 2 3 4 5 6 
b. Speak with . 1 2 3 4 5 6 
colleagues 
c. Speak with 1 2 3 4 5 ^ ~ 
customers 
d. Write emails to 1 2 3 4 5 6 ~ 
colleagues 
e. Write emails to 1 2 3 4 5 6 
customers 
f. Read emails from 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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colleagues 
g. Read emails from 1 2 3 4 5 6 
customers 
h. Write reports in 1 2 3 4 5 6 
English 
i. Fill in documents in 1 2 3 4 5 6 
English 
j. I deliberately use the 1 2 3 4 5 6 
things I learned in 





k. I deliberately use the 1 2 3 4 5 6 
things I learned in 





b) Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the 
following statements 
Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly N/A 
Agree Comment Disagree 
a. I feel 1 2 3 4 5 6 ~ 
comfortable ‘ 
when I use 
English in my 
work. 
b. I feel 1 2 3 4 5 5 ~ 
comfortable 




~ c . F f ^ 1 ~ 2 3 4 5 ^ 
comfortable 
when I use 
English with 
my customers. 
d. Better English 1 2 3 4 5 6 
will be good for 
my career. 
6. Use of English In Family 
a) How frequently do you carry the following activities in English NOW? 
Very Often Sometimes Rarely Never N/A 
Often 
a. I try to use some English 1 2 3 4 5 6 
with my family. 
b. I discuss with my family 1 2 3 4 5 6 
some questions about 
English (e.g., grammar, 
vocabulary, expressions) 
c. I deliberately use the 1 2 3 4 5 6 
things I learned in the 
classroom (e.g., grammar, 
vocabulary, expressions) 
with my family 
b) Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the 
following statements 
• Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly N/A 
Agree Comment Disagree 
a. By sharing or 1 2 3 4 5 6 
discussing what I have 
learned in the 
classroom (e.g., 
grammar, vocabulary, 
expressions) with my 
children, my 
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relationship with them 
has improved. 
b. I could motivate my 1 2 3 4 5 6 
children to leam 
English by setting a 
good example for 
them. 
c. I could help my 1 2 3 4 5 6 
children with their 
homework or study 
with better English. 
d. Good English is very 1 2 3 4 5 6 
important for my 
children's future. 
7. Current Motivation and Attitude Towards Learning English 
Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly 
Agree Comment Disagree 
a. English is important as 1 2 3 4 5 
an international 
language. 
b. I would be more 1 2 3 4 5 
confident to travel alone 
to other countries with 
better English. 
c. I could make friends 1 2 3 4 5 
with people from 
different parts of the 
world with better 
English. 
d. I enjoy learning 1 2 3 4 5 
English. 
e. I like English and 1 2 3 4 5 
English cultures. 
f. I like the way that 1 2 3 4 5 
native English speakers 
behave. 
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g. I would like to act like 1 2 3 4 5 
native English speakers. 
h. One could give others 1 2 3 4 5 
an impression of being 
modem, open-minded, 
intelligent, and educated 
with a better mastery of 
English. 
i. I could leam more about 1 2 3 4 5 
different countries and 
their cultures with better 
English. 
j. I would be proud of 1 2 3 4 5 
myself if I could master 
English well. 
k. English gives me more 1 2 3 4 5 
freedom to share my 
feelings, thoughts, and 
ideas with others. 
1. I feel that I would 1 2 3 4 5 
become a more 
competent person with 
better English. 
* References: Lamb, M. (2004). Integrative motivation in a globalizing world. 
System, 32, 3-19. 
Thank you very much for your help! 
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— I 經 常 I 常 常 I 有 時 I 偶 爾 I 從 不 
a .收看英語電視節 目 1 r ~ 3 4 5 
b .收聽英語電台節目 1 2 3 ~ ~ 4 5 
C. 聽英文歌曲 1 _ 2 3 4 5 
d .閱讀英文報章、雜誌 1 2 3 4 5 
e .閱讀英文教科書 ^ 2 r 4 
f.閱讀英文小說 1 I 3 ~ 4 5 
g .借閱公共圖書館的英文書 1 2 3 4 5 
h . 做 英 文 文 法 練 習 / 寫 短 文 — 1 2 3 4 5 
i .與同學用英文交談 1 2 3 4 5 
與朋友用英文交談 —“i 2 3 4 ~ T ~ 
k .在互聯網上瀏覽英文網頁 1 2 3 4 5 
T看英文的錄影帶 / D V D s / 1 2 3 4 5 
VCDs 
m.與商店裏的人用英文交談 1 2 ~ ~ 3 4 5 
n .用英文講電話 1 2 3 4 5 
0 .用英文寫電子郵件給朋友 i r 3 ~ 4 5 
P .閱讀朋友用英文寫的電子郵 i 2 3 4 5 
件 
用英文寫私人的便條、信件I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 
*改編自 Hyland，F. (2004). Learning autonomously: Contextualising out-of-class 
English language learning. Language Awareness, 13 (3), 180-202. 
2.您認爲下列用英語進行的活動能有效改進您的英語程度嗎？ 
I 非 常 I 有 用 I 無 意 見 I 沒 有 I 非 常 
有用 用 沒有 
用 
a .收看英語電視節目 I 1 I 2 I 3 1 5 
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聽英語電台節目 I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 — 
C. 聽英文歌曲 1 2 3 4 5 
d .閱讀英文報章、雜誌 1 一 1 3 ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ 5 
e .閱讀英文教科書 1 2 3 ~ 4 5 
f . 閱讀英文小說 ~ ~ 1 2 3 4 5 
g .借閱公共圖書館的英文書 1 2 ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ 5 
h . 做 英 文 文 法 練 習 / 寫 短 文 — 1 —“2 3 4 5 
T ~與同學用英文交談 ~ 1 2 3 4 ~ T ~ 
與朋友用英文交談 2 3 4 
在互聯網上瀏覽英文網頁 2 3 4 " ~ T ~ " 
1 .看英文的錄影帶 / DVDs/ 1 2 3 4 5 
VCDs 
m . 與 商 店 裏 的 人 用 英 文 交 談 — 1 2 3 4 5 
n .用英文講電話 1 r 3 4 5 
0 . 用 英 文 寫 電 子 郵 件 給 朋 友 — 1 一13 " ~ 4 5 
P.閱讀朋友用英文寫的電子郵 i 2 3 4 5 
件 
用英文寫私人的便條、信件I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 
*改編自 Hyland，F. (2004). Learning autonomously: Contextualising out-of-class 
English language learning. Language Awareness, 13 (3), 180-202. 
3. a a ’您以SE進行下列活動的情況是： 
I 經 常 I 常 常 I 有 時 I 偶 爾 I 從 不 
a .我嘗試在課堂中與同學使用 1 一 : 3 4 5 
一些英語。 
b.我嘗試在課堂以外與同學使 1 2 3 4 5 
用一些英語。 
C.我嘗試與朋友使用一些英 1 2 3 4 5 
語。 • 
d . 我 嘗 試 用 英 文 與 我 認 爲 可 能 2 3 4 5 
懂得說英語的陌生人說話。 
e .我嘗試在課堂中使用一些英 1 2 3 4 5 
語來與同學弄清在課堂上學 
到的東西。 
















T我會刻意與朋友使用一些我 1 2 " 1 4 5 
從課堂中學到的英語（例如： 
文法、辭彙、表達方式）。 [ _ _ _ J _ _ _ 
* 改編自 Freed, B. F.，Dewey, D. R’ Segalowitz, N.，& Halter, R. (2004). The 




a .我每天都使用英語進行不 1 3 4 5 
同種類的社交或有關學習 
英語的活動。 
b .我在課室以外甚少使用英 i 2 3 4 5 
語。 
C.當我在社交場合使用英語 1 2 3 4 5 
時，我感到自在。 
d .當我爲學術目的而使用英 1 2 3 4 5 
語時，我感到自在。 
e . 當 我 在 公 共 場 所 （ 例 如 ： 餐 1 2 3 4 5 
廳、商店、街道上）使用英 
語時，我感到自在。 
f .當我使用英語解答遊客的 1 2 3 4 5 
問題時，我感到自在。 
當我與朋友使用英語時，我I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 
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—感到自在。 I I I I I 
h . 當我與同學使用英語時，我 1 2 3 4 5 
感到自在° 
i .當我與母語是廣東話的人 1 2 3 4 5 
使用英語時，我感到自在。 
j .當我與母語不是廣東話的 1 2 3 4 5 
人使用英語時，我感到自 
在。 
k.我會在曰常生活中尋找一 1 2 3 4 5 ~ 
些可以使用和改進自己英 
文的機會。 
1 除 非 必 要 ， 否 則 我 會 儘 量 避 i 2 3 4 5 
免使用英語。 L _ _ _ L _ _ J _ _ _ _ L _ _ _ L _ _ _ 
*改編自 Hyland, F. (2004). Learning autonomously: Contextualising out-of-class 
English language learning. Language Awareness, 13 (3), 180-202. 
5.現今在工作中使用英語的情況 
a)現在，您在工作中以SB進行下列活動的情況是： 
I 經 常 I 常 常 I 有 時 I 偶 爾 I 從 不 I 不 適 用 
a . 出 席 會 議 1 2 3 4 5 6 
b .與同事用英文交談 1 2 3 5 6 
客戶用英文交談 1 一1 3 r ~ 5 "6 
d .用英文寫電子郵件給同事_ 1 r ~ 4 5 6 
e.用英文寫電子郵件給客戶 1 2 3 ~~4 5 6 
閱讀同事用英文寫的電子 1 2 3 4 5 6 
郵件 
g . 閱讀客戶用英文寫的電子 1 2 3 4 5 6 
郵件 
h .用英文寫報告 ~ T ~ 2 3 4 ~ 6 
i .用英文塡寫文件 2 r ~ 4 5 一 6 








達方式）。 1 1 1 1 1 1 
b)請指出現在您對下列句子認同/不認同的程度： 
非 常 同 意 無 意 見 不 同 意 非 常 不適用 
不同意 
a .當我在工作中使用英語"“！ 2 3 4 5 6 
時，我感到自在。 
b .當我與同事使用英語 1 2 3 4 5 6 
時，我感到自在。 
C.當我與客戶使用英語 i 2 3 5 6 
時，我感到自在。 
d . 有 更 好 的 英 語 ， 我 的 事 業 2 3 4 5 6 
也會更好。 I I I 
6.現今在家裡使用英語的情況 
a)現在，您在家裡以SE進行下列活動的情況是： 
I 經 常 I 常 常 I 有 時 I 偶 爾 I 從 不 I 不 適 用 
a .我會嘗試與家人使用一些 1 3 4 5 6 
英語。 
b . 我 會 與 家 人 討 論 一 些 有 關 1 2 3 4 5 6 
英語的問題（例如：文法、 
辭彙、表達方式）。 
C . 我會刻意與家人使用一些 1 2 3 4 5 6 
我從課堂中學到的英語 
(例如：文法、辭彙、表 
達方式）。 I I 
b)請指出現在您對下列句子認同/不認同的程度： 
I 非 常 I 同 I 無 意 見 I 不 同 意 I 非 常 I 不 適 用 
同 意 意 不同意 
a .透過與孩子分享或討論 1 2 3 4 5 6 ^ 





b . 透 過 學 習 英 語 ， 我 能 爲 孩 2 3 4 5 6 
子樹立一個好榜樣，鼓勵 
他們學習英語。 
C.有好一點的英語，我能爲—1 2 3 4 5 6 
孩子在他們的功課和學 
習上提供多一些幫助。 
d .孩子的良好英語對他們 1 2 3 4 5 6 
的前途是非常重要的。I I I I I I 
7. a^對英語之看法及學習動機 
I 非 常 同 意 無 意 見 不 同 意 非 常 
1 5 1 不同意 
a .英語是一種重要的國際語 1 1 3 4 5 ~ 
言 ° 
b . 有更好的英語’我會更有信 1 2 3 4 5 
心獨自到其他國家旅遊。 
C . 有更好的英語，我能與更多 1 2 3 4 5 
來自不同國家的人做朋友。 
d .我享受學習英語。 1 3 4 5 
e. 我喜歡英文和英國文化°~~~ 1 2 3 4 5 
f .我喜歡以英語作爲母語的 1 2 3 4 5 
人的行爲舉止。 
g.我希望自己的行爲舉止與 1 2 3 4 5 
英國人相近。 




i . 有 更 好 的 英 語 ’ 我 能 知 道 更 1 2 3 4 5 
多關於其他國家的東西及 
他們的文化。 
j .如能對英語有良好的掌 1 2 3 i 5 
握，我會感到自豪。 L _ _ J L _ _ _ _ 
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k.英語能給我更大的自由度 1 2 3 4 5 
去分享我的感覺、思想和意 
見 ° 
T我覺得如有更好的英語，我 1 2 3 4 5 
會變得更能幹0 I I I I I 




Appendix E Interview Protocols - Childhood and Formal Schooling 
Demographic information 
1. Were you bom in Hong Kong? Did you receive all of your education here in 
Hong Kong? If not，where? 
2. When did you stop learning as a full-time student in a formal school? At which 
level? Why? 
3. What is your present occupation? What are the duties of your job? How long 
have you been working in this job? Do you need to use English at your 
workplace? 
4. What other jobs did you have before this one? How long did you stay in each 
job? 
5. Do your family members speak English? Do they have to use English at work? 
Personality traits and hobbies 
1. Please tell me something about yourself. What adjectives would you use to 
describe yourself? What adjectives do you think your friends would use to 
describe you? 
2. What are your strengths? Is there anything that you would like to improve? 
3. What do you usually do in your free time? What are your hobbies? 
Current language profile 
1. What language(s) do you speak? How would you rate your proficiency in these 
languages in the following areas 一 reading, writing, listening, speaking? 
2. What language(s) do your family members speak? How fluent are they in each 
of the following areas - reading, writing, listening, speaking? 
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3. What language(s) do your parents speak? How fluent are they in each of the 
following areas - reading, writing, listening, speaking? 
4. How long have you been learning these languages? Are you satisfied with your 
proficiency in these languages? Is there anything that you would like to 
improve? 
5. Do you have any goals to improve your level of proficiency in these languages? 
Please be specific (skill area/ desired level: beginner, lower intermediate, 
intermediate, upper intermediate, advanced) 
6. Which language do you like most? Why? 
7. How would you feel when you are using these language(s)? Why? 
When using Cantonese, I feel... • 
When using English, I feel.... 
8. Do you use different languages with different people, or in different contexts? 
Can you tell me something more about this? 
9. How much English do you use in your daily life? 
10. Do you have to use English at work or in your social life? What language skills 
do you have to use? 
11. Do you code-mix in your daily life? If so, how often? When? Where? With 
whom? Why? 
12. How do you feel when you code-mix? 
13. How much contact do you have with native English speakers in your daily life? 
14. How often do you practise your English? What do you do to practise? Do you 
practise it alone, or with others? 
15. Do you have other additional comments about your use of English at the present 
stage? 
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Learning experiences in primary school 
1. What was the name of your primary school? What was your school like? What 
was the medium of instruction? 
2. Which subject(s) did you like/ dislike most when you were in primary school? 
Why? 
3. Which subject(s) were you best in when you were in primary school? Which 
were the ones that you were not that confident in? Why? 
4. Why do you think you had to study English in primary school? Did it seem 
relevant to your life or your future? 
5. How did you leam English when you were in primary school? What was a 
typical English lesson in your primary school like? 
6. How about the English homework? What kind of English homework did you 
usually have when you were in primary school? 
7. Did you have lots of homework for English when you were in primary school? 
Were they difficult? Did you enjoy doing them? 
8. Did you enjoy your English lessons? Why or why not? (How did this compare 
with your other subjects?) 
9. Did you like your English teachers? Why or why not? (How did this compare 
with your other teachers?) 
10. Were you or your close friends ever encouraged/ praised by your English 
teachers when you were in primary school? Can you tell me something more 
about it? How did you feel at that time? How did it effect your attitude toward 
English/ your motivation to leam the language? 
11. Were you or your close friends ever embarrassed/ scolded by your English 
teachers when you were in primary school? Can you tell me something more 
about it? How did you feel at that time? 
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12. Did you enjoy learning English when you were in primary school? Why? 
13. How would you compare your English lessons with other lessons you had for 
other subjects when you were in primary school? 
14. Were there any extracurricular activities in English in your school (e.g., speech 
festival, writing competition, drama)? Did you join them? Why or why not? 
15. Did your primary school organize any English reading schemes? Did you join 
them? Why or why not? 
16. Did you borrow English books from the school library when you were in 
primary school? Why or why not? 
17. How much English did you use for academic purposes when you were in your 
primary school? What kinds of language skills did you use (reading, writing, 
listening, speaking)? 
18. How did you feel when you used English in the above situations? Do you think 
that they had any kind of impact on your learning of English when you were in 
primary school? 
19. Do you have any additional comments about your language learning in primary 
school? 
Language learning experiences at home 
1. Did your family members know English when you were in primary school? Did 
they have to use English at work or in their study? Did they use English to 
communicate with you? If so, when? Why? 
2. If you had questions about English when you were in primary school, was there 
anyone at home able to help you? Did you have any private tutors, relatives or 
helpful neighbors to help you with your English when you were in primary 
school? 
3. What were your parents' views towards English learning? Did they encourage 
you to leam English? If so, what did they do to encourage you? 
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4. What was the education level of your parents? How much influence do you 
think your parents had on your learning of English when you were in primary 
school? 
5. How much influence do you think your siblings had on your learning of English 
when you were in primary school? 
6. Do you have any additional comments about the influence that your family or 
relatives had on your learning of English when you were in primary school? 
Language learning experiences in community 
1. How much English did you use outside school (e.g., for leisure, for social 
purpose) when you were in primary school? What kinds of language skills did 
you use (reading, writing, listening, speaking)? Where (e.g., watching films, 
listening to songs, reading books and newspapers, etc)? With whom (e.g., 
teachers, parents, classmates, friends, etc)? 
2. How did you feel when you used English in the above situations? Did they have 
any impact on your learning of English at that time? 
3. Did you have any positive or negative experiences using English outside school 
when you were in primary school? 
4. Do you have any additional comments about your English usage at that time? 
Attitudes towards English at this stage (primary school) 
1. How did you see English when you were in primary school? What was English 
to you (e.g., an academic subject, a foreign language, a tool, etc)? 
2. What were your attitudes towards learning English at that time? Did you like it? 
3. Was there any special person or events that had an impact on your attitudes 
towards English? 
4. What were your parents' attitudes towards your learning of English? How about 
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that of your relatives? 
5. Is there anything about your attitudes towards English at this stage that you 
would like to share with me? 
Motivation to learn English at this stage (primary school) 
1. Did you like to leam English when you were in primary school? Why? 
2. Were you motivated to leam English at that stage? If so, who or what motivated 
you? How? 
3. If not，why weren't you motivated to leam English at that time? Was there 
anyone/ anything that discouraged you from learning English? 
4. How would you describe yourself as a learner of English when you were in 
primary school? 
5. What do you think are the factors which made you become such a learner? 
6. How much effort did you make in your learning of English when you were in 
primary school? Did you often practise your English? 
7. Did you have any goals to improve your English when you were in primary 
school? (specific skills areas & levels: beginner, lower intermediate, 
intermediate, upper intermediate, advanced) 
8. Do you have other additional comments about your motivation to leam English 
at that stage? 
Additional Comments 
1. How important do you think your learning of English at the stage of primary 
school was? 
2. Why did you stop receiving education in a formal school that time? 
3. Do you wish you had continued your formal schooling at that time? Why or 
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why not? 
4. Did you have any plans for further studies in English by the time when you 
graduated from the primary school? Why or why not? 
5. Do you have other comments about your experiences of English learning when 
you were in primary school? 
Thank you for sharing your thoughts with me! 
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Appendix F Interview Protocols - In Working Life and Adulthood 
English Usage At The Workplace (After Leaving Formal School) 
1. What was your first full-time job? What were your responsibilities? Why did 
you choose this as your first job? 
2. Did you have to use English in your first job? Did you have a chance to interact 
with native English speakers in that job? 
3. How long did you stay in your first job? Why did you leave it? 
4. What kind of jobs did you have after the first job? What were your 
responsibilities? How long did you stay in each job? 
5. Did you have to use English in these jobs? Did you have a chance to interact 
with native English speakers in these jobs? 
6. Did you do anything to leam/ improve your English at that time? 
7. Was there any difference in your views about English before and after you 
started to work? What was English to you at that time (e.g., a foreign language, 
a tool for communication, etc)? 
8. Was there any person/ event that had a strong impact on the way that you 
perceived English after you left formal school and started to work? 
9. Do you have other additional comments about your English usage after you 
started to work? 
Returning to The English Classroom 
1. Did you start taking part-time courses immediately after you left the formal 
school? If so, why? 
2. If not, when did you start taking part-time courses after you left the formal 
school? Why? Was it a hard decision to make? Why or why not? 
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3. Did you have the initiative to go on your own, or did you wait for a friend to 
accompany you? Were you told by your boss to improve your English? 
4. What kind of part-time/ English courses did you take? Where? At which level? 
What was the duration of each of the courses? Why did you take them? 
5. How often did you go to the English classes in a week? Did you have any 
difficulties in arranging time to go to those English classes? Did you have the 
support from your boss/ family? 
6. How about the tuition fee? Do you think it was reasonable? Did you pay the 
fees yourself or did your employer pay some or all of the fees? 
7. What were your expectations? What did you hope to get from these courses? 
English Learning Experiences in The Night School/ Those Institutions 
1. How did you feel about returning to an English learning classroom again after a 
long time away from your formal school? How did you feel on the first day of 
class? What did you do to prepare for it? 
2. How did you leam English when you were in those institutions? What was a 
typical English lesson in those institutions like? How would you compare your 
English learning experience there with that in your primary or secondary 
school? 
3. Did you enjoy your English lessons in those institutions? Why or why not? 
4. Did you like your English teachers in those institutions? Why or why not? (How 
did this compare with your feelings about your English teachers in primary or 
secondary school?) 
5. What do you think about the teacher-student interaction in the English classes in 
those institutions? 
6. How about the English homework? What kind of English homework did you 
usually have when you were in those institutions? Were they difficult? Did you 
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enjoy doing them? 
7. Did you do anything to improve your English when you were learning English 
in those institutions? If so, what did you do? 
8. How would you describe yourself as a learner of English in those courses? Did 
you volunteer to raise or to answer questions in class? Why or why not? 
9- How would you feel if you were asked to speak in class? Would you like to be 
invited to speak in class? Did you enjoy having class discussions? Why or why 
not? Do you think that they had any kind of impact on your learning of English 
when you were in those institutions? 
10. Were you worried about making mistakes when you were asked to answer 
questions, or to speak in class? Why or why not? How did you deal with it? 
11. Were there anything that you wish you had done in the English courses you 
attended in those institutions but did not? 
12. Do you have any comments about your learning of English in those institutions 
that you would like to share with me? 
Motivation to Learn English at The Present Stage 
1. Do you like to leam English now? Why? Are you motivated to leam English 
now? If so, who or what motivated you? How? If not, why aren't you motivated 
to leam English now? Is there anyone/ anything discouraging you from learning 
English? 
2. How would • you describe yourself as a learner of English now? Has your 
perception of yourself and your English language skills changed? What do you 
think are the factors which made you become such a learner? 
3. How much effort do you make in your learning of English now? Do you often 
practise your English? What do you do to practise your English? Do you 
practice or revise your English alone, or with others (e.g., family members， 
friends, classmates, colleagues, etc)? 
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4. Do you have any goals to improve your English now? (specific skills areas & 
levels: beginner, lower intermediate, intermediate, upper intermediate, 
advanced) 
5. Do you have other additional comments about your motivation to leam English 
at that stage? 
Attitudes Towards English at The Present Stage 
1. How do you see English now? What is English to you (e.g., an academic subject, 
a foreign language, a tool for communication, etc)? 
2. Is there any special person or event that has recently had an impact on your 
attitudes towards English? 
3. What are the attitudes of your family members, friends, or colleagues towards 
your learning of English now? 
4. Is there anything about your attitudes towards English at this stage that you 
would like to share with me? 
Current Language Learning Experiences in Community 
1. How much English do you use outside the night school/ workplace (e.g., for 
leisure, for social purposes) now? Which language skills do you use (reading, 
writing, listening, speaking)? Where (e.g., watching films, listening to songs, 
reading books and newspapers, etc)? With whom (e.g., teachers, parents, 
classmates, friends, etc)? 
2. How do you feel when you use English in the above situations? Does this have 
any impact on your learning of English now? 
3. Recently, have you ever had any positive or negative experiences using 
English? 
4. Have you ever tried using English outside Hong Kong (e.g., when you were 
travelling)? If so, could you tell me something more about your experience? 
How did you feel at that time? 
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5. Do you have other comments you would like to make about your English usage 
outside the classroom/ workplace now? 
Impact of English Learning in The Night School on Current Use of English/ 
Self-perception/ Interpersonal Relationships 
1. Do you think your English has improved? If yes, how? Are you now using more 
English in your work? Has your improved English helped you on your work or 
brought you more opportunities in your job situation? If yes, could you tell me 
something more about this? 
2. Was there any change in you/ your self-perception after you started learning 
English at the night school? Do you see yourself differently now, after learning 
English in the night school? 
3. Was there any change in your relationship with your family members after you 
started learning English at the night school? How about that with your 
colleagues and friends? Would you share or practise what you have learned in 
class with them? 
4. Does English play a role in your social life now? If yes, how? 
5. What do you think you have gained from taking English lessons in the night 
school? 
6. How would you describe the friendship you have with other classmates in the 
night school? What role do you think this friendship plays in your learning of 
English? 
7. Do you see this group of friends you met in the night school as a study group or 
support group? What does this group mean to you? How do you benefit from 
this group? 
8. Do you have an English name? If so, when did you get your English name? 
How and why did you get it? What do your friends usually call you - your 
Chinese or English name? If you don't have an English name, why not? 
9. Do you feel differently if you are being called by your Chinese or English name? 
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Why or why not? Which name do you prefer to be called? Why? 
10. We have known each other for almost 2 years now; it seems that there are some 
changes in the way that you call each other within the group. Could you tell me 
something about this change? Why is there such a change? Are you happy with 
it? 
11. Sometimes, I heard you and your friends in the group addressing each other 
with family member terms like "mum," "dad," "brother," or "sister." Could you 
tell me something more about this? When and why did you start calling each 
other/ being called with such terms? How did you feel when you call each other/ 
being called by them with these terms? 
12. Do you have other comments about the impact that the learning of English at 
night school is having on your interpersonal relationships/ perception of 
yourself? 
Attitudes Towards Their Children�Learning of English 
1. What is your attitude towards your children's learning of English? Do you play 
a role in their learning of English? If yes, how? What have you done to show 
your support/ to encourage your children to leam English? 
2. Do you think your attitude towards your children's learning of English is 
different from that of your parents? If so, how? Why? 
3. How important do you think English is for the future of your children? 
4. Do you have other comments you would like to make about your children's 
learning of English? 
Improving the English Learning for Adult Early School Leavers in Hong Kong 
1. Describe an ideal English class in a night school. 
2. Describe an ideal instructor for an adult English course in a night school. 
3. What are your views about the additional course materials (e.g., idioms, smilies， 
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song and lyric appreciation, introduction to some great writers, and famous 
musicals, etc) that we had in the F. 1 English course? Were you interested in 
those additional course materials? 
4. Do you think you have enough support from people (e.g., friends, family, 
colleagues, or administrators) around you to continue your learning of English 
in the night school? Why or why not? 
5. Do you think the government supports the English learning of adults? Are there 
any suggestions you would like to make about this? 
6. What advice would you give to adults with a similar background who might be 
thinking about going to leam English in a night school? 
7. Do you have other comments about the English learning of adults in Hong 
Kong? 
8. Please feel free to make any comments or suggestions about your English 
learning experience, your views about English or English language programmes 
for adults, or anything related to the English learning of adults in Hong Kong. 
Thank you for sharing your thoughts with me! 
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Appendix G Consent Form (English Version) 
Participant's Name: Participant's Code Number: 
1. Introduction and Background Information 
The study is being conducted by Gloria CHAN Wai Nga, an MPhil student in 
Applied English Linguistics at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. The study will 
focus on the learning of English among adult students in Hong Kong. It is hoped a 
better understanding of the English learning environment for adult learners in Hong 
Kong could be obtained through this study. 
2. Procedures 
Your participation in this study will last for approximately 6 months. In this study, 
you will be asked to complete a questionnaire, and to participate in group and 
individual interviews. 
3. Privacy 
The study may involve the revealing of some personal information, but your 
information provided would only be used for research purpose of this study; and will 
be kept confidential. To respect and to protect your privacy, pseudonyms will be used 
in this study. 
4. Benefits 
The information collected may not benefit you directly. The information learned in 
this study may be helpful to others, in the way that it may help to provide a better 
understanding of the English learning environment for adult learners in Hong Kong. 
5. Questions 
You acknowledge that you have been explained about the research purpose and 
procedure, and all your questions have been answered. If you have any questions 
about the study, please contact Gloria CHAN Wai Nga at 9212 6970. 
If you have any questions about your rights as a research participants, concerns or 
other questions, you may contact Gloria CHAN Wai Nga. If for any reasons that you 
do not wish to enquire the researcher about these, you may also contact the Graduate 
School of the Chinese University of Hong Kong at 2609 8976/ 
gradschool@cuhk.edu.hk 
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6. Consent Form 
You will be given a copy of this consent form for reference. 
Your participation in this research study is voluntary (your personal choice). You are 
free to withdraw your consent at any time without penalty or losing benefit to which 
you are otherwise entitled. Please sign below if you agree to participate. 
Participant's Signature: Date: 
Researcher's Signature: Date: 
* This consent form is adapted from Subject Informed Consent Form Template. 
Retrieved 5 August, 2005 from research.louisville.edu/ 
UHSC/consent-template_specimen.pdf 
* Participants in the research will be given the Chinese version of this consent form 
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*此參與調查硏究同意書是改編自Subject Informed Consent Form Template. 
Retrieved 5 August, 2005 from 
research.louisville.eduAJHSC/consent-template_specimen.pdf 
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